


Talk to your focal Elmeasco distributor about Fluke -

• A.C. T. John Pope Electrical (062) 80 6576 • J Blackwood & Sons (062) 80 5235 • George Brown (062) BO 4355 

• N.S. W. Ames Agency 699 4524 • J Blackwood & Sons • George Brown 519 5855 Newcastle 69 6399 •Bryan Catt Industries 5262222 • O.G.E. Systems (049) 69 1625 
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• Novacastrian Electronic Supply (049) 62 1358 

• N. TERRrrORY J Blackwood & Son (089) 84 4255, 52 1788 • Thew & Mccann (089) 84 4999 

•QUEENSLAND Auslec (07) 8541661 ... • Petro-Ject (075) 91 4199 •St Lucia Electronics 52 7466 •Cliff Electronics 341 4655 • L E. Boughen 369 1277 
•Fred Hoe & Sons 277 4311 •The Electronic Shop (075) 32 3632 •Thompson Instruments (Cairns) (070) 51 2404 

• S. AUSTRAUA Protronics 212 3111 •Trio Electrix 212 6235 •Industrial Pyrometers 352 3688 • J Blackwood & Son 46 0391 • Petro-Ject 363 1353 

• TASMANIA George Harvey (003) 31 6533 (002) 34 2233 

• VICTORIA Radio Parts 329 7888 • George Brown Electronics Group 878 8111 • G 8 Telespares 328 4301 • A.W.M. Electncal Wholesalers • Petro-Ject 419 g;J77 
• J Blackwood & Sons 542 4321 • R.K.B. Agency 29 7336 • Sirs Sales (052) 78 1251 • Mektronics Co 690 4593 •Truscott Electronics 723 3094 

• W. AUSTRAUA Atkins Carlyle 481 1233 • Dobbie Instruments 276 8888 • Protronics 362 1044 
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Good 
as 

Gold 
The 70 Series Multimeters: 
the shining standard by which others 
are measured. 

These multimeters are produced through 
advanced technology that assures you a 
wealth of product features. Giving you solid 
value for your money. 
Security of a 3-year warranty. 

A 3-year warranty reduces your cost of 
ownership. So you don't have to pay the price 
over and over for lesser-quality multimeters. 
More features for your money. 

Choose from either the basic 73 or the 
feature-rich 75 and 77. You'll find the features 
you need at the price you can afford. Touch 
Hold™ for capturing and holding readings. 
Audible tones to signal you for continuity. 
Autoranging for simple operation. And a 
sleep mode for extending battery life up to 
2000 hours. 
Unsurpassed quality. 

Like other Fluke products these multi
meters offer you uncompromised quality 
at competitive prices. Visit your electronics 
representative today and get your hands on a 
70 Series Multimeter. You'll see that brilliant 
performance is within your reach. 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS. 

FLUKE73, 75, 77 
0.7%, 0.5%, and 0.3% basic de accuracy 3-)!'!lrwarranty 
Analog/digital display Audible continuity (75 & 77) 
Volts, ohms, 10A, diode test Range hold (75 & TT) 
Autorange Multipurpose holster (TT) 
2000+ hour battery life Touch Hold function (TT) 
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Australia is planning to reestablish itself in Space research, at last 
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Its appearance and significance 
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Stewart First reviews the first releases 
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The Huntron Tracker 
A new machine for old problems 
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SIEMENS 

SIPMOS saves grams, 
joules and bucl<s 
Siemens new power 
transistors are a boon 
for designers. 

By using SIPMOS® power transistors, 
you can develop systems with 
smaller, lighter power supplies. 
And which are more 
economical and reliable. 
Furthermore, SIPMOS 
transistors are extremely 
fast switching and easy to 
parallel, with no secondary 
breakdown. 
Most importantly, these 
advanced features increase the 
design possibilities for switch mode 
power supplies, asynchronous motor 
controls, audio amplifiers, 
DC convertors, proximity switches 
and inverters. 
Innovative SIPMOS components 
arise from discoveries at the very 
forefront of technology. 

The range includes: 
D P channel and N channel. 
D Small signal transistors including 

surface mount types. 
D FRED FETS with fast recovery 

reverse diode. 
0 SMART FETS. 
And other superior SIPMOS 
components are currently being 
developed by Siemens higher 
technology. 
For more information, contact your 
nearest Siemens office. 

Siemens Ltd. 
544 Church Street, Richmond, Vic. 
Melbourne: (03) 420 7318 Sydney: (02) 436 8730 
Brisbane: (07) 369 9666 Perth: (09) 362 0123 

Distributors 
Victoria: Premark Electronics (Vic) (03) 878 1255 
Queensland: ECO Electronics (07) 376 5677 

Siemens. A higher technology 
READER INFO No. 2 

New South Wa s: Nexus Electronics Pty. Ltd. 
(02) 891 1444 
Premark Electronics Pty. Ltd. (02) 439 6477 
South Australia: Auslec (08) 269 1688 
Protronics Pty. Ltd. (08) 212 3111 
Western Australia: Reserve Electronics 
(09) 328 9755 
Tasmania: Components Resources 
(002) 23 4263 
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An astute magazine editor r, 

likes to hack things around 11,i 

a little from time to time, 
just to keep up with the 

trends and stop everyone 
getting bored. 

-· ~ f7·--
ETI Is one of the more successful examples of electronic publishing. It's been around 
for sixteen years, which of Itself Is something of a miracle, surviving the booms and 
bumps with equal aplomb. Its also gone through Innumerable stages of content and 
appearance, as a glance through the collected files will show. Why? 

It occurs to me that magazines ore a little like frocks. Perfectly serviceable, they 
nevertheless wind up on the scrapheap at the end of every year, replaced with 
something a little more fashionable. An astute magazine editor likes to hock things 
around a little from time to time, just to keep up with the trends and stop everyone get
ting bored. 

This Is our attempt at 'hocking things around'. The front section of the magazine will 
be devoted to the latest and most exciting trends in science and technology, written 
by some of the best writers In the business. The centol section is turned over to hl-fi and 
all those other little gadgets you wish someone would buy you for Christmas, and up 
the bock, the traditional do-It-yourself projects and articles on electronics. And for 
those of you who only buy the mag for the ads, there will be more of those in the future 
too. 

We hope you like It. If you do, tell a friend and tell us. 

Services 
READER SERVICES: All enquiries re
garding back issues, photocopies of 
articles. artwork or technical enquiries 
must be directed by moil to ETI 
Reader Services. PO Box 227. Water
loo, NSW 2017. Enclose cheque or 
money order to the appropriate value 
with your request Relevant charges in
cluding postage within Australia and 
New Zealand are. back issues $4. 
photostot copies $4 per article or $8 
1f project spreads over more than one 
issue. artwork. $5 per board or panel 
up to 10 cm2 or equivalent. $10 for 
larger boards 

TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES: Enqu1nes by 
telephone will only be accepted be
tween 4.30 and 5 pm Readers hove 
two options. to submit a written en
quiry with $5 money order or checue 
and receive a pmtol reply. this ser
vice is l1m1ted to projects published 
within the lost five years; alternatively 
they may forward enquiry without 
money and expect a published reply 

1n the Feed Forward columns at the 
editor's discretion 

COPYRIGHT: The contents of Electron-
1cs Tooay lnternot1onal and associated 
publications is fully protected by the 
Commonwealth Copyright Act (1968) 
Copyright extends to all written ma
terial. photographs. drawings. circuit 
diagrams and printed-circuit boards 
Although any form of reproduction is 
a breach of copyright. we ore not 
concerned about ind1v1duols con
structing prO)ects for their own private 
use. nor by bonds [for example) con
structing one or more items for use in 
connection with their performances 
Commercial organisations should 
note that no pr0Ject or port prO)ect 
described 1n Electronics Tooay Inferno· 
tional or associated publications may 
be offered for sole. or sold 1n substan 
tially or fully assembled form. unless a 
licence hos been spec1f1colly ob
tained so to do from the publisher. 
The Federal Publ1sh1ng Company. or 

Jon Fairall 
Editor 

from the copyright holders 

LIABILITY: Comments and test results 
on equipment reviewed refer to the 
particular item submitted for review 
and may not necessarily pertain to 
other units of the some make or 
model number. Whilst every effort hos 
been mode to ensure that all con
structional projects referred to 1n this 
edition will operate as indicated effi
ciently and properly and that all nee-

' essary components to manufacture 
the some will be ovo1loble. no re
sponsibility is accepted 1n respect of 
the failure for any reason at all of the 
project to operate effectively or at all 
whether due to any fault in design or 
otherwise and no responsibility is ac
cepted for the failure to obtain any 
component ports 1n respect of any 
such prO)ect. Further, no responsibility 
1s accepted in respect of any injury or 
damage caused by any fault in the 
design of any such prO)ect as afore
said 

EDITOR 
Jon Fairall B.A. 

ASSISTANT EDITOR 
Simon O'Brien B.A. (Hons), M.A. 

EDITORIAL STAFF 
S. K. Hui B.Sc. (Hons), M.Eng.Sc. MIEEE, MIREE 
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PRODUCTION 
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PUBLISHER 
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HEAD OFFICE 
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Mullins, C/- John Fairfax & Sons, 101-105 
Waymouth Street, Adelaide, 5000. Phone (08) 
212-1212. Telex: AA82930. 
Western Australia: Estelle de San Miguel, C/
John Fairfax & Sons, 454 Murray Street, Perth, 
WA 6000. Phone: (09) 481-3171. Telex: AA92635. 
New zealand: John Easton, 3rd Floor, 
Communications House, 12 Heather Street, 
Parnell, Auckland. PO Box 8770, Symonds St, 
37-291. Telex NZ63122. Phone 79-6648 
(Auckland). 
Britain: Peter Holloway, Cl- John Fairfax and 
Sons, 12 Norwich Street, London EC4A IBH. 
Phone 353-9321. 
USA: Frank Crook, Sydney Morning Herald, 21st 
Floor, 1500 Broadway, New York, NY 10036. 
Phone 398-9494. 
Japan: Sancho Media Services, Dai lchi Nisawa 
Building, 3-1 Kanda Tacho 2-Chrome, Chiyoda-Ku 
Tokyo 101. Phone Tokyo (03) 252-2721. 

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL is 
published and distributed monthly by the 
Electronics Division of the Federal Publishing 
Company Pty Limited, 180 Bourke Road, 
Alexandria, NSW 2015 under licence from Double 
Bay Newspapers Pty Limited, General Newspapers 
Pty Limited and Suburban Publications Pty Limited. 
Printed by Hannanprint, Sydney. Distributed by 
Magazine Promotions. •Maximum and 
recommended Australian retail price only. 
Registered by Australia Post, Publication No 
NBP0407. ISSN No 0013-5216. 
COPYRIGHT" 1985, Double Bay Newspapers Pty 
Limited, General Newspapers Pty Limited and 
Suburban Publications Pty Limited (trading as 
"Eastern Suburbs Newspapers"). 
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NEWS DIGEST 

OaAp/ays 
catch-up 
The Department of Aviation 
Invited a party of journalists 
to Canberra recently to re
view the work being done In 
conjunction with Aussat to Im
plement a new communica-

tlons system for the alrcran 
and ground controllers. Cur
rently, aviation communica
tions are woeful over most of 
Australia, but according to 
the department, new tech
nologies will bring aviation 
communications Into the 
twentieth century. 

As things stand, communi
cations between alrcran and 

the ground are confined to 
two bands, VHF and HF. VHF 
provides reasonably high 
standard voice links, but is 
limited, essentially, to line of 
sight communications. For 
longer range voice channels 
the aviator relies on HF radio. 
This has long range, but very 
poor noise performance. 
World wide, there has been 

Intelsat VI nears completion in the big room at the Hughes plant in Los Angeles. Satel
lites of this class w/11 be able to transmit nearly 120 000 telephone calls and three televi
sion services at any one time. The balloons are fl/led with Helium and are used during 
construction to support the weight of antennae and other protrustlons. Without them 
they would collapse under their own weight. The craft Is scheduled for launch in 1989. 
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a move to replace HF links 
with VHF links wherever possi
ble. 

Across Australia, all 
manned airport control 
towers communicate on both 
wavelengths. In the more 
populous East coastal re-· 
glons, VHF translators are 
used away from the field to 
extend the range of the sys
tem. Signals are fed to the 
translator by landlines from 
the control tower. Thus for 
some time It has been possi
ble for alrcran flying at Jet al
titudes, say 30 000 feet, to 
communicate during their 
East Coast trips on VHF 
throughout the flight. How
ever, In the Centre, HF com
munication is the order of the 
day for Australian, Ansett and 
Qantas. Light alrcran, flying 
at lower altitudes, find the 
range of the VHF stations 
considerably redcuced be
cause the lower altitude at ·· 
which they fly. They typically 
use HF even In the East, and 
most certainly on trips west of 
the Blue Mountains. 

Now, new communications 
techniques will go some way 
towards changing this situa
tion. The DoA is In the middle 
of a re-organisation plan that 
will use Aussat 1 and 2 to 
communicate with a number 
of remotely sighted VHF sta
tions throughout the conti
nent. The distribution of these 
stations will bring VHF com
munications to all alrcran 
flying over continental Aus
tralia at 30 000 feet, and 
considerably improve com
munications for light aircran 
down to perhaps 5 000 feet. 

For reasons of economics 
and servicing most of the sta
tions have been located at 
existing airports or strips. 
However some are located 
in areas with four wheel drive 
access only. In such systems 
power Is provided by solar 
panels and batteries, with a 
diesel generator for backup. 

Each downstation consists 
of two satellite dishes sup
plied by Andrews Antennae, 
a mast for the VHF antenna 
and a climate tolerant shed. 
The shed is designed to pro
vide a reasonable habitat for 
communications gear even 
in the Dead Heart where tem
peratures of 50 C are not un
common. Most of the equip
ment inside was supplied by 
NEC. 



The new system wlll also 
be used to communicate be
tween towers. At present, all 
Air Traffic Control towers are 
llnked on a telex network 
running at the traditional 50 
baud. This system will now be 
carried on the satelllte. There 
Is also a plan to allow pilots 
access to this network for fll
lng flight plans and receiving 
weather Information. 

The use of satellltes for 
communications, although 
relatively unsophisticated, at 
this stage, puts the DoA on 
track for the next bout of 
technological change ex
pected In the early 1990's. 
This will be the use of DI rect 
Broadcast from the satellite 
to aircraft. As envisaged, the 

aircraft would use a conven
tional phased array burled In 
the wings and across the top 
of the fuselage to talk to the 
satellite. The DoA is monitor
ing this technology as It de
velops overseas, and has 
had considerable Input into 
the design of the second 
generation Aussat satellltes. 

Currently there Is spectrum 
space allocated for this pur
pose In the UHF band around 
1500 MHz. However, It is 
under a great deal of pres
sure from other mobile users 
who would llke to take ad
vantage of existing, rather 
than promised satellite ser
vices. One such application 
Is truck dispatch and mes
saging. 

Jinda/1111 
brings jo/Js . 
Computer Sciences of Austra
lia has begun work on a $6 
mllllon project to convert ex
perimental software de
veloped for the Federal Gov
ernment's Jindalee Over-The
Horizon Facility Into an 
operational system. 

Up to 30 CSA software en
gineers will be employed on 
the contract over the next 
three years at the Defence 
Research Centre in Adelaide. 

Jindalee Is a revolutionary 
radar technique which en
ables the defence force to 
carry out survelllance over 
Immense areas far beyond 
the limits of conventional 
radar by bouncing HF waves 
off Jhe Jonosphere. The re
flecfed energy is gathered 
by very large antenna a~rays 
and analysed by sophisti
cated computer systems. 

The analysis Involves com
plex computational tasks 
which have to take Into ac
count the frequently chang
ing characteristics of the 
ionosphere. 

Testing of the Jindalee sys
tem will continue to be car
ried out at Mt Everard, 40km 
north west of Allee Springs. 

The Department of Defence 
Intends to build up to three 
operational Jlndalee systems 
which wlll become an Inte
gral part in Australia's de
fence program. 

For more Information plase 
contact Brian Lovelock on 
(02) 439 0033 or Brian O'
Shea on (02) 956 2936. 
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NEWS DIGEST 

TBIBCOm 
charges up 
As predicted In last months 
Ell, Telecom has Introduced 
a new charging system for 
dial-up data calls through 
the public switched tele
phone network. 

Dedicated Network Ser
vices Manager, David Gan
non, has announced Tele
com will bring In the new sys
tem based on timing of local 
data calls by mid 1988. 

Justifying the new impost, 
he said: "The past few years 
have witnessed a dramatic 
rise in the use of the public 
switched telephone network 
for data applications. 

Some of these applications 
involve maintaining connec
tions through the local net
work which last for hours, or 
even days. We are effec
tively providing the benefits 
of a semi-permanent link for 
the price of a local cqll." 

Mr Gannon said Telecom 
needed to ensure information 
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service providers made a 
fairer contribution to the 
maintenance and upgrading 
of the public switched tele
phone network. 

"Long-hold data traffic 
cannot reasonably and eco
nomically be accommo
dated on the telephone net
work. The network has been 
developed on the basis of 
carrying voice traffic with the 
average call duration of less 
than three minutes. 

It must be recognised that 
these long data calls impose 
a high cost on Telecom -
one which Is being met di
rectly by all telephone cus
tomers. 

It should also be recog
nised that further growth in 
the number of data calls 
would restrict Telecom's abil
ity to contain costs and 
could lead to a general In
crease in tariffs," Mr Gannon 
said. 

We said the new system 
would not affect chrges for 
voice calls. It would also 
have no effect on data calls 
of similar average duration. 

"Commencing mld-1988, 
exchange access lines 
rented by Information service 
providers for client access to 
computer processing, data
base and other bureau ser
vices will be metered for 
usage. 

The calling client will pay 
only the Initial meter registra
tion of 18 cents, and the Infor
mation service provider will 

be charged for any excess 
holding time." 

"We will be providing fur
ther Information as charging 
and Implementation details 
are finalised. Customers af
fected by the change will be 
advised of operational de
tails at least six months be
fore the new system Is Intro
duced,". Mr Gannon said. 



Bovsrnmsnt
IBll 
r111ur11nc1 
The government has been 
active recently encouraging 
some new Industrial develop
ments. 

The Australlan computer In
dustry has . received an un
precedented boost with two 
of three companies named 
as preferred tenderers for a 
multl-mllllon dollar Federal 
Government contract being 
locally-owned and con
trolled. 

The preferred tenderer 
status wlll see the two - Mel-
bourne-based Computer 
Power and Queensland 
manufacturer Computer Cor
poration of Australla, along 
with the Australlan subsidiary 
of US manufacturer Dlgltal 
Equipment Corporation - In
stall a pllot central computer 
system for Canberra's new 

Parllament House. 
Once this has been evalu

ated contracts wlll be ent
ered Into for a complete net
worked system for the new 
bulldlng. 

In the meantime, Computer 
Power has been nominated 
as the prime contractor and 
.systems Integrator for the en
tire system, whlle CCA has 
been nominated to supply 
workstations and DEC to sup
ply central processors. 

Meanwhlle, the govern
ment Is trying to develop a 
strategy to achieve Im
proved export pe~ormance 
by the aerospace Industry. 

The Minister for Industry, 
Technology and Commerce, 
Senator John Buton, and the 
Minister for Trade, Mr John 
Dawkins have released a re
port designed to foster future 
growth of the Australian aero
space Industry. They said It 
was clear the Industry 
needed to develop overseas 
markets If it was to grow, 
particularly given the declln
lng level of dependence on 
domestic defence pur-

chases. 
Dawkins pointed out that 

the Implementation of the 
aerospace strategy would 
complement work AUSTRADE 
was pursuing in developing 
export strategies for other 
technology-based Industries 
that had links with the aero
space Industry. These In
cluded communications 
equipment, scientific Instru
ments and computer soft
ware and hardware. 

Key points Include more 
aggressive use of the offsets 
policy, foreign aid and ,con
cessional finance, govern
ment procurement and more 
government to government 
agreements. 

The latter was highlighted 
recently following seminars 
on 'Space Opportunities with 
France', organised Jointly by 
the Australian Space Board 
(ASB), the French Space 
Agency (ONES) and ACTIM, 
the French agency for techni
cal, industrial and economic 
co-operation. 

Arranged speclflcally to 
explore the possibllltles of 
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"PERFECT MATCH" 
FROM "CRUSADER'' THE 

ULTIMATE IN SEVEN SEGMENT LED. 
DISPLAY UNITS. INTERCHANGEABLE 
WITH "G.E.F.E." CODE SWITCHES. 
AVAILABLE IN-·· HEXADECIMAL 
- B.C.D. POSITIVE LOGIC INPUTS 
& FACILITY FOR DECIMAL POINT. 
FREE SPECIFICATIONS AND DATA FROM: 

CRUSADER ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS PTY. LTD. 

closer co-operation between 
Australia and France In the 
space Industry, the seminars 
created a base from which 
future joint projects between 
the two countries may be 
achieved. 

"While Australia Is already 
Involved with French compa
nies In projects such as the 
Endeavour and Lyman space 
telescope programs, there Is 
room for much greater col
laboration," said a French 
representative. 

Nor Is the governmenfs en
thusiasm for high technology 
projects limited to aero
space. The Department of In
dustry, Technology and Com
merce (DITAC) has released 

. a report which finds that Aus
tralia had lntematlonally 
recognised strengths In Ex
pert Systems research and 
development. 

The report hlghllghts strong 
support for Australian Indus
try, academia and govern
ment to apply Expert Systems 
and system tools (be they to
tally developed or foreign) to 
existing Industries. 
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Rod Irving Electronics l-\ 

No. 1 for • d ct '~~· semicon u on '~!f,7: 
MELBOURNE 48 A'Beckett Street, Phone (03) 663 6151. NORTHCOTE 425 High Street, Phone (03) 489 8866. 

MAILORDER HOTLINE: (03) 543 7877 
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4012 ... 74174 1.45 74HC14 1.40 741.13S2 .... .... S.00 Ul'l'Ol-14 1.SO an'O ll023I ... - 1.10 1fMHI .10 
4013 ... 74175 1.20 74HC27 ... 741.13S2 2.20 - 1.50 UA710CN 1.00 4N25 1.50 80230 ... - 1.10 

,_ 
.30 

4014 1.IO 741IO 1.20 74HC30 ... 74LS354 3.15 - 11.SO LM711 1.20 4N21 1.50 80237 ... - 1.10 

,_ 
.40 4015 1.IO 741IO 1.00 74HC32 ... 74Ul3IO 1.00 - 11.IO LM723 .78 4N27 1.50 - ... ......., 1.10 0""1 ... 4011 1.00 74191 1.45 74HC74 1.10 74Ul3M 1.00 1121 5.00 LM723CH 1.IO - 1.50 80202 1.20 -· 1.IO OAIO .40 

4017 1.50 74112 1.55 74HC71 1.10 74LS317 1.00 1123 4.00 ums 4.75 4N21 1.50 80202 1.20 ....... ... OAllS .40 

8087 CHIPSI 4011 1.IO 74113 ... 74HCl5 1.40 741.83S1 1.00 8130 .... Llm3 1.50 4N30 2.00 80437 1.50 2- 1.IO al-llDO Z.15 4011 ... 741M 1.10 74HCll 1.10 74LS373 1.IO 1131 .... ums 2.75 4N33 2.50 ll04l8 , ... 2- 1.20 soa-2111 4.15 .... 1.50 74191 1.00 74HC123 1.40 74Ul374 1.IO 1138 .... LM741 ... 4N33 2.50 80•11 1.SO - 1.20 HLMPIGO 5.95 from S279 4021 1.50 741'7 1.10 74HC131 1.40 74Ul375 1.00 8155 S.50 UA747 1.30 - 2.50 BOS48 1.SO ........ 1.IO .... 1.50 74221 1.IO 7.utC131 1.40 74Ul377 2.15 1155 11.SO UA741 1.00 4N37 2.50 BOS77 1.SO ...... , 1.IO -.... 1.50 74387 , ... 74HC157 1.40 74U1371 1.20 1181 37.SO MC1310 S.50 MCTe 2.50 2.00 ....... 1.IO 1.SAMP 8087-3 (4.77MHz) $279 .... 1.50 7- 1.50 74HC115 2.50 74U1371 , ... ., .... 3.75 llC1312 7.15 MCTeS .... 2.00 - 1.IO - ... .... 1.50 75107 2.50 74HC174 1.40 74LB3M 1.00 11LSl8 3.71 11Ct314 7.15 llCT2 , ... .... 2N3441 .. .. wm .40 
8087-2 (8MHz) .... $399 .... 1.50 71110 2.50 74HC221 .... 74LS3IO 1.80 11L817 3.71 MC1111 .... 1LD7• .... .... 2N3442 3.SO W04 .50 

4027 1.50 75150 2.50 74llC340 2.50 74L8313 1.IO ltL• 3.71 llC1327 7.15 1L074 .... 8003 .... ... ...... - , ... 75154 2.50 74HC344 2.SO 74LUH 2.00 s:l12 2.IO llC1350 1.15 FNOS07 2.00 Yll(BUX":.to .30 - .... 8087-1 (10MHz) .. $649 - , ... 75450 1.50 74HC245 3.IO 74Lll3M 2.50 s:l14 4.IO llC140IU 7.50 TIU1A 2.15 ... KllPCI04 3.50 .... 1.50 75451 ... 74HC317 1.40 741.1311 3.00 .... 3.50 MC1437 4.15 TILl1A .... BOYl7(8U~':I .30 KBPC808 4.50 80287-6 (6MHz) .. $499 4021 1.15 75452 ... 74HC373 2.IO 74LS3IO 1.IO .... 4.80 llC1445 5.81 TIL30I 23.50 . .. 10AllP .... 2.78 75453 ... 74LS434 5.50 .... 5.50 llC14M 1.81 MAN72(DI.~ BF11S 1.50 ... KBPC1002 4.20 
80287-7 (8MHz) .. $699 .... 2.78 754S1 1.50 I& 74LS040 5.50 8237 11.SO llC1418 1.20 8F1IO 1.20 .30 KIPC1004 4.90 - 3.50 75452 1.50 ... 74LSA41 5.50 .... .... MC1411L 21.50 BF112 ... ... ........ .... 1.15 75471 3.00 74LS01 ... 741.8442 5.SO .... 1.50 llC1411R t.90 MAN74(DL~ 8F113 ... 2N3140 .30 KBPC3I02 15.10 8087-3 (4.77MHz) $279 .... 3.25 75473 3.00 74L802 ... 74LS443 5.50 ... , .... llC1418 1.20 BPW50 2.25 .. , .. ... ._., ... KllPCS5014 MD - 1.20 75411 2.111> 74L802 ... 74LM45 2.20 .... 7.50 llC1411 1.20 COY111A 1.15 BF191 ... - ... A3804 .... 

4041 1.50 75412 2.00 7..__ ... 74LM45 5.50 .... 5.SO llC1414 .... HP5082-2811 .. , .. ... - .30 KBPC3510 MDA .... 1.00 754S3 3.00 74l.80li ... 74LS447 1.IO ..... ,. ... llC14H .... 4.15 BF200 1.20 - . 30 3510 .... 
SP0256A-AL2 .... 1.IO 74LSOI .50 74LM45 . ... .... S.50 llC1411 2.50 HLMPll20 3.15 BF245 1.50 - .30 .... 1.20 !& 74LSOI ... 74LS441 5.50 1372 33.00 LM1- 3.00 LEDS BF337 1.50 - .30 VO .. 'MJS .... 4.IO 1.00 74LS10 ... 74LMIO 3.20 1273 55.00 llC1MI .. .. 3mm RED .15 ..... · 1.IO 2N3702 1.20 ............... 
SPEECH CHIP - 2.50 74C02 1.00 74LS11 ... 74LS540 5.15 1374 42.50 Ul1112 ,10.50 3mm YELL .30 ..... 1.00 2N3704 1.40 7IOSUC ... ... 7 1.20 74C04 1.20 741.112 ... 74Ul541 3.H 8275 - LM1130 3.to 3mm GRN .30 BF451 1.00 2N3731 4.50 7'0SKC 2.50 - 1.20 74COI 1.00 74LS13 ... 74L9121 2.75 8275 21.50 Ul2to7 3.IO 5mm RED .15 BF451 1.20 2N3771 5.50 7112UC 1.20 Speech eyntheal- chip, nHds - 1.00 74C10 1.00 74LS14 ... 74LSS23 2.75 1278 1.50 l.1121171 PIN &nm YELL .30 BF470 1.20 2N3773 5.70 7112KC 2.50 programming to work. .... 1.00 74C14 1.71 74LS15 ... 74LH23 5.15 .... 5.IO 4.IO 5mm ORN .30 BF414 ... 2N3773 .... 7115UC 1.20 ... , 1.50 74C20 1.00 74L911 ... 74l.81121 5.15 .... S.50 L.11211714PIN 5mm ORA .30 BFW10 1.50 2N37l2 S.00 7115KC 2.50 1-9 10+ 100+ 4052 , ... 74C20 1.00 74LS20 ... 74LSMO 3.15 .... S.50 4.IO RED RECT .3G BFW11 1.50 2N3811 1.20 7111UC 1.20 

$15.00 $14.50 $14.00 .... 1.50 74C32 1.00 74LS21 ... 74LSl42 2.75 .... .... MN3001 17.50 GRN RECT .30 BFW16 , ... 2- 2.15 7111KC 2.50 .... 3.IO 74C42 2.25 74LS23 ... 74UIM3 2.75 8217 S.50 CA3ll2I 2.00 YEL RECT .30 BFY50 1.20 - 1.00 7124UC 1.20 .... 3.IO 74C4S 2.81 74LS24 ... 741..SM4 2.75 .... 73.00 CA304I 1.IO RED CHROME BFYIO 1.IO - 1.00 7124KC 2.50 .... 4.20 74C73 1.75 74LS21 ... 7 ....... 2.75 82823 .... CA30l8 8.50 BEZEL 1.20 BU121 2.H - 1.50 7IOSUC 1.90 .... 2.50 74C74 2.40 74LS27 ... 74LSlll 1.75 128123 5.15 CA3ll59 5.15 YELLOW 80205 4.IO 2N4032 2.20 7IOSKC 3.00 

CTS256-AL2 .... 2.00 74C7S 2 ... 74LS28 ... 74L.llSSI 1.75 .... 5.50 CA30IO 1.IO CHllE BEZEL BU325 3.to 2N4033 2.20 7112UC 1.to - .... 74C83 5.H 74LS30 .50 74l.SS70 2.75 .... .... c- 1.IO 1.20 BUXSO 4.IO - 2.50 7912KC 2.50 
4007 .... 74C81 .... 74LS32 .70 74LSl73 12.5$ 8311 5.15 CA3100E 7.15 GRN CHRME MFE131 .... ZN4121 1.50 7915UC 1.to 

SPEECH CHIP - 1.00 74Cll 1.50 74LS33 .70 74LSl74 12.Sfi ... , .... CA313DE 2.IO BEZEL 1.20 MF£3001 .... 2N4123 1.50 7915KC 2.50 - 1.00 74C89 .... 74Ul37 .70 74LSSIO 3.H 1741 57.50 CA3130T 3.50 MFE3003 1.95 2N4235 1.IO 7918UC 1.IO 

""" ... 74CIO 2.IO 741.838 ... 74LSll1 3.15 1748 81.00 CA3140E 2.20 ......... llJ413 .... 2N4237 1.IO 7924UC 1.IO Contains the code recognition 4071 ... 74C83 2.to 74LMO ... 74LS892 3.95 1741 ..... CA314'0T 2.H n.cTfOll ....... 7.50 2N4248 .40 7111.D5 ... circuit to-ble the profeCI to plug 4073 ... 74CH 2.81 74LM3 ... 741.8113 3.H 8755 33.50 CA3240E 11.H Ul4250 .... MJI01 .... 2114241 .40 7SL12 ... 
4073 ... 74C107 2.H 74LM7 1.00 74 ....... 3.H .... S.15 CA3401 1.00 NE!5534N 3.95 MJ1001 3.IO 2N4250 .40 7SL15 ... dlrectly on to the printer port, or 
4075 ... 74C150 7.SO 74LMS 1.00 74Lse89 3.115 .... . ... CA3IOO 1.20 NE1134AN 4.16 M.111011 .... 2N42M . 50 7SL1S ... Into en IBM PC • 4075 1.50 74C151 5.15 74LMI , ... .... 1.15 CA3I05 1.71 llC3340 2.IO MJ11015 14.50 2N4355 .50 78L24 .50 1·9 10+ 100+ 4077 ... 74C1154 7.H 74LSS1 .70 -- .... 1.15 CA3IOI 2.15 llC3341 2.IO M.111011 14.50 2N4355 .50 71L05 1.20 
4078 ... 74C157 1.50 74L ... ... 74800 1.00 .... 8.95 lu.11 2.15 78477 .... MJ15003 5.50 2N43IO 1.00 79L12 1.20 $27.00 $26.50 $26.00 ... , . 40 74C1IO 2.H 74U1511 ... 74802 1.00 .... .. .. L-4 5.IO 78481 .... MJ15004 1.50 2N4401 .30 79L18 1.20 .... ... 74C111 2.15 74LS83 2.IO 74803 1.00 8713 2.H LM3115 5.IO ,..... .... M.115024 10.00 2N4402 .30 7IL24 1.20 - 2.20 7C112 2.75 74LS73 ... 74004 1.00 m4 2.15 LM3118 5.IO .... 8.50 MJ2501 .... 2N4403 .30 L-- 2.30 74C113 .... 74LS74 ... 74805 1.50 8T21 3.00 ......... .... Oll335 23.50 ........ 2.50 2m.11 1.IO (7'0SKC)1.IO =· .75 74C1M 3.50 74LS75 ... 74808 1.00 .,... .... RL4138 1.15 OM3SO 12.50 MJ3001 S.00 2N4427 3.to Ul317T 2.50 41256-15 3.35 74C115 3.50 74LS71 1.00 74SOI 1.50 t730 3.00 RC4145 20.IO ....... .... ........ 12.50 2N4111 .... UQ17K .... - 2.40 74C173 2.50 74LS77 1.00 74810 1.00 STll , ... RC411M .... XR2307 7.15 MJ4802 .... 2- 1.00 LM317HV 9.50 

1·9 10+ 100+ .... 2.40 74C174 2.50 74LS78 1.10 74811 1.00 S7S7 , ... ....... .... MJEMO 1.50 2- 1.00 LM323K 7.50 4087 8.50 74C175 2.50 74LSl3 .70 74$15 1.SO CDP ....... .... ........ 1.IO .... , .. 1.20 LM33TT .... $6.95 $6.50 $5.95 .... 2.IO 74C192 2.00 74LS81 ... 74S20 1.20 ,,,.... CDP1I02 11.50 XR2311 7.H MJE371- 2.IO 2N5179 1.20 LM338K 10.SO .... 3.IO 74C112 2.00 74LSH ... 74822 1.50 UI0002 1.50 CDP1114 17.50 XR2316 .... llJE521 2.50 2N5190 2.50 UQSOT S.50 4114 ~-95 74C113 2.00 74LSIO ... 74030 1.00 LHDCM2CH 9.50 XR2240 .... MJE700 3.50 2N5191 3.30 LM350K 8.50 4810 , ... 74C111 2.00 74LSl1 ... 74032 1.00 LHD070 1.50 ""' 
....... 7.H MJEIOO 2.IO .... , .. 3.10 LM3HK 22.50 4611, 1.20 7"'200 14.00 74LSl2 .50 74837 1.70 l.H0071 1.50 .... 15.00 ....... 7.50 MJE2I01 3.H 2N5193 2.50 LM3911K 19.50 

4164 .. ,. 1.10 74C221 2.75 74L813 .70 74838 1.70 tl.001 , ... SS02A 15.00 ...... . ... MJE2155 4.IO 2N51t4 2.H 78P05KC 11.50 4$13 2.81 74C240 3.75 74LBH 1.20 74MO 1.20 ll.052 2.IO .... 15.00 11CIO 16.50 MJE3055 .... 2N&196 3.30 71HGKC 18.50 4114 2.IO 74C244 3.15 74LSIS 1.20 74851 O.IO TUJM 4.IO ..... 15.00 .... MJE13005 5.lMI 2Nl210 1.50 .,.... 3.50 1·9 10+ 100+ 4$15 2.IO 74C373 4.75 74LS107 ... 7 .... 1.20 TL071 1.20 .... 14.00 3.50 MJE13007•7.90 2NU45 1.50 MC1491L 14.50 $2.25 $1.95 $1.75 .. ,. 1.45 74C374 4.45 74LS10I ... 74815 1.20 ll.073 2.IO 0551 12.IO L 1.50 MJE1300l 12.50 2N5303 8.50 4$17 8.75 74C901 3.00 74LS112 .70 74874 1.30 ll.073 3.20 .... S.00 3.H MPF121 2.50 2N5401 1.50 -· 4511 2.so 74CI02 2.50 74LS113 .70 74888 1.50 ll.074 4.IO .... 7.00 LF13741 ... llPF131 2.50 2N5457 1.00 'l'IUACS .... 1.IO 74CI03 2.50 74LS114 ... 748109 2.50 tl.001 1.IO .... 12.50 LF13741H 1.50 MPSA06 1.00 ....... . .. SC141D 1.to .... uo 74CI04 2.50 74LS122 1.30 748112 1.30 TLOl2 2.50 .... 10.00 Dll2502 22.50 MPSAOI 1.00 2N54H . .. SC141E 1.95 27128 ... , 3.IO 74CI05 15.00 74LS123 ... 748113 1.30 ll.Ol3 2.IO .. ,. 3.50 SAK140 t.50 MPSA10 1.00 2N5451 ... SC142E 2.15 4522 1.90. 74CI05 2.IO 74LS125 ,jg 748133 1.20 TL.OM .... ... , 5.50 ZN414 1.95 MPSA12 1.00 2N5482 . .. SC14SO 2.15 .... , ... 74CI07 2.IO 74LS121 748134 1.40 ll.414 4.IO .... 1.50 ICL7106 19.50 MPSA13 1.00 2N5415 . .. SC1SOO 4.15 1·9 10+ 100+ 4527 2.81 74CIOI 2.75 74LS132 1.50 748135 1.30 TCA220 t.50 .... 12.50 ICL7111 19.50 MPSA14 1.00 2N5481 ... SC151D 2.15 $7.50 $7.00 $6.50 4521 1.15 74C810 14.00 74L8133 .... 748131 3.30 TCA2IO 4.50 H47 3.50 ICL7117 21.50 MPSA20 1.00 2N5481 14.50 SC153D .... - 2.25 74C911 12.SO 74LS131 , ... 748139 3.30 TDA.1024 .... .... 7.IO ICL7811 .... MPSA42 •.00 2N5SIO 21.50 C103VY ... .... ... 74Ct12 12.SO 7.U.8138 ... 748140 1.IO TA730SP 3.IO H78 15.00 ICL7UO .... MPS.\43 1.20 2N55111 21.50 C1038 ... .... 2.10 74C814 4.50 74LS139 ... 748151 3.10 TEA.1002 17.IO ZIOCPU 5.00 IC117211 12.50 MPSA55 1.00 2N8141 11.50 C1068 ... 74Ct15 4.00 74LS145 2.10 748113 .... UAA170 5.15 DOA.CPU I.DO ICll721SA ..... MPSASS 1.00 2N- 2.50 C1230 2.50 

27512 ··- 74C817 15.50 74LS147 2.50 748157 3.10 ,,...., .. 3.75 ZIOllCPU 12.DO ICll72118•.50 ........ 1.00 2N5770 ... C122E 2.15 7400 ... 74Ct11 2.to 74LS148 1.to 748158 3.10 Lll10CH 7.50 -· 4.50 ICll722IA 48.50 MPSAll. 1.00 2NSm 1.50 C2IOD S.50 7401 ... 74Cl20 12.50 74L8151 1.20 748190 .... L-1 1.00 ZIOAP10 4.50 ICll7227A 19.95 MPSAl2 1.00 2N5l30 .30 C2t0£ 9.to 1·9 10+ 100+ 7402 ... 74Cl21 12.50 741.9112 1.H 748161 5.IO Lm01H 1.50 ZIOCTC 5.50 ........ 1.20 2N5131 .30 2N264fl 1.15 
$19.50 $18.50 $17.50 7403 ... 74Cl23 7.50 74L8153 1.00 748182 7.IO LM302H 1.50 ZIOACTC 5.50 -· MPF102 ... 2N5173 1.40 2N2547 2.50 7404 ... 74Cl23 7.IO 74LS154 .... 748113 7.to L- 1.50 ZIODllA 18.00 ........... MPF103 ... 2N5174 1.70 _., ... 7405 ... 74Cl25 14.95 741.8151 1.00 748188 11.50 LMI07CN 1.00 ZIOADllA1S.00 ADCOIOOLCN MPF105 ... - .. ... 

7405 ... 74Cl25 , .... 74L8158 1.50 748119 11.IO LM30I 1.00 2.IOAS10 13.DO 23.50 MPF105 ... 2N5845 .. ... .,. ......... 7'1l7 ... 74Cl27 .... 74L8157 1.10 748174 4.50 ._ , ... 220810 13.00 ADCOI01LCN MPF109 ... ....... 44.H ,_ .... 
CA3130E 7405 ... 74Cl28 1.00 74L8158 1.00 748175 4.50 ._ 2.IO AOS70 ..... ..... MPSL01 1.50 2NSIS1 1.90 1.l32MHz e.so 74GI ... 74Cl28 1.50 74LS11D 1.00 748181 .... LM310N 3.20 AOSIO 9.50 ADCOI03LCN MPSL51 1.50 2NS027 1.00 2MHz .... 7410 ... 74Ct30 2.75 74L8161 ... 748182 3.40 UQ10H 3.20 A07524 17.SO 7.50 MPSU02 1.75 ....... 1.IO 2.3MOllHz 1.50 1·9 10+ 100+ 7411 .70 74Cl32 2.50 74LS112 1.50 748199AN 4.10 LM311 1.00 AY-$o811014.50 ADCOI04LCN llPSU52 1.IO - 21.50 2.457811Hz 5.50 

$1.95 $1.75 $1.50 7412 .70 74Cl41 2.50 74LS113 1.10 748181 1.50 Lll311H 1.SO AY-3411314.50 I.SO MPSUSS 1.75 ·- ..... 2.7148MHz 4.IO 7413 .70 74Clll .... 74LS1M 1.40 748194 3.30 Lll317T 2.50 MS1111321tl.IO At>COm*.CN llP131 2.71 - 37.90 - 4.IO 7414 ... 74LS115 1.50 749196 2.IO LM317K .... M1151174 19.50 14.95 MRF221 11.SO .... , .. 1.IO 3.571611ttz 2.50 7411 ... .,.,_ 
74LS111 2.55 748196112590 LM318 .... .11M5309 14.IO ADCOl20LCN MRF237 .... 2Nl125 1.IO .....,_ .... 

7417 ... 7 .... .71 74LS119 2 ... 4.IO LM324 1.00 - 4.H ..... 21.50 2Nl130 1.IO 4- 2.to 

6116 LP-3 7420 ... 74F02 .78 74LS173 1.20 741197182591 LM335 4.50 F01771 11.00 DACOIOO 4.95 53.50 2Nll133 1.IO 4.11430411Hz 7425 ... 7 .... ... 74LS174 1.20 4.90 LM325 4.50 FD1711 l'W,A., DAC0808 4.95 MR 37.00 2N82M 14.50 2.IO 7427 .50 7 .... . 79 74LS171 1.20 74S201 .... L11321DZ ... DACOl32LCN MR 12.50 2NS3SI 13.IO 4.43311111Hz (150ns) 7430 .70 74F10 .79 74LS181 4.00 74S214AN LM344Z 1.IO FD1713(~ 8.95 MRFSO:I 19.50 2NS374 21.50 2.90 7432 1.00 74F11 .78 74LS190 1.50 P.O.A. ........ 2.20 DAC1020LCN MRFS41 49.00 2NS378 4.IO 4.44MHz 2.to 1·9 10+ 100+ 
7437 1.00 7 .... .79 74LS191 1.20 74S225 10.90 Ul338UY2.9fi FD17H 31.00 19.95 MRFMI 53.00 2NS425 4.50 4.75MHz 2.IO $3.95 $3.75 $3.50 7 ... 1.00 7"32 . 79 74LS112 1.20 7 ..... 7.to LM338K 12.50 FD1797 39.00 DAC1220LCN -1 2.IO 2NSS7S . ... 4.915200MHz 7440 1.00 7- .71 74LS193 1.20 748240 .... Ul339 1.20 WD1U1 29.50 11.95 MPF131 1.90 .... 7442 1.50 7"74 ... 74LS194 1.20 749241 .... ....... 1.80 WD2143 24.50 TIP31A 1.00 2SAH3 1.50 4.l •. a2Mtlz 2.90 7445 1.H 7- 1.19 74LS191 .90 749344 .... Lll341 2.15 WD1931 ~.60 - TIP31B 1.00 2SC2021 3.15 5.00MHz 2.IO 7445 1.20 74F1ot ... 74LS191 ... 749251 .... Lll3IOK 10.50 WD1933 34.00 AC125 1.20 11P31C 1.00 2SC3021 3.15 5.0lllMHz 2.90 NE5534AN 7447 1.50 74F138 1.71 74LS197 1.75 74SH3 .... LM3S1N 1.00 W01913 14.75 AC126 1.20 TIP32A 1.00 2SC21H 4.15 ·- 2.to 7441 1.20 74F139 1.78 74LS221 2.00 748257 3.30 LM3S3 2.50 WD1913 59.00 AC127 1.20 TIP3211 1.00 2SC1730 1.15 l.14MHz .... 7450 1.00 74F151 1.71 74LS240 1.IO 7482111 3.30 ......... 2.40 W02123 2l.50 AC128 1.20 TIPUC 1.00 2SC1119 .... l.8870MHz 2.90 1·9 10+ 100+ 7451 1.00 741'153 1.79 74LB241 1.IO 74S2IO 2.to LM3S7 2.40 WDIZIO 29.50 AC117 1.50 TIP41C 1.IO 3.15 - 2.90 $1.95 $1.85 $1.75 7473 1.00 74F157 1.71 74LB242 1.IO 74827 .. P.O.A. ....... 1.40 TR1I02(S1fld AC111 1.50 TIP42A 1.IO 3.15 8.117238MHz 7474 1.00 74F151 1.78 74LS343 1.IO 745276 P.O.A. LM311 3.50 AC149 3.40 TIP42C 1.IO 1.15 4.IO 7475 1.20 74F176 2.78 74LS24" 1.50 74S2IO 5.IO Ul377 .... TR1853 .... A0111 2.IO TIP41 1.IO 2.15 

,_ 
4.90 7471 1.50 74F181 5.81 74LS245 2.80 74S211 P.0.A. Lllml .... COM8111 24.00 AD182 2.IO TIPSO 2.20 1.15 10.8445MHz 7415 1.SO 74F112 2.73 74LS247 1.30 748213 7.90 LM3I08pln BR11M1 23.00 AF118 2.90 TIP53 2.50 1.H .... 

INS8250 7481 1.50 74F189 7.44 74LU48 1.50 74S217 .... 1.SO CR"TS002A BC107 .50 TIP111 1.50 2SCIOOF 1.95 11MHz 2.IO 7411 3.IO 74F190 4.16 74LS241 1.60 74821S 4.IO LM38014ptn ..... BC10I .50 TIP112 1.50 2SCl45A 1.H 12MHz 2.to 7<llO 1.20 74F191 4.81 74LS251 1.50 7 ..... 13.90 1.IO BC182L .40 TIP111 1.50 2SC1014 2.50 14.31818MHz 1·9 10+ 100+ 7413 1.20 74F11M 2.•1 74LS253 1.20 740301 13.IO LM3111 3.50 llDIOJIJ' BC212 .30 TIP117 1.50 2SC1017 4.15 4.to 
$24.50 $22.50 $20.50 7481 1.20 7"241 3.73 74LS257 .70 748314 P.O.A. LM312 3.50 2102 2.50 BC318 .30 TIP120 1.50 2SC1018 .... 15MHz 4.to 7417 2.75 7"243 4.34 74LS258 1.20 748330 P.O.A. ....... 5.15 2114 .... 8C320 ... TIP122 1.50 2SC10l1 .... ,_ 

4.IO 74100 1.15 74F244 3.72 74LS259 1.50 74S331 P.O.A. LM314 3.50 2708 12.50 8C327 .30 TIP125 1.50 2SC109I .... ,_ 
4.90 74107 1.20 7"251 1.83 74LS281 2.50 740373 .... LM386 1.H 2716 .... BC328 .30 TIP127 1.50 2SC1173 2.15 18.432MHz 4.90 74109 ... 7"253 1.93 741.S211 1.20 748374 .... LM317A 3.15 2732 1.95 BC327 .40 TIP145 .... 2SC1221 .... 4.IO AM 7910 74110 1.50 7"257 1.93 741.S273 1.H 748381 9.to Lll387 2.00 2784 7.15 BC32S ... TIP2155 3.50 2SC130I .... .... 74121 ... 74F258 1.93 74LS27S .... 748387 3.30 LM3IO 2.H 27128 8.00 8CS4S .40 TIP3055 3.50 2SC1419 2.95 .... 74122 ... 74F350 4.34 741.SZ71 ... 74841218212 LM311 2.IO 4111 3.95 llC547 .20 2SC1449 1.15 4.IO (WORLD MODEM CHIP) 74123 1.50 74F312 1.93 74LS2IO 2.60 5.to LM393 1.00 ., .. 3.15 BC54S .20 2SC1874 1.15 .... 

$24.95 74125 1.00 7 ..... 1.83 74LS293 1.50 74$42811212 LM3t4CH 1.96 8116 5.00 BC541 .20 2SC1307 .... .. .. 74128 1.SO 74F373 4.M 74LS2IO 1.50 7.IO Lll3HT 9.95 .... 8.00 Besso .40 2SD2H 3.H 
74132 1.00 7"374 .... 74LS283 1.30 .... Lll311K 22.50 58725 (1111l.oo BCS55 ... 2SD325 2.15 
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ProlitB 
Intel Corporation, the us 
semiconductor maker, re
tumed to profltablllty In the 
first quarter of 1987 after sev
eral quar:ters of losses, the 
company said recently. 

Revenues totalled $395 mll
llon, up over 40% from $280 
mllllon for the first quarter of 
1986. Net Income was $26 
mllllon, compared to a net 
loss of $22 mllllon a year 
ago. 

There Is one fly In the oint
ment, however. During exten
sive testing, Intel has discov
ered that not all 80386s cor
rectly perform a certain 32-
blt maths function. Personal 
computers running 16-blt DOS 
programs are not affected. 
First quarter 1987 results In
clude charges to cover the 
flnanclal Impact of the 
potentlal replacement and 
extending Its replacement 
warranty to two years. 

Intel Is not alone In feeling 
bulllsh. STC reports a group 
result for 1986 of $357 mllllon 

tumover and an Increase In 
net Income to $21.4 mllllon. 
Growth rate for the second 
consecutive year has ex
ceeded 26%. 

In releasing the results for 
the year ended 31st Decem
ber, STC's Chairman, Mr Biii 
Page-Hanify, said that this 
strong, substantial perform
ance for 1986 Is In spite of the 
problems of exchange rates. 
noting that although the fall
ing Australian dollar has 
caused some "dlfflcult short
term effects, particularly· In 
the prices of Imported com
ponents, the net result Is a 
positive one. For export," 
Page-Hanify said, "the long
term outlook Is good." 

During 1986, STC's total 
capital outlay for the design 
and Introduction of new 
products was $30 mllllon. Of 
this, $13.1 mllllon was spent 
on research and develop-· 
ment, a significant 30% In
crease over last year. The re
maining $17 mllllon was In
vested In manufacturing and 
test equipment, up $3 mllllon 

Bill Page-Hanify 

on 1985 and running counter 
to the general fall In Invest
ment In the Industry which Is 
apparent In recent statistics. 

1986 was also a strong ex
port year for STC, with major 
sales of Gold Phones to FIJI 
and Touchfones to Papua 
New Guinea, Samoa and 
Greece. In addition to com
pleting a $15 mllllon contract 
to manufacture electronic re
peaters for the AIS cable, 
!Inking Australia, Indonesia 
and Singapore, the year also 
saw STC receive a letter of 
commendation from Senator 
John Button, Minister for In
dustry, Technology and Com
merce, for the successful 
completion of the $78 mllllon 
ANZCAN submarine cable 
offset program. 

Merger 
Hiiis Antenna Systems Divi
sion, Adelaide and Antenna 
Engineering Australia, Mel
boume, a subsidiary of 
Kabelmetal Electro Germany, 
have Joined forces to form a 
new Company. 

The new organisation wll 
be a member of the world
wide RFS (Radio Frequency 
Systems) Group. RFS, Is, in Its 
fleld, the world's leading 
source of Radio Frequency 
Antenna Systems and Com
ponents. 

Hiiis have acquired a 30% 
interest In the new Australian 
Company which will operate 
under the name of Radio Fre
quency Systems Pty. Ltd. The 
combined Broadcasting ac
tivities wlll be centred in 
Adelaide under the respon
sibility of Mr Chris Jaeger. HF, 
Landmobile, Cellular and as
sociated equipments will be 
centred at Kllsyth, Victoria. 
Group General Manager is 
Dieter Rullmann. 

Train at Home 
for a Better Career! 

NO POSTAGE NECESSARY when you 
use the FREEPOST label. 

1. Cut out label along dotted lines. 
2. Paste or tape label onto any 

envelope. 
4. Insert coupon into envelope and 

(39 ways ICS can help improve your life) 
mail TODAY! ' 

The decision to invest your 
time, energy and money in 

preparing for a new career is one 
of the most important decisions 
you will ever make. It can offer 
you the chance to qualify for the 
job you want...more money, 
more prestige and a better life. 

At ICS, we've spent close to a 
hundred years training people for 
exciting, profitable careers. The 
ICS pro!ilram offers you the most 
personalised education available. 
Every student is a "class of one'.' 
You study at home in spare time ... 
go as fast or slow as you want. 

Rather than learning from just 
one tutor, you learn through a sys
tem that combines the best skills of 
many people. The staff guides you, 
grading exams and offering helpful 
comments or suggestions as 
needed. Easy-to-check tests are 
included throughout each course 
so you can see your own pro!ilress. 

You waste no time travelling to 
and from class. And ICS lessons 
are easy to understand because 
they're complete with drawings, 
diagrams and photographs. Tools, 
calculators, electronic instruments, 
drawing materials, fabric swatches, 
reference books ... whatever you 
need to complete your training is 

included with your program al no 
extra cost. 

Statistics show that specialised 
career training has helped thou· 
sands of men and women make 
more money, get better jobs, even 
start whole new careers. Compare 
your present salary with the money 
you could be making in any one of 
the careers listed on the coupon. 
And it's not the money alone that is 
important! Being around people 
you like, doing something you 
really enjoy, feeling successful in 
your career ... all these can make a 
big difference in your future and in 
your entire outlook on life! 
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Fax VS 
couriers 
Electronic document inter
change (EDI) is starting to hurt 
the courier Industry. Accord
ing to a recent report by IRD, 
the US market research com
pany, up to 30 percent of 
overnight package service 
traffic consists of documents 
which are directly vulnerable 
to replacement by EDI. 

According to the IRD study, 
the standardized nature of 
the EDI messages, and the 
fact that they must be trans- . 
mltted over government-con
trolled transmission facilities 
will Inevitably attract a tax 
on document transfer in 
some European and Third 
World countries. The prospect 
of government control and 
taxation of EDI "may slow It 
down in some places," says 
the report. The report In
cludes Electronic data inter
change, funds transfer, point 
of sale Information, elec
tronic mail and digital file 
transfer within Its definition of 
EDI. 

Autocad 
Autodesk Inc., the California 
based creator of AutoCAD, 
the world's most widely used 
computer-aided design and 
drafting software, is setting 
up a subsidiary in Australia 
to develop, market and dis
tribute Its products. 

The distributorship agree
ment between Melbourne 
based Entercom and Auto
desk has been terminated 
and certain assets transferred 
to Autodesk. A new wholly 
owned subsidiary of Auto
desk will be formed, to be 
called Autodesk Australia 
pty. Ltd. 

Autodesk intends for the 
new company to extend the 
current range of CAD/CAM 
products distributed in Aus
tralia and to manufacturer 
and carry out any necessary 
research and development 
in Australia. 

The Australian operation 
will be staffed by Australians 
and will include the existing 
Entercom personnel. 

Autodesk currently claim a 
marketshare in excess of 70% 
of all PC-based CAD in Aus
tralia. 
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Optical fibre 
Olex Cables has pcissed the 
2,000 kilometre mark on con
tracts for optical fibre cable 
for the Central Queensland 
Main Line Rail Electrification 
Project. 

The project, which began 
In 1984, is to duct communi
cations along the electrified 
rail system In the coal 
producing region of central 
Queensland. Optical fibres 
are Immune to the electrical 
noise produced by the 
system.so they have a natu
ra I advantage as a com
munications medium In this 
environment. 

The cable provides voice 

It will travel the entire dis
tance without the benefit of a 
repeater which Is a costly 
device sometimes necessary 
every 50 kilometres on un
dersea optical communica
tions systems to strengthen 
fading pulses. 

The secret is in the use of a 
new wavelength - 1.535 µm 
where glass is exceptionally 
pure. 

Mat tar 
lovers 

and trunk communications as Researchers In Japan soon 
well as data for supervision expect to release the first 
and control of signalling and chip based on Diamond thin 
overhead traction supply sys- film (DTF). DTF coated knives 
terns. It consists of six fibres in for electron microscopy are 
a slotted core construction. already being shipped by 

The Manager of Olex's Net- Shinetsu Chemical Compa
works Division, Mr Brian ny, and Sony is marketing a 
Wright, says by the end of loudspeaker tweeter which 
April 1987 more than 1,200 ki- . uses diamond film. The chips, 
lometres of the cable will be . by Sumitomo, are for appll
in operation. cations involving hostile envi-

Queensland Railways ex- ronmental conditions (such 
pects the four-stage project as In spacecraft or auto
to be completed next year. mobile engines). 
Further electrification pro- In the US, IBM scientists 
jects, using optical fibre for have been Investigating dia
communicatlons, are al- mond films for at least three 
ready being planned. years, which suggests that 

Meanwhile, a contract has IBM's Yorktown Heights re
been signed for the world's search facility is increasing 
longest unboosted optical its efforts In this area. 
fibre communications cable. It was researchers in Mos
It will run 135 kilometres be- cow In 1977 who came up 
tween the British island of with some key insights into 
Guernsey, near the northern how to manufacture synthetic 
French coast, and Dartmouth, diamond in thin-film form. 
in south west England. They discovered that dia-

mond film possesses unique 
mechanical, electronic and 
optical properties, which 
have applicability in a wide 
range of military and com
mercial markets. For exam
ple, It seems that Diamond 
Thin Film (DTF) chips will be 
superior in speed and in en
vironmental resistance 
properties to Gallium Arse
nide. Coatings for lenses and 
radomes can be made very 
strong and, at the same time, 
transparent to infra-red and 
microwave radiation. But 
today, the Japanese are un
doubtedly away In the lead. 
Not that the market Is very 
big. Shipments In 1987 will be 
only $17 million, all from 
Japanese vendors. However, 
development of the commer
cial DTF market will skyrocket 
over the next few years, ap
proaching the $400 million 
level by 1993 according to 
industry pundits. Added to 
this will be a large and 
healthy military market. 

MIC progress 
The Management and Invest
ment Companies Licensing 
Board (MICLB) passed two 
significant century marks re
cently with news that $100 
million has now been In
vested in over 100 Australian 
businesses. 

In the 33 months the MIC 
Program has been running, 
the 11 MICs have invested 
and firmly committed $102 
million ($91 million in equity 
and $11 million in loans). 

In total, 104 businesses 
have received MIC funds as 
well as management support 
in such areas as marketing, 
production, financial control 
and quality control. 

Photo Advertising (Interna
tional) Limited became the 
100th business to receive MIC 
support. 

Senator Button said the 
Government was well 
pleased with the high-quality 
management support pro
vided by the MICs. 

"It is significant that there 
have been only five failures 
out of the 104 businesses 
which have received MIC 
assistance." However, critics 
of the program have argued 
that the low failure rate 
demonstrates that MICs are 
not taking sufficient risk. 



Small sarth station 
Communications from remote 
sites has been made easier 
with the recent introduction 
by Aussat of an easy to use, 
transportable earth station. 

According to Aussat, field 
staff can set up and operate 
the earth station within 20 
minutes, giving immediate 
access to telephone, fax and 
telex transmission. 

When It comes time to 
move camp, the antenna 
can be hitched up to a four 
wheel drive vehicle and 
towed to the next site. 

Aussat has leased the first 
of these new generation 
transportable earth stations 
to Shell Australia and it is 
being used for communica
tions between a base camp 
in the Great Sandy Desert 
south of Halls Creek, WA, and 
the company's head office in 
Melbourne. · 

Called an Interface 
AM2400, the station measures 
2.8 m by 2 m and stands 3 m 
high with the 2.4 m dish in the 
operating position. It weighs 

just over a tonne, making It 
easily towable by a vehicle 
such as a Toyota Land Cruis
er. 

Specifically designed for 
rugged off-road work, It has 
air bag suspension on the 
axle and drawbar. Two 
shock absorbers between the 
drawbar and baseplate fur
ther reduce Impact stress. 

The sensitive electronics 
have been made more rug
ged and are located in a 
dust- and water-proof hous
ing which is rubber-mounted 
on the baseplate. 

It was designed by Aussat 
engineers and constructed 
by Vicoach and Aussat per
sonnel at the Vicoach plant 
in Melbourne. 

The electronics were manu
facturered by the Adelaide 
communications equipment 
company, Codan, while the 
aluminium dish was made 
by the Melbourne based An
drews Antenna. Five have 
been ordered so far. 

ARE YOU AN AMATEUR? 
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF THE WIA? 

The Wireless Institute of Australia 
can assist you to become a member 
of a world-wide fraternity, active in 
Australia for three quarters of a 
century. 

The WIA furthers the aims of 
amateur radio by maintaining close 
liaison with all Government Depart
ments. 

Can you afford not to be part of it? 
By joining the WIA you have ac

cess to 

• Buying technical books through 
State Divisions at subsidised prices. 
• Bureaus to receive and forward 
QSL cards at reasonable rates 
• Meeting new friends with a 
mutual interest at organised meet
ings and conventions 
• Classes, either by correspon
dence or personal attendance 
• General advice on matters con
cerning the hobby you enjoy 
• The official journal of 64 pages, 
plastic wrapped, delivered to your 
letter box monthly free of charge 

For further information and a complimen
tary magazine, write to -

General Manager 
Wireless Institute of 
Australia 
P0Box300 
Caulfield South, Vic. 3162 
Registered address: Suite 3, 105 Hawthorn Road 
Caulfield North, Victoria ' 

BKP87-159W 



HERE, THERE AND 
EVERYWHERE 
Over the last few months the press has been full of stories 
about international espionage. Americans bug 
Russians. Russians bug Americans. In Australia, 
we bug each other. How is this done? 

Simon O'Brien 

A classic listening station 

Undoubtedly the most common form 
of electronic surveillance used by 
the secret services of the world is 

the ubiquitous 'bug' or miniature radio 
transmitter. Not only have these been 
used to eavesdrop on the private discus
sions of the superpowers but they have 
also been used in the world of industrial 
espionage and blackmail. 

In the old spy movies bugs were simple 
devices which could be installed anywhere 
and were usually easy to find and fustrate. 
In a recent ABC program about spy Guy 
Burgess, for example, one of the leading 
characters notices a bug on her bedroom 
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light. She frustrates it by masking her con
versation with the sound of running water. 
Unfortunately the technological explosion 
of recent years has made the humble radio 
microphone a much more sophisticted de
vice which has become almost impossible 
to detect and just as hard to defeat. 

Radio microphones available on the 
open market come in various forms. One 
of the most interesting is the 'Probe' mi
crophone which is designed to detect the 
vibrations caused by sounds in a room. 
They detect acoustic waves either by 
means of a spike drilled almost entirely 
through a wall or they. can be placed 

inside a piece of plastic tubing and 
inserted into a keyhole or a convenient 
water pipe. Another type is the 'drop' 
microphone. This type of bug is one of 
the most popular and can be concealed al
most anywhere, such as light fittings, air 
conditioning ducts and chimneys. A new 
type is the 'contact' microphone which can 
pick up soundwaves transmitted through 
solid material such as walls and windows. 

Most bugs, such as those outlined above 
contain, as well as a miniature micro
phone, a tiny fm radio transmitter, power 
supply and aerial. Of these components it 
is the last two which provide the greatest 
difficulty for the would be 'spook' since 
they are so bulky. The bug needs to be 
attached to the mains or it must contain 
batteries. The trouble with attaching the 
device to the mains is that this takes time 
which is usually in pretty short supply in 
the world of espionage. Furthermore the 
use of wires increases the risk of the 
device being detected. 

Two solutions to this problem have been 
worked out. Some bugs are powered by 
low power batteries but include a voice 
operated switch which ensures that the 
device only actually uses po~er when 
someone begins to speak. Other bugs are 
attached to the mains power supply by 
wires so thin that they can be woven into 
carpets without any obvious effects. 

Aerials provide more problems. There 
have been several ingenious ways devised 
to overcome this particular shortcoming. 
Some bugs use metallic paint which has 
been used as an undercoat on the sur
rounding walls. Others use ultra thin wires 
which are attached directly to the power 
cables turning the entire mains supply into 
an aerial. 

Of course all the bugs mentioned above 
transmit their information using radio 
frequencies. New types of bugging devices 
however use fibre optics. They convert 
sound into light at the microphone. The 
signal passes down the fibre to a receiver, 
usually located outside the room, where it 
can be retransmitted over wire or radio 
link. 
Telephones 
Telephone tapping is another form of elec
tronic surveillance with a long and dis-



honourable history. The simplest form of 
telephone tapping involves linking a 
couple of wires in parallel with- the line. 
This can be done almost anywhere, but in 
Australia it seems to be done most often 
at the telephone exchange with the appar
ent conivance of either the government or 

- police. 
Another way to intercept telephone calls 

cheaply and easily is by use of a coil which 
picks up the magnetic field along the tele
phone line. These signals are then fed to 
an amplifier for local monitoring. An even 
simpler way to tap a phone is to place a 
small radio bug in the headset itself. 

These methods of telephone tapping are 
relatively old. With the development of 
cellular telephones exciting new avenues 
have been opened to the electronic eaves
dropper. This involves the use of radio 
scanners. A cellular phone is basically a 
radio which receives messages from a 
transmitter installed within each particular 
cell. It is relatively easy for such conversa
tions to be monitored by use of a radio 
scanner which can be bought on the open 
market. As with most devices scanners 
come in a range of shapes and sizes and it 
is possible to buy units that cover the 
whole UHF (which is the band on which 
cellular telephones work) as well as the 
VHF range. 

The scanner that picked up the conver
sation of politicians Andrew Peacock and 
Geoff Kennett was a hand held model and 
it seems to have picked up the conversa
tion largely as a matter of chance. As a 
sidelight to this Telecom has only recently 
admitted that it cannot guarantee at pre
sent the security of conversations held by 
cellular telephone. Telecom had argued 
that since transmit and receive channels 
use different frequencies, the worst that 
could happen would be that one side of a 
conversation would be overheard. In addi· 
tion, since frequencies change as the mo
bile enters a new cell, any eavesdropping 
would be short and fortuitous. However, 
it transpires that if the scanner is suffi
ciently close to the transmitter, the sepera
tion of channels is not sufficiently large. 

Considering the enormous cost involved 
in maintaining and installing these devices 
this is quite a startling admission to make 
and one that ought to be born in mind by 
any intending purchaser of the 'cellular' 
telephones. 
Eagles and Lasers 
Electronic surveillance does not end with 
radio microphones and telephone taps. 
Recent developments at the US embassy 
complex in Moscow reveal a whole range 
of new surveillance devices. One of the 
most ingenious is the apparent beaming of 

Mata Harl or Margaret Zelle. 1876-1917 

lasers at the embassy windows. These 
beams pick up the vibrations caused by 
people talking in the room. Bugging the 
room then turns into the problem of using 
the vibrations of the glass to modulate the 
returning laser beam. So prevalent is this 
form of eavesdropping that the windows 
of the Pentagon apparently have 'noise
makers' attached to them which shake the 
windows to blur any laser signals. 

In addition to this there are ways in 
which radio emissions from computer 
terminals can be received, using a suitably 
powerful receiver. These can be decoded 
by another computer to reveal the data as 
it is processed. It is possible to put pre
ventive shields around each terminal to 
prevent such surveillance but these cost in 
the region of $200,000 US each and are 
thus not economically practical. 

Finally there are microwaves. Recent 
examinations of the walls in the new Rus
sian built US embassy in Moscow have 
revealed a strange arrangement of cone 

shaped cavities and steel rods. It is 
theorised that these cavities are designed 
to pick up the vibrations of conversations 
which are then detected by microwaves 
beamed at the building. The microwaves 
are modulated by the impact of the voices 
on the rods and cavities and the received 
signal is decoded by a computer. 

In case these seem far fetched some
thing very similar took place in the US 
embassy quite recently. About two or 
three years ago supposedly inspired by 
feelings of fraternal generosity the Soviets 
gave the American embassy a wooden 
wall plaque in the shape of the US eagle. 
Suspicious of Soviets bearing gifts, US 
officials had the plaque carefully X-rayed 
to see if any microphones were contained 
inside. When it received an apparent clean 
bill of health it was installed in one of the 
embassy offices. Soon afterwards the 
embassy began leaking like the proverbial 

sieve. Recriminations abounded until wor
ried officials resolved to examine the eagle 
once more. Closer inspection revealed that 
the device was hollow. Apparently the 
eagle acted in much the same way as the 
mysterious cavities. It functioned as a 
reverberation chamber, modulating the 
incident microwave beam with the acous
tic signals from the room. 
Debugging 
If you should feel bugged what can you do 
to combat the situation? The most 
common form of defeating bugs is the use 
of electronic sweeps. Most transmitters 
can be located by using field strength 
meters which simply measure the intensity 
of electromagnetic radiation at radio fre
quencies. The bug hunter simply scans all 
frequencies that might be used by the 
eavesdroppers, thoroughly surveying the 
whole room until he gets a meter reading. 

Another way to check for miniature 
microphones is simply to use an fm radio 
receiver. When the receiver picks up the 
bugs transmissions it produces sound 
which the bug picks up again. A feedback 
situation results with the fm receiver 
screaming loudly. Professionally made 
debugging devices exist which can auto
matically scan a wide range of fm 
frequencies. 

As efficient as these systems are they 
are not foolproof by any means. Some of 
the newest bugs available do not transmit 
radio frequencies at all. Some are attached 
to wires which lead to listening posts out
side the building. The connecting wires 
can in fact consist of anything that will 
conduct electricity such as a metallic paint 
under the surface paint of a room, normal 
electric wiring etc. These can still be 
detected electronically, however. The 
latest state of the art listening devices use 
fibre optics to send messages which do not 
broadcast any radio energy at all. The 
only way they can be ferreted out is by 
X-raying the whole room, a costly and ex
pensive process. 

Trying to defeat bugs by making back
ground noise and talking under it, has also 
been shown to be futile. For the comput
ers which receive the bugs' transmissions 
can easily identify and isolate the impor
tant sounds from the unimportant. 

Despite the relatively advanced nature 
of most modem electronic surveillance 
methods the old ways are clearly still the 
best. For even with all the knowledge 
Americans possessed concerning debug
ging devices and electronic surveillance 
generally, the Russians were able to break 
the security of their embassy in Moscow 
by the simple expedient of sleeping with 
the staff. Mata Hari lives on. 
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UNDERSTAND! 
.Jomiio-R. Groll, PaulN. Weinberg 
The exploding popularity of the 
UNIX operating system 1s one of the 

=l~i~=~~:=:g 
hundreds of different computers, 
ranging from personal computers to 

V::::;;~u~J::::.':~~ers. 
overall perspective on UNIX, 
including a discussion of where 
ONIX fits in the worlds of computing, 
business, and education. lncltvidual 
chapta<S address the UNIX structure, 

:=a~~~/~:~:fs~~· 
more. 
"A book that balances scope with 
depth; comprehensiveness with 
brevity." -Alan Kaplan 
Cat.B .................... $44.95 

PASCAL PRIMER 
·MHchell W-, David Fox 

~fv'~~~~"N,~=~~lngor 
language BASIC and wish to learn 
the capabilities of Pascal, this book 
is definitely written for you. Written 
and Hlustratecl with a touch of 
humour, the informative text 

~~~=.'~:Ur:: 
and many other features. There are 
chapters on deciskm making 
statements, numeric functions, = ~~~i.°T~ ~~~1s~:fc~ 
present facts about the advantages 
and disadvantages of Pascal, 
components of a Pascal system, 

~'!8J!,a;~~:d:~~~~ru~uage 
information. 
Cat.B .................... $24.95 

~';'~:'~r;'ammer's 
Encyclopedia is a time saving, 
comprehensive reference for serious 
CP/M users. Covering all the 
commands and syntaxes for 
CP/M 2.x and CP/M 3.0, this 
encyciopedia gives you the 
information you need in an 

~asy-~~:r'~~=~s~1¥he C= Programmer's Encyclopedia 
is the only major compilation of 
CP/M commands and syntaxes. If 
you use CP/M extensively, you 
should not be without this important 
reference guide. 
Cat.B .................... $39.95 

-Jamn s. coan 
Here's the key to usiOQ and enjoying 
the Commodore 64 microcomputer. 

~i:~:~.:0"9 t'.~fd0p=~~:ng 
that is suitable for use at home or in 
the ciassroom. The approach is 
simple and direct. 
Cat.B .................... $29.50 

a 
HANl)SON 

==.uc:=~:.....lhe 
editors of PC World 
A coHectlon of the best tips, 
programs, and routines for IBM 
computera from the popular 
"Hands on" and *. * columns. 
Covering both hardware and 

:~~~eCa~ ~~~l~~~~~~n 
on wtually everything you need to 
know. 
B20100 .......... $34.95 

THE C PROGRAMMER'S 
HANDBOOK 

·Thom Hogon 
While other books will te*I you how to 
learn C, this one shows you how to 
use it. tt's a literal encyclopedia of the 
information you'll need to get it to 

:=~r:°H:n~~':r.!1? 
organized, It gives you quick access 
to the things you need, when you 
need them, plus a clear definition of 
C language with examples and 
exptanatlons of restrictions and 
defaults. You won't find an approach 
this understandable and objective 
anywhere else. 
B20120 ........................ $39.95 

INSIDE THE IBM PC 
.J.'!::".::J:: expanded odHlon) 

The widely acclaimed guide to the 
IBM PC's inner workings. The latest 
editton now covers every model of 
the IBM micro: PC, XT and AT, and 
every version of DOS from 1. 1 to 3.0 
B20080 . . .......... $44.95 

llw l'lain l n~li'h 
!\'i\.l\Hi\.\\0 .. 
& REl'\llt liH !)f, 
for I 1\1\\ \\:N.1n:1l 

t\1m11uters' 

THE PLAIN ENGLISH 
MAINTENANCE & 
REPAIR GUIDE 
FOR IBM PC's 

=~~=v':~e1c1 a soldering 

~!=.~=~reciate 
explanations of computer 
electronics. With its lucid line 
drawings and diagrams, this book 
gives you expert Instructions on 

r;ery flr~~f4 ~rig ~:~su~~~!:i~s 
-~ peripherals, disk drive, and 
the rest. 
B20060 ........ $53.95 

IBMPC 
TROUBLESHOOTING & 

REPAIR GUIDE 
·R-C.Brenner 

=~~':th~==~:~ 
book. Inside you wiM find pages of 
schematics, photos and block 
diagrams IO help you ldanllfy 
problems. Simple ilstructions tell 
you what's wrong and how to fix it 
fast. 
• Make most repairs with few or no 

tools 
• Quickly zero-in on a malfunctioning 

component 
• Reduces downtime 
• Pays for itself many times over in 

repair savings 
• Easy to understand circuit 

T~i~~ Trouble Shooting & 
Repair Gutde will make even the 
computer novice feel comfortable 
wtth the compex world of electronic 
trouble shooting. This futly illustrated 
book is recommended for anyone 
who uses an IBM PC. 
Cat.B .................... $44.95 

"C" ~ELF STUDY GUIDE 
-Jack Purdum 
Learn at your own pace as this self 

r~~~9h1 ::~~~~~:civ°anced 
areas of the C programming 

!t~~~~V~~~eu~~~j;~~~;::s 
slowly. The book is divided into two 
parts: 
Questions: of varying degrees of 

~~:~~~~~~~det~~ll!~~~~the 
more experienced C programmers. 
Answenl: thatinctude many complete 
programs for testin~ new functions 

re"cdh~%~~:~~nsi~~sc~~=~s, 
Cat.B .................... $37.95 

APPLE II 
~11'1.Ql!IJ: Q~!iQRIPTION 

·Winston D. Gayler 
• Covers all Apple II motherboard 

and keyboard versions. 
• Helps you learn about 

microcomputer hardware in 
general and Apple II hardware in 
detail. 

• Provides you with accurate 
schematics and verified waveforms 
to rel:( on for servicing and repair. 

• Explains the advanced concepts 
of daisy chains, interrupts, direct 
memory access, and the ready 
line. 

• Gives you many valuable hints for 
successful interfacing. 

• Contains tutorials on video 
signals, memory IC's and the 
6502 microprocessor, as well as 
full explanations of advanced 

• ~:'~~er contains an overview 
for the beginner and a detailed 
section for the more adventurous. 

• Ideal for students, technicians, 
hobbyists, engineers, and others 
who need Apple II technical 
information. 

Cat.B .................. ., $52.95 

Mount your speakers at oar level on 

~~::~: .. 
• Holds speakers up to 260mm deep 
• Left/Right adjustment 
• Up/Down adjustment 
• Includes mounting saews 
• Nipping-screw pins ~ speakers 

finnlyinplace 
• Installation instructions 
Cat. ...................... $89.95 

PANEL METERS 
GALORE! 
We have a great range of panel 
meters at great prices! 
Cat.No. Description Price 
010500 MU4SG-1mA 12.50 
010502 MU4S 50-0/SOuA 12.50 
010504 MU450·100uA 12.SO 
010S10 MU4S 0-SA 12.50 
010S18 MU4S 0·1A 12.SO 
010S20 MU4S 0-1A 12.50 
010S2S MU4S 0-20V 12.SO 
0105..'lO MU52E 0·1A 14.SO 
01 OS33 MU52E O·SA 14.SO 
01053S MU4S VU PMetre 14.9S 
010538 MUSS G-50uA 1S.9S 
010540 MUSS0·1mA 1S.9S 
010S50 MUSS 0·100uA 1S.9S 
010S60 MUSS 0·20V 1S.9S 

3M SCOTCHCAL 
PHOTOSENSITIVE 

All price• per box and Include tax 

8007 REVERSAL FILM 
250 x 300mm (10 sheets) . $311.95 
300 x 600mm (S sheets) ... $54.95 

8005 BLACK ALUMINIUM 
250 x 300mm (10 sheets) . $69.95 
300 x 600mm (5 sheets) ... $79.95 

8009 BLUE ALUMINIUM 
250 x 300mm (10 sheets) . $69.95 
300 x 600mm (5 sheets) .. $79.95 

8011 RED/WHITE 
250 x300mm (10 sheets) $64.95 
300 x 600mm (5 sheets) ... $74.95 

8013 BLACK/YELLOW 
250 x 300mm (10 sheets) $84.95 
300 x 600mm (S sheets) ... $74.95 

8015 BLACK/WHITE 
250x300mm(10sheets). $64.95 
300 x 600mm (5 sheets) .. $74.95 

8016 BLUE/WHITE 
250x300mm(10sheets). $64.95 
300 x 600mm (S sheets) .. $74.95 

8018 GREEN/WHITE 

~~~~~g~~~:rs~l :. =::: 

WELLER WTCPN 
SOLDERING STATION 
The WTCPN Features: 
• Power Unit 240 V AC 

• • TAmperature controlled iron, 
24VAC 

• Flexible silicon lead for ease of 
use 

• Can be left on without fear of 
damaged tips! 

The best is always worth having. 
Cat. T1 2500 ............. R.R.P. $149 

SPECIAL, ONLY $129 

MASTER 
RACK MOUNTING 

CABINETS 
These superb rack mount cabinets 
wm give your projects a real 
professional appearance! 
Just look at these features ... 
• All dimensions conform to the 

International Standard 
• All aluminium construction 
• Choice of black or natural finish 
• Deluxe brush finish anodised front 

panel 
• Removeable top and bottom lid 
• ventilated lid 
A = Internal Height mm 
B = Rear Width mm 
C= Depth mm 
A B C Finish Cat.No. Price 

38 430 254 Nalural H10401 $49.50 
82430254Natural H10402 $59.50 

126 430 254 Natural H10403 $89.50 
38430254Black H10411 $59.95 
82430254Black H10412 $89.95 

12S430 254Black H10413 $79'.95 

DIECAST BOXES 
Dlecast boxes are excellent for 
RF shielding, and strength. 
SCrews are provided with each box. 
H11451100x50x25mm. $ 5.95 
H11452110x60x30mm S 6.50 
H11453120x65x40mm. S 8.95 
H11461120x94x53mm $11.50 
H11462188x 120x7Bmm ... $13.50 
H11464188x 188x64mm ... $29.50 

BREADBOARD 
SPECIALS 
Why pay more? 
Cat.P11000 100 holes ......... $2.75 
Cat.P11005 640 hrnes .. $10.75 
Cat.P11007 640+100 holes $13.00 
Cat.P11009 840+200 holes $17.50 
Cat.P110101280+100holes$19.95 
Cat.P110111280+300holesS32.50 
Cat.F-11012 1280+400 holes $36.75 
Cat.P110151920+500holes $57.50 
Cat.P110182560+ 700 holes$64.95 

PASSIVE INFRA RED 
DETECTOR 
Compact P.1.R. with adjustable 
comer or Wall mounting bracket, 
dual pyroelectric infra red sensing 
element gives a coverage 2 x 14 
zones 2m high and 10m wide. 
• Sensitivity adjustment control 
• Detecting range 12· 15 metres at 

90 degrees 
•Detecting zones 9 long (up), 

S short (down) 
•LED indicator for walk test. (can be 

disabled) 
• Shtelded against RF interference 

• :l~~bC)'ftAN~aC:. NO at 30V 

• Integral NC tamper switch 
• Operating voltage 10.5 - 16V DC 
• Current 20mA with LED 25mA 
Cat. S????? ................... $145 

CODE KEY PAO 
•Telephone type digital keypad. 
• Four digit, changeable code. 
•Over 5000 possible combinations. 
• Powerconsumption:SmAstandby, 

SOmAalarm. 
•Two sector LED and 1 arm LED. 
• Wrong number lockout. 
• 12V DC operation. 
• Relay output. 
•Panic button. 

: ~~~~sra~~ri~~~~ s::~~m 
• ACP3 compatible. 
Cat. A13014 .......... R.R.P. $79.95 

SP_ECIAL, ONLY $69.95 

HOOi< UP WIRE 

~2~.1~=LK 
W11252131.12TLD BROWN 
W1125313/.12TLD ORANGE 
W1125413/.12 TLD YELLOW 
W112SS 131.12 TLC GREEN 
W11256 131.12 TLD BLUE 
W112S7 131.12 TLD WHITE 

PRICES PER 100 METRE ROLL 
1·9 10+ 
$5.95 $5.00 
$5.35 $4.50 

W11260 14/.20 RED 
W1126114/.20 BLACK 
W1126S 14/.20 BLUE 
W1126814/.20 WHITE 
PRICES PER 100 METRE ROLL 

1·9 10+ 
$12.00 $10.00 
$10.80 $9.00 

W11270 24/.20 RED 
W11272 24/.20 BLACK 
W11274 24/.20 GREEN 

PRICES PER 100 METRE ROLL 
1·9 10+ 
$14.00 $12.00 
$12.60 $10.80 

W11280 32/ .2 BROWN 
W1128232/.2BLUE 

PRICES PER 100 METRE ROLL 
1·9 10+ 
$20.00 $18.00 
$18.00 $16.20 

I 

RECHARGEABLE12V 
GELL BATTERIES 
Leakproof and in 3 convenient 
sizes, these long service life 
batteries are ideal for burqular 
systems, emergency lighting or as a 

fd°:rr:~~C:~=~~s~1Y· 
Cat. S1S029 12V 1.2 AH $17.50 
Cat. S1S031 12V 2.S AH $32.50 
Cat. S1S033 t2V 4.S AH $39.50 

CENTRONICS GENDER 
CHANGERS 

•Female to Female. 
• Saves modifying or replacing 
non-mating Centronics cables. 
•All 36 pins wired straight through. 
Cat. X1 5663 Male to Ma .. 
Cat. X15661 Male to Female 

Cat. X15664FemaletoFamale 
Normally $33.95, 
Only$24.95 

lltt.a.B.atill 
DPM-200 PANEL METER 
• Ultra Low Power 
• Separately Addreuabla 

Annunciator 

: ~~';::;1g Dl~":t.rence 
A low profi-re LCD DPM with a range 

~~:'J~sfe~~~sa1s5i;.,~;1~h~git 
display, and ultra low current 

~f~~~gi:rc~ ~~i ~t:~~Ft also 
features Auto-zero, Auto-polarity, 
200mV fsd. It may be used in single
ended, differential or ratiometric 
modes. The fscf can be easily 

~~ha;9:~1ts~ .f~: =~~0a\"~frit~e a~ 
symbols can all be driven from an 
internal source. Wide supply and 
symbols can all be driven from an 
internal source. Wide supply rail 
(5-15V DC) with a variable threshold 
low battery warning indicator. 
Supplied with mounting clips and 
comprehensive data sheet. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Accuracy: 0.1 % +-1 dtgit 
Linearity: + -1 digit 
Sompleo/aec: 3 
Temp. Stablllty: 50 ppm typical 
Tomp. Range: 0 • SO.C 
SUpply Voltoge: S • 1 SV DC 

. Supply Current: 50uA typical 
MaxDClnputVolta: +-20V 

Cat. 01SS10 $99.95 
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VIFA/AEM 
3 WAY SPEAKER KITI 

Thlo ouporb 3 - opoollor kH 

~;:.=r=u=I 
(which moy...., lie uolng VIFA 

:...-;.:ii... ~aeii.o:=. ho•" 
~Wn'""~'l;~nd~=-1 
for youroolfl 
Tho oyotom compri-... 
2x D19dometweeters 
2 x 075 ·dome midrange 
2 x P25 woofers 
2 x pre-built quality crossovers 
The cabinet kit consists of 2 knock
down boxes in beautiful black grain 
look with sitver baffles, speaker 
cloth, innerbond, grill ciips, speaker 
terminals, screws and ports. 

D19 DOME TWEETER SPEAKER 
SPECIFICATIONS 

==~=~'.:.~k~z Free Air Reaonance: 1,700Hz 

=:"~~~a1mw::e 
(fo: 5,000Hz, 12dBloct) 

Voice COii Dlemeter: 19mm 
Voice Coll Aealatenca: 6.2ohms 
Moving Mau: 0.2 grams 
Weight: 0.28kg 

D75 DDME MIDRANGE 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Nomlnel lmi;:•nce: 8 ohms 

~=~~:~OO~~Hz 
=:.'ll!:,~W~:;de 

(fo: SOOHz, 12dBloct) 
Voice Coll Dillmeter: 75mm 
Voice Coll Realstance: 7.2ohms 
Moving M••• (Incl. air): 3.6 grams 
Weight: 0.85kg 

P25 WOOFER SPECIFICATIONS: 

~~~;~~~3~~Hz 
Free Air Resonance: 25Hz 
Operating Power: 5 watts 

~.:1:.=~~w~:~dB 
Mu1lc Power: 100 Watts 
Voice Coll Dtameter: 40mm 
Voice Coll Reelatance: 5.7ohms 

~~~:~:~i•J!'::~~~ grams 
Qm:3.15 
Oe: 0.46 
Ot: 0.40 
Vas: 180:1 

Weight: 1.95kg 

Complete Kit Cat.K16030 $1, 199 
Spooker Ktt Cat.K16031 $949 
Cabinet Kit Cat.K16032 ... $349 

WIRELESS MICROPHONE 
RECEIVER WA100 
Made by Piezo (Azden) of Japan, 
this device will tum any microphone 
fitted with a Cannon Type male 
socket into a wireless microphone 
The receiver will plug into any 
6.35mm microphone input. Both 
transmitter and receiver can be 
tuned from 76 - 81MHz. 
Freq. Response: 50 - 16kHz 
Tunable: 76- 81MHz 
Field Strength: 

Transmitter 1OuV/100 metres 
Receiver 15mV (100%) 

Battery: Tran~itter LA44 (1.5V) 
Receiver 3 x UM4 (4.5V) 

ln•tructfona: Japanese (English 
not available!) 

Cat. A10520 .. R.R.P. $199 
Our price, only $189 

VIFA/AEM 
2 WAY SPEAKER KIT! 

=i;:...~.:..T.r='t. 
-oy-o-brllllont 

~;=== from Doninork. YouwHloove 
•round taOO- you Morwhot 
you get from thlo oyotom -
comporod to ....-ing you buy 
off the --olmllor 
choroclorlotlco.CoHln-olly 
and comporo for youroolfl 
Tho oyolom compri-... 
2 x P21 Potycone 8" woofers 
2 x D25T ~errofluid cooled dome 
tweeters with Polymer diaphrams 
2 pre-built quality crossovers 
The cabinet kit consists of 2 knock
down boxes in be"autiful btack grain 
look with sitver batnes, speaker 
cloth, innerbond, grilf clips, speaker 
terminals, screws and ports. 

Welght: 1.65kg 

Comp-KltCat.K16020 .. $799 
Speaker Kit Cat.K16021 .. $649 
Cobine! Kit Cat.K16022 .. $209 

OMNI-DIRECTIONAL 
WIRELESS MICROPHONE 
Tuneebte: 92 - 104MHz 
Fnq. lloopoMe: 50 - 1 SkHz 
Range: Over 300 feet in open field. 
Modulatlon: FM 
Power Source: 9V Battery 

~~i=~t1~~":~~~9~mm 
Weight: 160 grams 
Cat. A10450 . .. $19.95 

-~ 
CRYSTAL LOCKED 
WIRELESS MICROPHONE 
AND RECIEVER 
MICROPHONE SPECIFICATIONS: 
Transmitting Frequency: 37.1MHz 
Transmitting System: crystal 

bscillation 
Microphone: Electret condenser 
-Supply: 9V battery 
Range: 300 feet in open field 
Dimensions: 185 x 27 x 38mm 
Welght: 160 grams 
RECIEVER SPECIFICATIONS: 
Rectevtng Freq: 37.1MHz 
Output Level: 30mV (maximum) 
Rocl0¥ing Syotom: Super 

heterodyne crystal oscillation. 
Power Supply: 9V .Battery or 9V DC 

power adapter. 
Volume control 
Tuning LED 
Dlmensk>na: 115 x 32 x 44mm 
w .. ght: 220 grams 
Cat. A10452 ............. R.R.P. $113 

· Our price, $99 

SUPERB NEW VIFA/EA 
80+80 SPEAKER KITI 

The ,_ Vffa/EA 60+ 60 
loudspeaker kit has -n designed 
to= out perform any, 
slmi priced speakers. Th s is a 
2-way incorporating drivers 
which give a deeper, more natural 
bass response and 19mm soft-dome 
ferro fluid oooled tweeters which 
provide clear. uncoloured sound 
reproduction 

These VHa drivers are identical to the 
ones used in such fine ~kers as 

=~~·1%'5an:~~~rto 
name a few. Some of which cost well 
over$1,000a pair! 

The dividing network is of the highest 

~~=r:eicsncu~:::n; 
they simpry act as passive devices 
which accurately distribute the 
frequency range between both 
drivers in each speaker. 

The fulty enclosed acoustic 
suspension cabinets are easily 
assembled. All you need are normal 
househokt tools and a couple of 
hours and you've built yoursetf the 
finest pair of speakers 1n their class! 

D19 TWEETER SPECIFICATIONS: 
Nomlnal Impedance: a ohms 
Frequency Range: 2.5 - 20KHz 
Free Air Reaonance: 1, 700Hz 

=:1'.:'J~r~a1~!:1° 
(fo: 5,000Hz, 12dBloct) 

Voice Coll Diameter: 19mm 
Voice Coll RHlatance: 6.2 ohms 
Moving Mass: 0.2 grams 
Weight: 0.28kg 
Cat. CI0301 SJ8 

C20 WOOFER SPECIFICATIONS: 

~==-:;~~~~Hz 
Rnonance Frequency: 39Hz 

=::i::i%!!r~ s1m~~B 
V~dg,'fi&..meter: 25mm 
Voice Coll Resistance: 5.5 ohms 
Moving Mau: 15 grams 
Cat. CI 0322 189 

Cat. K86092 (speakers only) $379 
Cat. K86091 (complete kit) ... $449 

PHILIPS SPEAKERS 
This month we are offering 20% off 
these prices! But, you'd better be 
quick as this offer 1s limited. 

Description Cat.No. Price 
A001610T8 (C12030) .... $24.95 
A002160S08 (C12040) . $69.95 
AD80652W8 (C12042) .. $69.95 
A0070620M8 (C12045) . $69.95 
AD12250W8(C12050) .. $129.00 

PORTABLE MINI P.A. 
AMPLIFIER 
A comptetely fl!J'"table system, sets 
up anywhere 1n seconds. Inputs for 
microphone, electronic organ and 
cassette players. Variable echo 
makes this an Ideal unit tor buskers 

Sp!E~b1~c>rs':' 
Output power: 1 W RMS, 2W max. 
Frequency AnponH: 100-1 SkHz 
Speaker: 5" full range, 4 ohms 
Echo Time: Variable 5-52m/sec 
Power Source: 6x .. D" size batteries 

(position tor power adaptor also) 
Size: 280(H) x 120(W) x 180(D)mm 
Weight: 1 .3kg 
Cat.A12022 . 

SENNHEISER 
HEADPHONES!! --·--p11one .... ,_ ovoH-from Rod lnrfng 

Electronicolt 3 -.1o c
trom, other models are avallablo :: <=r::rn:::; Tony DIP001o 

SENNHEISER HD 40 
The HD40 is feather light, atjust60g! 
This HIFi stereo headphone is 
unoommonly convenient to use. hs 
systems can be rotated so it can fit 
into any drawer. It is also available 
as a TV headphone. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Fnquoncy Ronge: 22 - 18,000Hz 
Impedance: 600ohm 
Distortion Factor: Approx. 1.5%; 

pressure on ear; approx. 1.3 N 
Weight: Approx. 60g 
Length of lead: 3 metres 
Cat. A10515 ................... $49.95 

SENNHEISER HD 410 SL 
The HD 410 SL embodies all the 
advantages of the new "Slim-One" 
concept: brilliant sound character
istics with an optimum of sound 
volume combined with high wearer 
comfort. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Frequency Range: 20 - 18,000Hz 
Impedance: 600ohm 
Dlatortlon Factor: Less than 1 % ; 

pressure on ear; approx. 2.5 N 
Weight: Approx. 82g 
Length of lead: 3 metres 
Cat. A10518 ................... $74.95 

SENNHEISER HD 540 RE· 
FERENCE 

The HD 540 reference headphones 
are open dynamic stereo 
headphones. They are among the 
best ever made. Designed according 
to latest findings in acoustics, their 
reproduction is of extraordinary 

:~:~!f::7J'ef~ ~~e ~!:th a 
CD player shows: their acoustic 
properties are outstanding. The ear 
cushions play a major role. They 
provide a completely resonance-free 
trebfe reproduction up to 25 KHz and 
assure an impressively ctear bass 

$8.fe~nctgNS~o 16 Hz. 

Frequency Range: 16 - 25,000Hz 
Impedance: 600ohm p&r capsule 
Harmonic Dtatortton Factor: 

Less than 0.4% 
Contact Preuure: Approx. 3 N 
Weight: Approx. 250g 
Length of lead: 3 metres 
Cat. A10519 . 

~ 
~ 

1" DOME TWEETER 
SPEAKER 

~==S: SenlHlvlly: 96dB 
r.==oe:2-20kHz 

-RMS:1~wattsRMS 
lllmgnet Weight: 5.4cz. 
Size: 96mm diameter 
Cat.C10234 .... $10.95 

2" HORN TWEETER 
SPEAKER 
Mylar diaphragm, aluminium voice 
coll 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Senolti¥tty:95dB 
::..':ci.U::="°' 1.5-20 kHz 

Power RMS: 10wattsRMS 
Magnet Weight: 2.Soz. 
Cat. C10232 ..................... $8.95 

~ 
~ 

5" MIDRANGE SPEAKER 
Seale<fback, foam edge, black 
cone, silver dust cap. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Senoltfvlty: 98dB 
Freq-.cy Rooponse: 500-6 kHz 
Impedance: 8 ohms 
Poww AMS: 10 watts AMS 
Magnet Weight: 5.4oz. 
Cat. C10230 ................... $12.95 

61h" TWIN CONE 
FULL RANGE SPEAKER 
Foam edge, btacik cone, black 
whizzer cone 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Senottlvlty: 89dB 
Fnq-.cy Rooponoo: 60-15 kHz 
tmpodo,_: 8 ohms 
-RMS:10wattsRMS 
Magnet Weight: 5.3oz 
Cat. C10222 . ... $14.95 

8"TWINCONE 
FULL RANGE SPEAKER 
Foam edge. blacl< cone, blacl< 
whizzercone 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Senoltfvlty: 98dB 
=~~rrr::-= 4s-1s kHz 

-RMS: 30 watts RMS 
Mognet Weight: 13oz. 
Cat. C10224 ................... $23.95 

&"WOOFER 
HIGH POWER SPEAKER 
Cloth edge, dark grey cone, rubber 

s~~~s:~= dust cap. 
Senoltfvlty: 90dB 
~u:::=H: 60-4kHz 

POWW' RMS: 50 watts RMS 
M-Welght: 20oz. 
Cat. C10226 

10"WOOFER 
HIGH POWER SPEAKER 
Cloth edge, dark grey cone, rubber 

=~":~~dustcap. 
Sen-ity:93dB 
Frequency -ponoe: 50-2.5 kHz 
Impedance: 8 ohms 
-RMS: 100wattsRMS 
Magnet Weight: 30oz. 
Cat.C10228 

12"WOOFER 
HIGH POWER SPEAKER 
Cloth edge, dark grey cone, rubber 

=~"cS:~ dust cap. 
SonottlYity: 97dB 
Freq-.cy ~noe: 28-4 kHz 
Impedance: a ohms 
Power RMS: 50 watts RMS 
Magnet Weight: 30oz. 
Cat. C10229 

. ...-. 
·r· ·1 lfK··e· - ·. . . . . 
·· .. "' . . . . . 

Rod Irving Electronlcs 
48 A"8ockott St, MELBOURNE 
Phona(03)663&151 
425 High S1, NORTHCOTE 
Phone (03) 489 8866 . 
Mall Order and COrreapondence: 
P.O. Box 620, CLAYTON 3166 
Telex: AA 151938 

• MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 
008335757 
ITOLLFREEJ 

(STRICTLY ORDERS ONLY) 
LOCAL ORDERS 

&INQUIRIES 
(OJI 543 7877 

AH ..... tax exempt orders and 
wh- lnqulrleo to: 
RITRONICS WHOLESALE, 

~~;~:~1~1or\'fi'..e.) 
Errors and omissions excepted 
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We have all heard about the various guerilla wars and 
military coups wracking the Phillipines, but what do we 
know .,bout the state of amateur radio in the troubled 
Republic? Thomas tells us the latest. 

by Thomas E. King 

F
or a few fleeting days in February 
1986 the amateur bands in the Philip
pines were ablaze with extraordinary 

news flashes about a major transition in 
the country's government. The bloodless 
change from a repressive regime to a 'new 
spirit' was a once-in-a-lifetime event that 
no amateur in the Philippines had ever 
participated in before although for years 
Filipino hams have been used to dealing 
with another explosive issue. 

In late September 1984 amateurs 
throughout the Philippines and particularly 
those located in the southeastern part of 
Luzon Island mobilised to provide emer
gency communications and relief man 
power for victims of the erupting Mayon 

Volcano. This wasn't the first time, how
ever, that local hams had responded to the 
fury of what's considered to be the world's 
most perfect cone shaped volcano. The 
8000 foot high awesome wonder has terri
fied villagers with its ash, lava and red hot 
rocks 38 times since its most violent and 
destructive eruption in 1814. 

Amateur Activity 
While volcanic activity has occurred regu
larly over a long period of time amateur 
radio activities comparitively have also 
had a long history in the Philippines. 

By 1917 a small group of enthusiasts 
had established 'listening posts'. They 
were prohibited from .two way communi-

Amateurs staying In Manila ought to meet with Cecille Guanzon, the Director of Human Resources 
of the lush Holiday Inn Hotel. 
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cations; however, because of the WWI 
American transmitting ban. (The Philip
pines were administered on a caretaker 
basis by the USA from 1898 to 1946). 
Those early stations used hammock-type 
antennas, variable tuning coils connected 
to crystal detectors and headphones pur
chased locally or by mail order from the 
USA. 

The communications ban was lifted in 
October 1919 and soon after Fred Johnson 
Elser was among the first to obtain a 
transmitting permit. Using the call sign 
"FE", a Ford spark coil and a photplate 
condenser young Fred blitzed the 200 
metre band. Others joined this pioneer 
and the Amateur Radio Club of the 
Philippines was created in 1922. 

In 1924 the ARCP was absorbed into 
alarger organisation, the Philippine Radio 
Club. Headed by Lt Haydn P. Roberts, 
the club was a hive of activity and 
achievement including Roberts' own first 
trans Pacific conversation between Manila 
and San Francisco. (For over 15 years on 
a virtual daily basis ham radio was used to 
pass thousands of amateur-relayed mes
sages between the two countires.) 

Prior to 1931, the year the General 
Radio Law was enacted and the year 
which saw the beginning of active partici
pation by Filipinos in operating their own 
amateur stations, amateur communications 
were maintained mostly by US military 
personnel stationed in the Philippines. 

In those early days the call sign prefix 
was 'OF' and later 'Pl'. From 1930 it was 
'KZ' for the commercial service and 'KA' 
for the amateur service. It was again 
changed in 1949 to 'DU'. 

At the start of WW2 licensed amateurs 
were all drafted into the military, naval 



and marine transport services as they were 
the only men available with the much 
needed training and experience in radio 
communications. Understandably amateur 
radio was prohibited during Japan's 2 year 
occupation but the hobby was not cur
tailed by the 9 year period of martial law 
inaugurated by former President Marcos 
in September 1972. 

Mr & Mrs Marcos 
During their privileged position of power 
both Ferdinand and Imelda were suppor
tive of amateur radio activities in the 
Philippines. The former First Lady actu
ally subscribed to "The Amateur Radio
world" {PO Box 76, Legazpi City, Albay, 
Philippines 4901), a monthly magazine in 
English devoted to promoting hams in the 
country and throughout Asia. Time after 
time from the Malacan Palace the former 
president sent messages to delegates at
tending national and international amateur 
radio conferences and seminars. His sup
port of the hobby was probably most suc
cinctly expressed when he said: 

"I wish to take this opportunity to com
mend you for your continuing assistance 
to people and communities, especially dur
ing times of calamities and disasters when 
normal means of communications usually 
break down. In your proficiency to com
municate internationally, the "hams" as 
you are called have also made friends for 
the Philippines and, in a modest way, fos
tered the ties of friendship and under
standing with the outside world." 

He expressed sentiments similar to these 
in a souvenir program released to com
memorate the 50th anniversary of the Phi
lippine Amateur Radio Associaton. 
Founded on November 27, 1932 and ad
mitted the same year as a Member Society 
of the International Amateur Radio 
Union, PARA, as the 55 year old succes
sor to the two previous amateur organisa
tions of the 1920s, is recognised as the na
tional federation of accredited district and 
local clubs. 

PARA 
PARA is composed of some 33 radio 
clubs (out of a total of 50 or so clubs). It 
represents the interests of about 600 
licensed individuals (not including those 
operating under reciprocal agreements) 
out of the approximate 2300 licensed hams 
in the Philippines. About 30 per cent of 
these are HF equipped with the remainder 

The Phlllpplne Amateur Radio Association's 
birthday celebrations In late November are 
events to remember. 

devoted to VHF activities. Some 1000 sta
tion licenses have been issued. A rival or
ganisation, the Philippine Chamber of 
Amateur Radio Societies which, at times, 
has claimed to be the rightful IARU
recognised Philippine ham voice, has a 
number of the remaining DUs as mem
bers. 

Fifteen members on the PARA Board 
of Directors steer the course of amateur 
radio in the land of 7107 islands. head
quartered on the 17th floor of the Phil
comcen Building, Ortiga Avenue, Pasig, 
PARA maintains DUlPAR, a Manila 2 
meter repeater on 144.140/740; arranges 
the annual birthday celebrations in late 
November (a few VKs are usually present 
at these gala affairs); publishes the 
monthly 4 to 8 page PARA Newsletter 
and the "Amateur Radio Operator's Re
view Manual"; plans field days, the VHF 
DX Contest and swap meets; coordinates 
Philippine participation in the annual 
Scout Jamboree of the Air and oversees 
communications during periods of emer
gency. 

To properly coordinate these activities 
PARA members participate in the DU 
net. This countrywide amateur radio com
munications network has been operating 
on 7.045 MHz every morning at 0630 local 
(2230 UTC) for nearly 30 years. {This is in 
addition to the first Sunday of the month 
7 pm, 7 .045 MHz meeting on the air.) The 
DU net is still the maintstay of amateur 
radio communications in the Philippine ar-

chipelgo especially when natural calamities 
touch its shores. As well, the morning 
(and an evening) net on 7.045 MHz also 
passes weather information to and from 
distant parts of the country. 

Illegal hams 
Apart from these overt activities, 
PARA works behind the scenes to im
prove conditions and privileges for DU 
hams. Two issues have been of major con
cern to PARA officials: the conjestion of 
the amateur bands due to illegal operators 
(estimated to number 15,000 to 20,000 
alone in metro Manila) and reducing the 
length of time between taking the exam 
and receiving the licence. It's not unusual 
for this process to take up to 11h year.s as 
forms wind their way through the bureauc
racy of the National Telecommunications 
Commission. (Such delays coupled with 
unavailability of eqipment continue to be 
the two biggest obstacles to overcome in 
the Filipino ham race!) 

The NTC administers amateur exams on 
the first Wednesday of the month in 
Manila and once or twice a year in other 
populated centres. Candidates sitting for 
exams are eligible for three classes of 
amateur radio licences: 

DU, Class A, Advanced, all bands, all 
modes 2000 Watts 
DY, Class B, General, all bands minus 
a few segments, all modes, 1000 Watts 
DW, Class C, Novice, 40 metres, CW 
and SSB, 50 Watts and 2 metres, FM 
and SSB, 25 Watts 

Many of the applicants for the latter 
grade of licence are students. Unfortu
nately, many students, however, do not 
have facilities for group study; they have 
to go it alone. One outstanding exception 
is of the Amateur Radio Club of Manila's 
Don Bosco Technical College. Licensed as 
DUlDBT, the radio club is belived to be 
the only active school station in the coun
try. And active it is with a 2 element quad 
(one of only a handful in the country) and 
some 60 members who operate the HF 
and UHF equipment on a six day a week 
basis. 

For the past quarter century technically
minded youth at Don Bosco have been in
troduced to the world of amateur radio .. 
Many of them after years of formal train
ing in engineering have gone on to con
tribute to he technological advancement of 
a nation that's still more often in the news 
because of its politics rather than its 
achievements. 
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ADVANCES 
IN SUPER 
CONDUCTIVITY 
For about a year now the scientific world has been shaken by 
rapid advances in the development of super conductors. Does this 
foreshadow a year of technological revolution? 

Bob Beale* 

ear ago, superconductivity was tit-
le more than an interesting phe
omenon, a quirk of nature put to 

work in just a few specialised scientific 
and medical instruments. Today, it is the 
basis of one of the most extraordinary 
spurts of interest and intrigue the scientific 
world has seen for some decades. 

Universities, big companies and public 
utilities have shown almost indecent haste 
in their efforts to get in on the ground 
floor of what promises to be a revolution 
in the way electrical currents, and mag
netic fields, are harnessed and employed. 

In Australia alone, for example, at least 
five teams of physicists, chemists and ma
terial scientists have been hastily assem
bled in the past few months to investigate 
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the implications of the discovery behind 
all the excitement: a new class of copper
oxide ceramics which become supercon
ductors at temperatures far higher than 
had been known before. 

In general, those implications have al
ready been widely canvassed: extremely 
fast computers, levitating trains, extremely 
small electronic components, highly effi-

. cient electricity ·transmission lines, and so 
on. To understand why and how such ap
plications may now be possible, it is sim
plest to follow the research trail back to 
1911. 

Kammerlingh Onnes 

In that year, a Dutch scientist, Kammerli
ngh Onnes, discovered superconductivity 

when he found that mercury loses its elec
trical resistance when cooled to 4.3 de
grees Kelvin, barely above absolute zero 
(one degree Kelvin equals one degree Cel
sius - absolute zero is 0 K, or minus 273 
C). 

Over the following decades, other re
searchers devised various new s~percon
ducting materials which lifted the transi
tion temperature below which supercon
ductivity begins. 

But by 1973, the best result was a 
transition temperature of 23.3 K, in an 
alloy of germanium and niobium, and 
there the limit stayed until early last year. 
Naturally enough, applied physicists had 
long sin_ce speculated about what it might 
be possible to do with materials that were 
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superconductive at much higher tempera
tures. 

But while the transition point remained 
so low, very little in the way of practical 
technology could be developed. The main 
problem was not with the material itself, 
but the need to maintain such intense 
cold. The only feasible cooling agents. 
such as liquid hydrogen or liquid helium. 
were either too dangerous, too costly or 
too impractical to permit widespread use 
of the material. 

Muller and Bednorz 

Enter Alex Muller and Georg Bednorz, at 
IBM's research centre in Zurich, Switzer
land, and a new mixture of barium. lan
thanum, copper and oxygen. The two 

JOANNE SERHAN 

scientists tested the mixture early last year 
and found it became superconductive at 35 
K, still very cold but a dramatic improve
ment on the old record. 

When the news was made public last 
September, what followed was like a dam
burst. Not only had Muller and Bednorz 
demonstrated that the material achieved 
zero resistance at that temperature. but 
that it had the second distinguishing mark 
of superconductors - a phenomenon 
known as the Meissner effect. When ex
posed to an external magnetic field. super
conductors 'echo" the field with a precisely 
balancing one of their own. 

Research laboratories around the world 
raced to duplicate the IBM team's recipe 
and search out new ones that might lift 

the record yet again. In February this year 
a team led by Dr Paul Chu. at the Univer
sity of Houston, revealed a startling 
breakthrough: a new compound of yttri
um, barium. copper and oxygen with a 
transition temperature of 90 K. 

Cocktails 

Since then many other researchers have 
been able to cook up the same cocktail. 
lifting the record still further to 98 K. This 
alone has been seen as good enough rea
son to rejoice. because at temperatures 
above 77 K liquid nitrogen can be used as 
the coolant. 

Liquid nitrogen is not only more practi
cal for that purpose but is between 10 and 
30 times cheaper than liquid helium, de-
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SUPER CONDUCTIVITY 

pending on how much is bought. So, even 
as things stand now. the prospect of super
conductors becoming more widely avail
able is far ahead of what it was at this 
time last year. 

One reason why so many teams have 
been able to enter the race is the relative 
ease with which these new materials can 
be made. As one scientific magazine re
cently pointed out, you don't need mil
lions of dollars or fancy high-tech equip
ment to cook up a batch. 

A well-equipped school could do so very 
easily: you need a mortar and pestle, a 
furnace or kiln. 5 grams each of yttrium 
oxide and barium carbonate, and a plastic 
cup full of liquid nitrogen. The dry in
gredients are mixed and heated for about 
nine hours at between 900 and I JOO C. at 
which temperature the chemical reactions 
that produce ceramic superconductors take 
place. 

Cooled slowly, the cooked powder is su
perconductive: compressed into a pellet 
and annealed for a further eight hours, it's 
even more so. Dip the pellet into the liq
uid nitrogen, and it will behave like a 
magnet of opposite polarity when brought 
near a conventional magnet. 

Some neat demonstrations have been 
rigged up to show how it works. One of 

them produced a remarkable photograph 
of a magnet hovering in mid-air above a 
disc of superconductor material. As the 
material warms up to room temperature, 
the magnet drops down onto it. Little 
wonder, then, that people who have seen 
such demonstrations dream of levitating 
trains and new non-chemical methods of 
lifting and moving heavy loads. 

The practical problem with the ceram
ics. however, is their brittleness. To be 
put into use for a wide variety of pur
poses, the researchers are looking at ways 
to fashion the material into rings and 
wires, or to apply it as a thin film on the 
surface of a conventional conductor. 

The Toshiba Wire 

The Toshiba company, for example, an
nounced recently that it had found a way 
to use its prowess in processing fine 
ceramics to make superconducting wires. 
This was done by packing the ceramic 
powder into hollow rods of 20 mm diame
ter. The rod is repeatedly drawn out until 
its ceramic core is a mere 0.6 mm in 
diameter, and highly compacted by heat 
treatment. The wire is wound into coils 
before the heat treatment: such coils could 
provide the large fields needed, for exam
ple, in magnetic resonance imaging equip-

ment, for medical diagnosis. 
The big problem with Toshiba's wire, 

though, was its very low current-carrying 
capacity, measured at just six amperes per 
square centimetre. Most applications, 
those requiring strong magnetic fields, 
would call for current densities of 10,000 
to 100,000 amperes per square centimetre. 

Enter IBM again, this time the compa
ny's research laboratories at Yorktown 
Heights, New York. Early in May, IBM 
announced that it had cracked an impor
tant current barrier. 

Instead of using the tried and tested 
method of making the new material, they 
grew a large, thin-film single crystal of it, 
about 2.5 cm in diameter. Cooled 68 K, 
the crystal carried a current of 100,000 
amperes per square centimetre - 100 
times greater than anyone else had 
achieved. At that temperature, liquid ni
trogen can be used, under pressure, as the 
coolant. Cooled to near absolute zero, it 
conducted a current of 5 million amperes 
per square centimetre, equal to the best 
metallic superconductors. 

Electronic Revolution 

The hopes for an electronic revolution 
look as though they are going to continue 
bounding ahead for some time, especially 
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SPECIAL PRICES ON 'D' 
& CENTRONICS 
CONNECTORS 

• l ... 

'D' ConnectotS 
1-9 10UP 100UP 

DE9P $1.68 $1.51 84¢ 
DE9S 1.80 1.44 90¢ 
DA15P 2.34 2.11 1.17 
DA15S 2.42 2.18 1.21 
DB25P 2.20 1.98 1.10 
DB25S 2.72 2.45 1.36 

CovetS Metallised 
9 pin 1.80 1.62 1.25 

15 pin 1.80 1.62 1.25 
25 pin 1.80 1.62 1.25 

CovetS Plastic 
9 pin 1.60 1.44 90¢ 

15 pin 1.60 1.44 90¢ 
25 pin 1.65 1.48 95¢ 

Centronics Solder 
24 way male 9.60 8.64 4.80 
24 way fem 10.00 9.00 5.00 
36 way male 6.60 5.94 3.30 
36 way fem 9.50 8.55 5.28 

Centronics l.D.C. 
36 way male 8.00 7.20 5.20 
36 way fem 8.40 7.56 5.40 

CMOS 555 TIMER SPECIAL 
The CMOS version operates in exactly 
the same way as the normal 555 but 
witr, much lower power dissipation and 
reduced supply current spikes. Tested 
to -10mA and +50mA output current 
levels. Use as an astable to 3MHz. Ideal 
for CMOS and TTL logic - on 5V 
draws only 100uA supply current. 
Special Price this month 96~. 

20MHz SCOPE WITH 

ALTERNATE 
TRIGGERING 

Compact and easy 
to operate for hobbyists 
and professionals 

The GOS-522 is an ideal general purpose 
scope which we've selected because of its 
excellent triggering functions. Two channels 
with big 150mm (6") screen and internal 
graticule. Fast 20ns/div sweep speed for high 
precision. Features alternate triggering mode 
to ensure stable display of both channels -
saves a lot of knob twiddling!! Trigger circuit is 
de coupled too for low frequency signals. 
Trigger level lock and variable hold-off all add 
to ease of use. Auto, normal and single shot 

CMOS 567 TONE 
DECODER SPECIAL 
Functionally similar to the popular 567 
but this CMOS version only draws 
0.5mA typically. Has twice frequency 
VCO and quadrature dividers for phase 
and amplitude detectors and a PLL 
circuit which grounds an output pin 
when the PLL locks. Operates to 
500kHz. Supply voltage 2 to 9V. 
Special Price this month $2.27. 

sweep modes. Call in for a demo. you will be 
delighted with the performance and the price-

$869.95 (incl. tax) 
$745.67 (ex tax) 

includes FREE PROBES and a 12month 
warranty. 

U.V. LIGHT BOX 
Make your own P.C. board prototypes, signs, 
labels, front panels, dials etc. using the 
Scotchcal process and our U.V. lightbox. Fully 
assembled in blue plastic case. Built-in count 
down timer and LCD display and memory 
recall. Safety interlock on light switch. Minor 
reflectors on twin SW U.V. lights. Effective 
exposure area is 230 x 115 mm. $199.00 

P.C. BOARD ETCHER 1-----------------t Our bubble-etcher is ideal for prototypes and 
IBM PRINTER CABLE 
Approx 1.5m long with quality 
connectors on each end. You couldn't 
buy the parts and make one yourself 
for the price. Were $22.50 but till 
current stock is exhausted you can 
have one for just $15.00. 

small runs. Uses a minimum of etching material 
- ammonium persulphate - which is a clear 
solution so you can easily see the etching take 
place. Simply dissolve crystals in warm water, 
pour into tank and switch on air pump. TheP.C. 
board is suspended in the etchant and the 
movement of the fluid washes away the 
dissolved copper. leaving it etched clean in a 
few minutes. 
The vertical slot is only 12.5 mm wide: Two sizes 
suit boards up to 225 mm x 115 mm (9" x 4112') 
$84.00or300mm x 255mm (12"x 10") $109.00. 
Comes complete with double insulated 240V 
air pump, hose, clamps etc. 

Fits your pocket 

NEW CORDLESS BUTANE SOLDERING IRON 
No cords and no gas bottles -this neat pen-like 
iron runs on standard butane gas lighter fuel. 
Up to 60 minutes continuous use and refills in 
seconds. Temperature is adjustable for the 
equivalent of 10 to 60 watts!! Tip temperature 
can be as highas400C. Three tips are available" 
- 4.Bmm, 3.2mm or 2.4mm and are easily · 
replaced. Ideal for the serviceman's tool box. ''';: 
Complete and ready to use - even has its own ,., .. • 
flint lighter!! $49.95 

Built-In Flint Lighter Adjustable from 10-60W 

INC IN NSW 

TWX71996 
P.O. BOX 671 
LANE COVE N.S.W. 2066 

specialising In electronic components for the professional and hobbyist. 
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GET YOUR TRAINING NOW 
ANDBEPREPAREDFORTHEFOTORE 

If you're interested in electronics, a Stott's Home Study 
Course can make it even more interesting. It could lead to an 
exciting career in the fast-growing field of electronics. 

Stott's electronics courses offer plenty of practical work 
and 'hands on' experience through custom-designed kits. You'll 
be skilfully guided by experienced, professional instructors, with 
individual attention and advice. You study at home, at your 
own pace. 

Choose from Stott's range of electronics courses: 
Introduction to Electronics, Radio and Television Servicing, 

Radio Receivers, Colour Television, 
Introduction to Micro Computers, Digital Electronics 

for Technicians & Servicemen or Industrial Electronics. 
MAKE YOUR MOVE TOWARDS A BRIGHTER FUTURE. SEND THE COUPON TODAY. 

-

I SL:-:U:-@ .::.::,=s:30::,::,, ti 
I _C J _ ~ Sydney, 383 George Street, 2000. Tel: 29 2445 ~I 

Brisbane, 65 Mary Street, 4000. Tel: 2213972 ~ 

CORR ES POND ENCE COLLEGE Adelaide, 226 Pulteney Street, 5000 Tel: 223 3700 
The name to trust in correspondence education W. Perth, 25 Richardson Street, 6005. Tel: 322 5481 
Please send me free, and without obligation, Hobart, 2 Davey Street, 7000. Tel: 34 2399 
full details of the following course: New Zealand, Box No. 30-990, Lower Hutt. Tel: 676 592 
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given the size of the research contingent 
working on the question world-wide. 
Nevertheless, the revolution is not here 
yet, and some major barriers remain to be 
overcome before the dreamers can turn 
their attention elsewhere. 

The great hope is to find superconduc
tors that function at room temperature: 
that is. needing no cooling. If such materi
als can be found, and be fashioned into 
the many forms manufacturers would like 
to see available, the full consequences 
would indeed be revolutionary. 

For starters, wires that carried electricity 
without generating heat (or loss of energy) 
would mean substantial savings in electric
ity transmission costs. The usual estimate 
is that about 15'/r of the power generated 
by a modern power station is lost due to 
resistance. Similarly. just about every con
ceivable electric motor and generator 
could be made more efficient. 

The computer industry could be pro
foundly affected as well. Designers of 



micro-electronic components could, in 
theory, miniaturise as far as physical limits 
allowed, with no worries about heat dam
age. Superfast switches, known as Joseph
son junctions, might also become feasible. 
The sum effect of those two advances 
could be computers even more compact 
and hundreds, perhaps thousands, of times 
faster than those of today. 

Aside from cost savings through the use 
of superconducting wires and cables in 
transm1ss1on grids, power generation 
might also be improved through the use of 
superconducting electromagnets in power
station generators, perhaps doubling their 
output. There has even been talk of using 
superconducting loops as a means of stor
ing energy: a current introduced into such 
a loop would circle endlessly around and 
around, until a user needed to tap into it. 

Ifs and Mights 
That, of course, is a lot of ifs and mights, 
and will be only speculation until further 
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breakthroughs are made. And that's 
where the intrigue comes into the picture. 
Since late March, the leapfrogging tem
perature increases appear to have stopped 
- or at least, the announcements have. 
No-one seems to be sure whether some 
physical limit of the new materials has 
been reached, or whether the lure of pos
sible commercial opportunities has sent 
the researchers hurrying towards patent 
attorneys instead of the scientific journals. 

Rumours abound, not least among them 
that some groups have already found ma
terials that are superconductive at tem
peratures no colder than a winter's night 
in North America. If so, the revolution 
may be closer than we think. Here's hop
ing. 

Bob Beale is science correspondent with 
the Sydney Morning Herald. 
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The government has funded a feasibility study into a locally produced spacecraft. 

AUSTRALIA IN SPACE 
ANEW START 

Stan Schaetzel* 

Some of the biggest names in the 
electronics, computer and aviation 
industries have joined forces to look 

into the practicality of an all Australian 
space craft. They include Hawker de 
Havilland, A WA, CSA, Aussat, the Uni
versity of New South Wales and the 
CSIRO. 

The objectives of the study are to pro
vide a comprehensive and unbiased review 
of the possibilities of developing an Aus
tralian Science and Application Spacecraft 
(ASAS). its possible missions, the cost 
and schedule implications of the pro
gramme, its market opportunities and the 
resulting direct and indirect benefits. The 
brief is also to minimise the costs of the 
programme whilst utilising all the latest 
capability which exists in many Australian 
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universities, research establishments and 
industry. 

History 
Almost 20 years ago, in October 1967, the 
first Australian satellite, WRESAT, was 
launched at Woomera. The launch was 
successful and the satellite performed 
flawlessly. 

Twenty years ago Australian academia, 
research laboratories and the aerospace 
industries were state-of-the-art in space 
studies and were able, with limited 
resources, to design, manufacture, inte
grate, test and launch a competent scien
tific spacecraft. Woomera was at that 
stage the second largest western 'Space
port' and all European ELDO launch ac
tivities were taking place there. 

Unfortunately, the importance of space 
activities, our competence at them, and 
the economic benefits to be gained, were 
not understood by successive govern
ments. 

In the intervening 20 years, the aero
space industries in countries such as the 
USA, USSR, Canada, Japan, Brazil. 
India, and the European Community 
boomed on government contracts. 

In fact, space is now so big that since 
1983, in the USA the sales of space hard
ware exceeded in value the sales of all 
civil aircraft. Meanwhile, the Australian 
electronics and aviation industries have 
had to watch money and work vanish 
overseas. The best that Australian indus
try could get out of Aussat's space-ori
ented workload for Aussat 1 was to pro-



One likely use of the new satellite would be in the remote sensing area. Current technology 
can provide amazing amounts of information about events on the ground, and by the time of 
the satelllte's launch wlll provide even more. Bottom left shows the Flinders Range. 
Vegetation shows up as red. Right: Water leakage from the Mitta-Mitta river is shown in this 
colour encoded temperature Image. Red is warm, blue is cold. Below is an image of. a 
bushfire. The Image was made at 10µm. At that wavelength the scanner can see right 
through the smoke to map the fire fronts. 

vide some simple wiring harnesses. 
Industry constantly receives requests for 

tenders from Intelsat, but over 95 percent 
of them cannot be executed due to lack of 
experience in space. 

But the news is not all bleak. Since 1980 
there has been a resurgence of scientific 
space work in Australia. A few projects 
like Lyman, and its precursor Starlab, 
Endeavour and ERS 1 have been funded 
by the government. However, these proj
ects could never provide the basis for a 
full blown industry. None of them involves 
the manufacture of the spacecraft struc
ture. 

Offsets 
However. they have provided some basis 
for a demand of better treatment next 
time around. The second generation Aus-

sat will have four percent built in Austra
lia and possibly up to 15 percent of other 
space areas as a result of offsets - the 
placing of local orders by foreign compa
nies in return for a slice of government 
purchasing. Still, there arc dangers in ex
cessive reliance on offsets. 

Offset work does not include design and 
final integration and test activities. and 
therefore will not enable Australian indus
try to become potential prime contractors 
for major space projects. 

The only way this can occur is by con
ducting a complete programme of a local 
application spacecraft. including the devel
opment of its payload - and consisting of 
design. development. manufacture, inte
gration. tests. launch and. finally. mission 
control and evaluation. 

This is an ambitious programme, but it 

is realizable. There are several centres in 
Australia that have world class compe
tence in guided weapons and radio con
trolled vehicles. In fact, Australia exports 
in this area to Sweden. the UK and the 
USA. 

What should the spacecraft look 
like? 
The initial parameters were chosen as a 
compromise between what appears to be 
achievable given the expected funds and 
what would provide worthwhile opera
tional results. The launchers. of course, 
loomed large as a design constraint. All 
potential sources of launch vehicles have 
been contacted and their inputs will be in
cluded in the study. 

The major parameters affecting the pay
load were: 
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OrCAD/SDT 

letsyou I create, edit 
and output 
schematic 
designs from 
your PC. 

I 
I 
I Now it's easy to design 

schematics with your computer I simply use OrCAD/SDT, the easy to I 
use , totally flexible and affordable 

I schematic design tool (software) - for use 
with IBM PC/XT/AT or compatible 
computers. 

Easy schematic design 

I OrCAD/SDT makes the placement of graphic symbols, 
interconnections, components, and text both fast and easy. 
Parts can be selected by the keyboard or from a pop-up 
directory (and moved or rotated to where you choose). 

I F
ast graphical editing 
With powerful editing commands, single objects or 

groups of objects are easily moved, replicated or deleted. And 
if an object is accidentally removed, it can be immediately 
recovered with an "undo" command. 

I 
OrCAD/SDT Features: 
•Unique parts library• Rubberbands wires/buses 
• Automatic pan • Levels of hierarchy • Graphics options 
• Zoom levels • Design check • Back annotation 
• DeMorgan equivalents • String searching • Part rotation & 

I 
mirroring • Keyboard macros • Color graphics • On-line 
part browsing • Net list translations • List of materials 

F ree Demo Disk 
Evaluate OrCAD/SDT for yourself. Call Prometheus 

now, or fill in the coupon and we'll rush you a FREE DEMO 

I DISK. This is a strictly limited offer, so act now to secure 
your free evaluation copy of OrCAD / SDT 

Prometheus Software Developments Pty Ltd. 
191 Riversdale Road Hawthorn Vic. 3122. 

I 
I 
I. 

I 
I 
I 

-1 
Telephone: 819 6088 Fax: 819 6085 ---Cut out and mail today 

Please tick the appropriate 

I DD Please send me a free demo disk. 

Please contact me to arrange a demonstration 

Name 

I Title 
Company _________________ _ 

Address-------------------

I Telephone Fax __ ic _____ _ 

Prometheus Software Developments Pty Ltd. 
191 Riversdale Road Hawthorn Vic. 3122. 
Telephone: 819 6088 Fax: 819 6085 ----

I 
I 
I 
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AUSTRALIA IN SPACE 

Payload Mass: 80 kg maximum. 
Orbital Height: 400 to 800 km. 
Power Available: 100 W. 
Life in Orbit: 1 year (- 111, + 1). 

The possible timing of ASAS activities 
appear to be as follows: 
Feasibility study: now to September 87. 
Phase A (System Definition): November 
to July 88. 
Phase B (Detail Design): August to Feb
ruary 90. 
Phases C & D (Manufacture, Integration 
& Test): February '90 to December '92. 
Operations: 1993. 

The study will also consider all existing 
'cheap' buses for the Australian payloads 
viz: Spartan, Janus, Mesa, Eureca and 
Spas. The 'cheapest' of them still costs 
some $15m for the bus alone, plus integra
tion and launch costs, and all of them are 
tied either to the Shuttle or to Ariane and 
this has significant timing and trajectory 
limitations. 

Why? 
It creates a significant grouping of purely 
Australian organisations, creating a centre 
of excellence in Sydney. In the fullness of 
time this grouping could develop into a 
significant space consortium. Between 
them, they cover all the major sectors of 
space activities such as: 
- structures, thermal analysis, tests, 

integration 
- electronics and communications 
- aerial design 
- remote sensing (visible, l/R, 

microwave) 
- solar cells 
- software 
- international contracting and marketing 
- operations in orbit. 

The organisations involved have decided 
that space activities form part of their long 
term strategic plan. They have sufficient 
management resources, manpower and 
capital resources to bring this plan to frui
tion. We arc dealing here with major Aus
tralian companies with a total manpower 
of some 12,000 people and with a turnover 
of over $1 billion per annum. The techni
cal manpower of the participating compa
nies exceeds 1100 engineers, scientists and 
academics. 

There will be an immediate spin-off 
from space activities into the operations of 
the participating organisations. This spin
off will increase as, during the progress of 
the programme, smaller companies are 
brought in as sub-contractors. 

* Stanley S. Schaetzel DIC, BSc, DLC, 
C Eng, FRAeS, FIE (Aust), FTS, is 
technical director at Hawker de Havilland. 
He is also study leader of the feasibility 
study. 
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Paul Budde discusses 
the implication of a 
new survey into the 
videotex market. 

Videotex News 
There are now close to 
30,000 pc's connected to 
Vlatel, one of the world's fast
est growing electronic infor
mation services. Some 70,000 
people use this equipment. 

These findings have been 
revealed in an electronic sur
vey held recently on Austra
lia's public vldeotex system. 
The survey also showed that 
78% of the clients are happy 
with the pc and communica
tions equipment they are 
using to access Viatel. The 
survey found that of all termi
nals connected to the Vlatel 
service 89 per cent were pc's 
and 11 per cent dedicated 
Videotex terminals. 

Viatel users are happy pc 
users 
PC's and Terminals in use to 
Access Viatel 
Commodore 37% 
IBM& 13% 
Apple 7% 
Microtex 6% 
Tandata 6% 
Sony 5% 
Austrad 4% 
Sega & BBC each 3% 
23 other brands 18% 
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The major differences with a 
similar survey held exactly 
two years ago are: 
• Commodore's market share 

has dropped from 44 per 
cent to 37 per cent. 

• IBM (and clones) share In
creased from 8 per cent to 
13 per cent. 

• Dedicated videotex termi
nals went up from 4 per 
cent to 11 per cent. 

•Apple dropped from 10 per 
cent to 7 per cent. 

• Computerphone disap-
peared from the market 
with less than 0.5 per cent 
share. 

• Amstrad Improved from 1 
per cent to 4 per cent. 

Changes 
expected in the electronic 
information markets 
The fact that Vlatel users are 
happy with their equipment 
obscures the fact that PC's 
are often user unfriendly. It Is 
not easy, most of the time, for 
an ordinary user to connect 
and install all the bits and 
pieces. The high degree of 
satisfaction therefore, is 
partly due to the fact that it is 
still the computer buffs who 

are leading the user force. 
The good thing of course is 
that they are the early adap
tors in the marketing cycle 
and therefore the sellers of 
these new products and ser
vices to the next level of 
users. A happy user does a 
much better job than an un
happy one, and this will 
greatly stimulate . further 
growth. 

But there Is a gap between 
these early adaptors and the 
next level, which will cause a 
stagnation in the growth of 
the market. This in tum will 
lead to price decreases In 
modems, software and dedi
cated videotex terminals. 

This stagnation will also 
lead to a decline In the num
ber of suppliers. A lot of them 
were attracted by Viatels 
early success, but surveys 
show that there are clearly 
too many of them. The trend 
towards a reduction in their 
numbers has already started 
among vendors of dedi
cated vldeotex terminals. 
They were the first to enter 
the market, and are the first 
to leave. 

A similar trend can be 
seen on Viatel itself. Over
seas trends are all showing a 
decrease in the number of 
suppliers. Those suppliers 
who market their services 
properly will grow bigger, 
while badly marketed ser
vices fail. 

At the same time, the very 
large service providers wlll 
have to become more effi
cient because of revenue/
cost performance. The cost of 
using electronic services is 
high when there are only a 
limited number of users, so 
system and service users 
have to be very flexible, and 
remain alert to new trends in 
the marketplace. Unfortu
nately, large organisations 
tend to become more bu
reaucratic after the initial 
pioneer phqse. Vlatel's swift 

start could suddenly tum into 
a downwards trend if their 
performance declines. With a 
much higher growth than ex
pected, everybody, even In 
bureaucratic organisations 
like Telecom, has been left 
alone to use their own crea
tivity to set up Viatel with as 
much flexibility as possible. 

It looks as If this felxibillty Is 
slowly disappearing. The 
Viatel product has reached 
a difficult stage, and if It Is 
not carefully managed, Via
tel could lose its attraction 
and the product could end 
up like most other Vldeotex 
products In other countries as 
rather unattractive, with very 
limited appeal. Both system 
and service operators should 
therefore pay the maximum 
attention to their on-line mar
keting activities In order to 
keep the users happy. Only 
this will guarantee further 
growth. 

The top tens 
Since the start of on-line ser
vices for commercial pur
poses the question always 
has been: what sort of ser
vices could generate 
enough revenue to make 
them viable. Until now no
body has been able to 
come up with the right 
answer. 

On the one hand, financial 
services attract business 
users who are prepared to 
pay for these services. On the 
other side the number of 
users that are attracted by 
these services together with 
the high ongoing costs and 
maintenance of these ser
vices has not generated one 
really profitable service any
where In the world. Nearly all 
electronic services are cost
ing the operator money. 

The secret of running profit
able on-line services lies in 
the right formula, the right 
package and even more im
portantly in running them at 
minimum costs. In compari-



son to other on-line services 
Vlatel's top tend to be in fa
vour of PC related services. 

Viatel's Top JO of Services 
1 Bulletin boards and 

classifieds 
2 News and Weather 
3 Entertainment 
4 PC News and Services 
5 Sport 
6 Teleshopping 
7 Travel 
8 Finance 
9 Polls 

10 Gateway Applications 

Creating top 10's is always a 
risky business as services 
(especially on Viatel) are 
rapldly changing. 

Viatel's top ten of service 
providers 

1 Microtex 666 
2 Cable Shop 
3 Viatel Mailbox and Telex 
4 Money Watch 
5 Commonwealth - Telebank 
6 Goldlink 
7 A. C. Goode 
8 Viatel's What is New 
9 Australian Bureau of 

Statistics 
10 Game Masters 

Viatel generates sales leads 
Less than a quarter of the 
users are interested in tele
shopping. Those who use 
teleshopping are mainly 
using it for electronic prod~ 
ucts (71 per cent), 29 per cent 
are using it for other prod
ucts. Dick Smith Electronics 
was by far the largest used 
tor teleshopping. The survey 
did not record travel book
ings or any other services 
bought electronically. 

Electronic services however 
do lend themselves tor gen
erating sales leads. Two 
thirds of all respondents 
stated that they do use Viatel 
to order brochures. In the sur
vey they were asked to list 
their last ordered brochure. 

Brochures Ordered on Viatel 
Products 
Electronics (PC related) 35% 
Finance and Banking 

services 22% 
Travel 21% 
Educational Services 9% 
Agriculture 6% 
Other products and services 7% 

The electronic survey was 
conducted over a period of 
1% months on Viatel by Paul 
Budde Communication. 

l:XILINX 
The Programmable Gate Array Company. 

THE NEXT STEP 

GIVE 
us s3so·oo 

Here's a sure way to find out whether or not the 
Xilinx Logic Cell Array is the device you need. Try it. Get 
the software, design your circuit and see for yourself: 

We have a way you can do just that. It's our Xilinx 
Logic Cell Array Evaluation Kit, (also known as EK-01 ). 
And it costs just $380. 

The Kit includes the software and documentation 
you'll need to see if your Logic design fits and how it 
would perform as a Logic Cell Array. All you need is an 
ordinary IBM PC-XT, AT or compatible, and you can 
tinker with the Kit a~ much and as long as you like. 
Should Y.OU and Y.OUr comnanY. decide ~m'd like to do 

,more than tinker, we'll credit )'.Our $380 towards the 
purcha~e of an XACT Development System. 

Try the EK-01; There's no better way to experience 
firsthand just how much the Logic Cell Array can do for 
you. 

And considering how much that is, there's no 
better time than now. 

I'M READY TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
D I want to know if the Logic Cell Array is right for 

my design. 
Send me your EK-01 Evaluation Kit. 

D Enclosed is my $380 cheque payable to Energy 
Control Pty Ltd. 

D I think the logic Cell Array is interesting, hut my 
next design is a few months away. 
Please keep me on your list, though. 

Title Position-----------------

Company _________________ ~ 

Address----------- Postcode ___ _ 

City· ____________ __.state 

Authorized Signature 

e1ne1rg~ 
CONTROL 

Energy Control Pty Ltd 
PO Box 6502. Goodna. Q 4300 
26 Boron St. Sumner Pk. Q 407 4 
Phone (07) 376 2955 
Telex AA43778 ENECON Fax 1071 376 3286 
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THE NEW 
UP 

David Allen* examines the new supernova and finds 
that it poses as many questions as it answers. 

These delicate wreaths of nebulosity in the constellation Vela are the 
remains of a star that erupted as a supernova about 25,000 years ago. 
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Eery clear evening I step out of my 
front door and turn my binoculars to 
he southern sky. The object I seek is 

clearly visible to the naked eye, even from 
suburban Sydney, but the binoculars allow 
me to make a more precise estimate of its 
brightness. Through them it appears as an 
orange star which, three months ago, 
wasn't there. The object in questions is, of 
course, supernova 1987a. 1987a is the first 
supernova seen by the unaided eye for 
nearly four centuries, and the first time in 
recorded history that a star in a galaxy 
other than our own has been so visible. 

Why do I keep this vigil? Quite simply 
because it behaviour is contrary to what 
all the text books tell you about superno
vae. Since its discovery in late February it 
has brightened steadily, by a factor of 
about four to date (mid May), and though 
the rise has slowed over the last week or 
so, there is no sign that it is about to dis
appear from view. SN 1987a is a oddball 
indeed. Over the two months we have 
studied it, more beliefs have been- shat
tered, more predictions proved false, than 
in most of the history of supernova study. 

Two Types 
Supernovae come in two recognisable 
types, although further subdivisions are 
made by the cognoscenti. Type 1 super
novae are the brighter variety, and are 
believed to originate when an ultra-dense 
white dwarf star explodes. The white 
dwarf itself is the burnt-out core of a star 
like the sun, in which hydrogen and 
helium have been transformed to heavier 
elements such as carbon and oxygen. 
Under the extreme pressures within stars, 
these elements are crushed to a density 
around one million grams per cubic cen
timetre, a state which can be achieved 
only because the electrons have been 
stripped of individual atomic nuclei so that 
the spacing imposed by chemical bonds no 
longer applies. 



If a white dwarf continues to be fed gas, 
for example from a companion star which 
is shedding material, it will ultimately 
become unstable. The entire star then par
takes in nuclear fusion, and over a period 
of a few months the energy that escapes is 
equivalent to that of a 1028 megatonne 
bomb. Meanwhile its material is trans
formed into heavier elements, such as 
iron, lead, gold, platinum and uranium. In 
supernovae alone is the process, so long 
sought by mediaeval alchemists, which 
transforms base metals to gold. Every bit 
of precious metal on our planet, and most 
of the baser metals too, were produced in 
supernovae that erupted in the youth of 
our Galaxy, before the Earth and Sun 
formed from gas enriched by their debris. 

In type 2 supernovae a rather similar 
explosion occurs, but it is triggered by a 
different mechanism. Type 2's are big 
stars whose cores became hot enough dur
ing the star's lifetimes for nuclear fushion 
to proceed beyond the oxygen phases, up 
to iron. The core then ceases to have an 
energy source, and since the outflow of 
energy provides the pressure to balance 
the enormous weight of the star's outer 
layers, the core collapses. The collapse 
usually goes beyond the white dwarf stage. 
Protons and electrons are forced together 
to make neutrons. With no protons to 
repel one another, these neutrons crowd 
together to give a density many millions of 
times greater than that of a white dwarf. 

Eruptions and Shocks 
Following the collapse, a shock wave 
surges out through the star, creating simi
lar conditions to the exploding white 
dwarf. This time, however, the explosion 
is muffled by the outer hydrogen layers of 
the star, so does not become as bright as a 
type 1 supernova. Instead, the outer layers 
are blown off, expanding as they go. 

When type 2 supernovae erupt, we first 
see the expanding hydrogen cloud. Later 
this becomes more diffuse, and hence 
transparent. The cloud may glow for many 
thousands of years, however, for the stel
lai: ejecta continue to be heated by friction 
as they collide with ambient gas. These so
called supernova remnants become very 
large, filamentary structures emitting not 
only visible light, but radio and X-radia
tion too. 

Radio astronomers also find regular 
pulses of radiation at frequencies of a few 
Hertz in association with some remnants. 

The pulses come from a spinning neutron 
star left behind after the explosion. 
Although a neutron star is several kilo
metres in diameter, its extreme density al
lows it to spin as many as 1000 revolutions 
per second without fragmenting. Because 
they have intense magnetic fields, neutron 
stars can direct streams of radiation like 
beams of a lighthouse, and we see a flash 
each time the beam swings across the 
Earth. Other than by their pulsed radia
tion, neutron stars cannot be seen. 

Every Few Centuries 
Supernovae occur in the average galaxy 
once every few centuries. With a handful 
of exceptions, galaxies are so distant from 
us that supernovae appear faint, even 
though their total output can be as great 

The importance of 
SN1987a to professional 
astronomers cannot be 

over emphasised. 

as that of the entire galaxy of 1011 stars. 
Many supernovae are not recognised until 
they are well past maximum brightness, 
and because they occur quiet unan
nounced it is usually difficult to reschedule 
large telescopes for their study. 

If a supernova is to be readily visible to 
the naked eye it must lie either within our 
own Galaxy or in one of the two satellite 
galaxies, the Magellanic Clouds. No super
nova has been seen in our Galaxy since 
1604, and none had been recorded (except 
perhaps in oral traditions amongst the 
Polynesians) in the Magellanic Clouds 
until this year, even though we can iden
tify several remnants less than one thou
sand years old. 

The first news of SN 1987a was brought, 
so to speak, by a shower of neutrinos. 
These tiny elementary particles are ex
tremely difficult to study, since they do 
not readily interact with anything. On the 
evening of 23rd Feb about 1013 neutrinos 

passed through every inhabitant of this 
planet, as a result of the collapse of the 
core of SN 1987a. Special neutrino detec
tors in the U.S.A. and Japan, did record 
just a few of the particles as they emerged 
having passed unscathed through the 
Earth. 

The neutrino detections were only 
recognised some days after the event, and 
it was the appearance of a new star in the 
Large Magellanic Cloud that brought the 
affair to our notice. That discovery was 
made nearly 24 hours after the core 
collapsed, independently by a professional 
astronomer in Nelson, New Zealand. 

The Importance of SN 1987a 
The importance of SN 1987a to profes
sional astronomers cannot be overempha
sised. It is probably the most significant 
event in the lifetime of any of the present 
telescopes in the southern hemisphere. 
Since it is not visible from most northern 
observatories, we have a responsibility to 
gather as much information as possible. 
The observations we make now can be ex
pected to remain the definitive study of 
supernovae until the next nearby example, 
and that may be several centuries hence. 
For this reason the major optical and 
radio observatories in Australia immedi
ately swung into action. Particularly dur
ing the fast-moving first few days, obser
vations of as many different kinds as 
possible had to made, and that entailed 
taking over the telecopes from observers 
who had competed successfully for their 
precious few nights to work on their own 
particular projects. 

Modern astronomy is not the old-fash
ioned activity that many still imagine. No 
more the long, cold nights in the dome, 
eye glued to the eyepiece. Rarely, even, 
the long exposures on photographic plates. 
Telescopes today feed their light to sophis
ticated electronic equipment, computer 
controlled, which use state-of-the-art tech
nology. Pictures, for instance, are often 
taken by charge-coupled devices, cooled 
to temperatures around -140°C, which 
convert 70 per cent of the photons that hit 
them to electrons (contrast one to two per 
cent conversion efficiency to silver grains 
in the best photographic emulsions). Each 
point in the image is read out by ampli
fiers which measure to an accuracy of two 
or three electrons. Infared radiation is 
sensed by detectors cooled as low as 1° 
Kelvin, or -272°C, and some radio as-
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tronomy receivers also require similar han
dling. Similar technological expertise is 
concealed in the optical design of the 
spectrographs. 

This technical sophistication allows us to 
probe the supernova in detail undreamt of 
before. Had it occurred one or two 
decades earlier, we should have learnt a 
great deal less because the electronic revo
lution in astronomy has taken place over 
the last fifteen years. As it is, we are so 
flooded with information that the interpre
tation is lagging behind. 

Take the radio emission: the major 
radio telescopes in Australia recorded a 
brief outburt which has now almost faded 
away. Although some ideas have been 
floated, nobody is really certain what 
cause it. Take the supernova's polariz
ation: when it first erupted, the light from 
SN 1987a was slightly polarized. Subse
quently the polarization has disappeared, 
except for small wavelength regions where 
the expanding gas has its major effect. 
Again, no satisfactory explanation is avail
able. Take the infrared observations: at 
wavelengths beyond 3µm some unknown 
mechanism adds to the expected emission 
from the supernova. 

Remaining Questions 
Some of the most fundamental facts re
main to be explained. Why is the super
nova still brightening? We believe that the 
explosion produced a vast amount of 
radioactive ""Ni, which quickly decayed to 
"''Co. The cobalt is itself radioactive and 
presently is changing more slowly to iron. 
the energy liberated in the radioactive 
decays is thought just sufficient to keep 
the light level constant; something else 
must be adding to it. Is it. as some argue, 
the energy output by the neutron star that 
is presumed buried within? Or was energy 
stored up in hot, ironised plasma that is 
now being released'? 

This is the first time that anyone has 
been able to identify the star that turned 
into a supernova. Nonetheless, detailed 
computzational models. tailored to explain 
the supernovae seen in much more distant 
galaxies, had led us to be quiet confident 
of the type of star that is the immediate 
precursor. Those models showed that a 
massive star puffs up its outer layers to 
become a cool. red supcrgiant before its 
core collapses to form a type 2 supernova. 
But the progenitor to SN 1987a was a hot, 
blue star. Why'! It is because the Magel
lanic Clouds have a different chemical 
compostion from most galaxies, being 
purer hydrogen, less contaminated hy 
heavier· clements such as carbon, oxygen, 
calcium or iron? A star with a different 
chemical mix may indeed evolve different
ly. But much remains to he explored and 
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explained. 
The gas that was blown off this hot, 

blue star should become transparent quiet 
quickly as it diffuses into space. The effect 
of clearing the clouds away would be to 
reveal a hotter interior, and the supernova 
would then brighten quiet suddenly for a 
few days or weeks. It is in anticipation of 
such a change that I keep my binocular 
vigil. But this simple prediction also is fail
ing, and many now doubt that the stellar 
material will become transparent until the 
supernova has faded considerably. 

SN 1987a has dared to disobey all the 
rules. For that reason it has kept us all on 
the edges of our seats, watching its pere
grinations and wondering what it will do 
next. The Australian astronomical com
munity, and indeed astronomers from all 
three southern continents, have grappled 

with the thorny problem of what observa
tions will eventually prove most valuable 
in uderstanding this celestial enigma. At 
the Anglo-Australian Telescope we have 
put together from assorted spare parts a 
major new instrument specifically to ob
serve the supernova, using it as a conven
ient light source to illuminate dark gas 
clouds in both our own Galaxy and the 
Large Magellanic cloud. 

This is an exhausting but intoxicating 
time to be an astronomer. All of us in
volved in the field count ourselves so, so 
lucky. 

* David Allen is an astronomer at the 
Anglo Australian Observatory. 

Now you see it, now you don't. Once an insignificant dot of light in the rich starfields of the 
Large Magellanic Cloud, supernova 1987a, now more than one thousand times brighter, 
utterly dominates the region. 
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Stewart becomes addicted to the new "Electronic Encyclopaedias". 

SONYCD·ROM 
REVIEW Stewart Fist 

My enthusiasm about the potential 
of CD-ROM has become a bit of 
a joke among friends and work

mates - mainly, I believe, because most 
of them haven't yet had a chance to play 
around with a system with decent soft
ware. All that has recently changed. 

Sony lent me their CDU-100 CD-ROM 
player to review and with it came a copy 
of Grolier's encyclopaedia and a PC-SIGs 
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disk of IBM public-domain software from 
the States. 

Sony's player came with a CDB-200B 
SCSI (Small Computer Standard Interface 
- pronounced "scuzzy") card which can 
be plugged into an expansion slot in any 
IBM PC/AT/XT or compatible. In case 
you haven't come across SCSI before, it is 
a new personal computer interface stand
ard which allows you to daisy-chain up to 

eight devices (at least one of which must 
be the computer), and it overcomes most 
of the problems we've found in the past 
with incompatibilities and slow transfer 
speeds of external hard-disk drives, print
ers, etc. 

Installing the SCSI card is simple. I just 
plugged it in - which was lucky because 
the manual came in the most exotic form 
imaginable. It seems to be a Japanese Ian-



guge manual with only the keywords 
translated into English; so you get alterna
tion in each paragraph between Japanese 
ideographs and English keywords. Weird! 

Controls and Panels 
The CD-ROM unit itself only has one set
able control. It's a small dip-switch panel 
at the back of the machine which tells the 
SCSI system which number (0 to 7) in the 
daisy chain sequence this machine is. 
Since there was only one in this particular 
chain, I left it alone. The back panel also 
has the power switch and two large 40-pin 
sockets - one for the main linking cable, 
and the other which can be used to daisy
chain to the next machine. 

The front panel has only two LEDs 
(one for power and the other to tell you 
the disk is spinning) and an eject button 
for the disk tray. So the whole unit is 
about as complicated to connect and oper
ate as a stndard floppy disk drive. 

My machine came with a transformer -
it was a 110 volt unit. Sony bought these 
into the country to satisfy ,early demand, 
but all current Sony stocks in Australia 
are now 240 volt units. 

File Structures 
There has been a shake-down period in 
the CD-ROM world over the last 12 
months. Most of the major US and Japa
nese companies got together to devise the 
High Sierra Group format. The standards 
originally set by Sony and Philips for CD
ROM only dealt with the physical and 
logical levels, and left the file structures 
open-ended. 

This doesn't matter to the purchaser as 
long as you use a search and retrieval pro
gram that has been specially designed for 
each particular CD-ROM disk, but who 
wants a separate customised retrieval pro
gram with each disk? 

The High Sierra Group standardised the 
logical file level so now any standard re
trieval program will know where to look 
for the indexes, etc, on any disk. I men
tion this because the two disks I had to re
view did not conform to the High Sierra 
format, whereas most of the disks you will 
see in the future will. 

I can understand the frustration that 
lead to the formation of the High Sierra 
Group. I have four of my own demonstra
tion CD-ROM disks that were picked up 
at the Seattle CD-ROM conference a few 
months ago, but I don't have the retrieval 
software or the device drivers, so I haven't 
managed to look at them yet. And to my 
annoyance, I couldn't get any of these to 
work with the retrieval software supplied 
with Groliers and the PC-SIGs disk. 

So at the present moment you need a 
special retrieval program for each CD
ROM disk, but in future most retrieval 
programs should be capable of accessing 
any disk - as long as both conform to the 

Knowledge Retrieval System Copyright © 1986 Activenture Corp., Monterey, CA 

F1 F2 
ABOUT SEARCH 
KEYS WORDS 

F3 F4 
LOOKUP SHOW 
WORDS TITLES 

F5 F6 
SEARCH RELATN 

Search Option 

Article Titles 
Bibliographies 
Fact Boxes 
Tables 
Article Text 
All Categories 

WORD SEARCH Relation Option 

Negate Words 
In an Article 
In a Paragraph 
Words Apart 20 
Exact Order 

OPTION OPTION Push SHOW TITLES To See Titles 

F7 F8 There are 11 occurrences in 9 Articles 

NEW SAVE 
QUERY QUERY 

F9 F10 
SELECT 
SEARCH 

The word(s) KEYNES 
along with ECONOMIC 
along with --------------
along with ---------------
along with 

jKRS TITLE lsmcT SEARCH jwoRo SEARCH I 

A search page from Groller's Encyclopedia 

High Sierra standard. In fact you'll tend to 
find the retrieval program as part of the 
CD-ROM disk itself in future, rather than 
as a separate floppy. 

The Package 
When you first get a CD-ROM package at 
the present time it will generally consist of 
a CD disk, a 5.25-inch floppy and a manu
al. You have to install the floppy so that 
the retrieval software can be loaded from 
DOS. This process tells the disk whether 
you have the Sony, Hitachi or Philips CD
ROM drive - there are subtle differences 
apparently. 

To boot up the Grolier encyclopaedia, 
you slip in the retrieval software on floppy 
disk, hit Control/Alt and the software 
loads and then goes looking for the CD
ROM disk - which appears to it as a nor
mal drive in line after the PC's hard disk 
{drive D:). Grolier's uses Activenture 
Corporation's Knowledge Retrieval Sys
tem software, which is excellent for their 
purposes; so good in fact that they prob
ably won't change over to the compromise 
High Sierra standard. 

The KRS screen reserves the left hand 
quarter of the screen for a panel of IO 
function-key displays. These are constantly 
changing as you go deeper and deeper 
through the retrieval 'layers'. Across the 
bottom of the screen you will find a re
serve status band which tells you how 
many layers you are below the entry 
menu. 

Unless you've been involved in on-line 
database searching, there is no good ex
planatory analogy for these layers in an in
formation retrieval sysem. But it is the 
only way to deal with such massive 
amounts of data. 

<lllllESC 

Capacity 
CD-ROM is a unique form of information 
storage which holds up to 600,000,000 
characters of information - about 120 
million words - so the system faces prob
lems of enormous complexity in pulling 
out the paragraphs of information that you 
want to access from the millions of other 
paragraphs that you don't. 

The solution is to index the material 
completely, and provide access through 
cross referencing. Groliers, for instance, 
contains the full-text of their 20-volume 
encyclopaedia set (9 million words and 
30,000 entries), but this only occupies 60 
megabytes (or 9%) of one disk. Another 
50 megabytes are used to index all impor
tant words (except a, the, but, etc). This 
is the reason why you find so many layers, 
and within the layers there are side-paths 
that allow you to copy the information to 
disk or to print it out, etc. 

Browsing 
You can search Groliers by either of two 
methods. The first is the 'Browse' mode 
where you type in a keyword (or part of 
the keyword) that interests you, and then 
initiate the mode by hitting the F2 
("Browse Title") key. The function dis
play on the left-hand side of the screen al
ways tells you which key to select. 

Browse drops you into an index of key
words and phrases from article titles, set 
in alphabetic order. You can use the com
puter's narrow keys to zip up and down 
this list until you find something of inter
est, and then select this by hitting the F2 
key again (this time the F2 display is 
'Show Text"). 

At this stage you will drop straight into 
the text/reference you want, and at this 
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stage you can use the F3, F4, F5, and F6 
keys to move backwards and forwards 
through the article a paragraph or a page 
at a time. 

In this layer the F8 key takes you in
stantly to the article next on the alpha
betic list which is a sign of intelligent pro
gramming, since this is one of the more 
likely moves you will probably want to 
make. F7 allows you to copy the text on 
the screen a paragraph at a time, and FlO 
consistently drops you back to a previous 
menu (as does the ESC key). 

Highlighting Defaults 
Knowledge Retrieval's approach to finding 
information is particularly well thought 
out, and at least half the success of the 
Grolier's encyclopaedia must be due to 
them. Each time you drop down a layer 
towards the information you need, the 
KRS program selects the most likely of 
the function keys and high-lights this as a 
default. 

For instance, when you are reading a 
page of text at the "Show Text" layer, the 
F4 ("Next Page") key is high-lighted, and 
you only need to hit the Return key to 
advance to the next page. It is intuitive to 
work this way, and so you can learn to use 
Groliers and handle the necessary com
plexity, in about half an hour. 

With long articles you can get a brief 
outline of the information structure 
through the F2 key which takes you to a 
screen with only major headings and in
dented sub-heads. This outline layer lets 
you scan through the major sections of the 
article without having to read them page 
by page, and at any stage you can select a 
section and jump immediately to the full 
text. 

Boolean 
The usual way to search Groliers or any 
large informational database however is 
not through the browse function but by 
"Word Search" which assumes some 
knowledge of the Boolean operators 
(AND, OR, NOT AND, etc). Booleans 
always seem to frighten people, and many 
of us confuse the AND and the OR func
tions because these words are casually in
terchanged in everyday English. 

KRS has overcome this problem superb
ly. It presents a number of entry lines into 
which you can type words, parts of words 
(truncated words), or phrases. It asks for 
'The word(s) ... along with ... along 
with ... " which is a very clear way of in
troducing the concept of the Boolean 
AND. 

For instance I can type KEYNES* on 
the first line "along with" ECONOM* on 
the second. The program will search the 
encyclopaedia for all references to Keynes 
(or the extension Keynesian, since the as-
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terisk stands for any number of extra 
characters). It will then look for Econ
omy, Economical, Economics, etc, and 
perform a Boolean AND - which only 
sets aside those articles with both the 
KEYNES* reference and the ECONOM*. 
Upper and lower case are interchangeable. 

This search would turn up all references 
to the economist Keynes, but ignore refer
ences to his musician cousin or dilettante 
grandfather. It resulted in the discovery of 
57 occurrences of the two words together 
in 17 different articles, which is a fair indi
cation of how much information exists on 
this disk. 

These results are also an indication of 
the value of computerised searching over 
indexes in the book form. With the paper
based version of Groliers Encyclopaedia, 
you would be unlikely to find more than a 
couple of these references because it is im
possible to cross index on every important 
word. Of course you can still make mis
takes. I looked up SYDNEY and 

Since each disk has be
tween 20 and 30 programs, 
this means that you've got 
roughly 15,000 MS-DOS pro-

grams on one disk. 

BRIDGE, and one of the references was 
to a card-player/Bridge master named Syd
ney Levy. 

The Boolean OR is achieved simply by 
typing both words on the same entry line 
with only a comma separating them. This 
is the most sensible approach I have seen 
since these words are essentially synonyms 
and the single line with only the comma 
separation makes this quite clear. 

Changing the Booleans 
You can change the way the Booleans op
erate through the 'Relation Option' menu. 
You can negate words (NOT AND) -
which you sometimes need to exclude a 
specific item. You can also widen the rela
tional search from the default of having 
the words "In a Paragraph" to encompass 
thefull article; or, if you wish, limit it to 
retrieve the item only when the keywords 
are in exact order; or when the words are 
only x words apart. You don't normally 
need these functions, but on occasions 
they are very handy. 

A Distracting Fault 
There is only one major fault I can find 
with Groliers Electronic Eycyclopaedia; it 
wastes too much of my time. Whenever I 
use it to look up a reference, I can't help 
wandering off and looking at other items 
that strike my interest. A two minute 
search for a specific item often becomes a 
two hour wander through esoteric aca
demic subjecs that normally wouldn't 
come to my notice. 

The PC-SIGs disk however had the op
posite effect. This is just a single-source 
collection of the 705 disks of public do
main software from the PC-SIGs library in 
California. Since each disk has between 20 
and 30 programs, this means that you've 
got roughly 15,000 MS-DOS programs on 
one disk. 

Even this doesn't fill the CD-ROM disk 
entirely, so they've added the full-text of 
the Bible just in case you need to look 
heavenward for inspiration, or do a bit of 
heavy praying when you hard-disk crashes. 

Most of these programs are the old 
CP/M public domain software revamped in 
MS-DOS, and many of them have bugs -
but still, when you've got 16,000 to select 
from, you must be able to find something 
useful. 

There are educational programs to teach 
your kids to spell, games like Tic Tac Toe 
and Blackjack, disk utilities, statistical cal
culation programs, mind probers, random 
pattern generators, printer drivers ... you 
name it - you've got it! At least 50% of 
the programs I looked through, I couldn't 
see how I could ever use - but there 
were a few that seemed interesting. 

The PC-SIGs disk, even more than Gro
liers, gives you some comprehension of 
the capacity of a CD-ROM disk. If I were 
to play with one of these programs a 
night, this one CD disk would keep me 
amused for the next forth-odd years. But 
it also points out the dangers of over-kill, 
because the disk had so much rubbish that 
I only spent a couple of hours glancing 
casually throughit, then quickly jumped 
back to Groliers. 

PRICE LIST 
Sony CDU-100 standalone CD·ROM 
drive ................................ $1548 inc tax 
SCSI Interface card for IBM PC/XT/AT •••• 
......................................... $204 inc tax 
(Sony also have a naked drive for inter· 
nal mounting at $1182.) 
Sony (Australia) Pty. Ltd. 
33·39 Talavera Rd, NORTH RYDE, NSW 
2113 
(02) 887 6666 
Grolier's Electronic Eycyclopaedia ••••••• 
......................................... $330 inc tax 
Annual updates (currently) US$25 
Grolier Educational 
14 Mars Road, LANE COVE, NSW 2066 
(02) 428 3722 
PC·SIG disk of public domain software .. 
...................................... $517.SOinctax 



COMING EVENTS 

June/July 
The Australian Hi-fi Shows '87 will be held Sydney 19-21 
June at the Airport Hilton; Brisbane 3-5 July at the Gold 
Coast International Hotel; Melbourne 17-19 July at the 
Dallas Brooks Hall; Adelaide 24-26 July at the Adelaide 
Hilton. 
July 
Videotex '87 to be held 30 June to 2 July at the Sheraton 
Hotel, Auckland. Contact the Secretariat on (649) 
68-6955. 
The Third National Space Engineering Symposium will be 
held 30 June to 2 July at the Australian Defence Academy 
in Canberra. Contact The Conference Manager on (062) 
73-3633. 
The What's New Products Show featuring Test and Mea
suring Equipment at the Homebush State Sports Centre in 
Sydney on the 8-9 July. It will then move to Melbourne 
for 29-30 July. Ring G. Maugham at Westwick-Farrow 
(02) 487-2700. 
Automach '87, an exposition on automated manufacturing 
and sponsored by the SME, is scheduled for 7 to 10 July 
in Sydney. Contact Adolph Greco on (02) 875-2377. 
The 1987 Perth Electronics Show is on again at the Clare
mont Showgrounds, Perth, from 29 July to 2 August. 
Contact address: 94 Hay St, Subiaco, WA 6008. (09) 
382-3122. 
August 
A symposium on signal processing and its applications will 
be held at the University of Qld 24' to 28 August. Those 
interested in participating contact the Conference Secre
tariat, ISSPA '87, Uniquest Ltd, University of Qld, St 
Lucia, Qld, (07) 377-2733. 
ANZAAS Townsville Conference 24-28 August. Examina
tion of Databases, communications and networks, video
text, etc. Contact G. Gupta, Department of Computer 
Science, James Cook University, Townsville, Qld 4811. 
Nelcon '87 national electronics conference will be held 24 
to 28 August at Auckland University, New Zealand. Con
tact B. S. Furby on (02) 957-3017. 
September 
LABEX '87 will be held in Melbourne from September 7 
to 10. This exhibition is geared to displaying 'every aspect 
of laboratory activity'. For more information ring BPI Ex
hibitions Ltd, Sydney, (02) 266-9799 or Melbourne (03). 

Mr Herz's experiment 

699-9266. 
Australian Computer Exhibition and Conference will be 
held in the Royal Exhibition building in Melbourne. 
Phone Riddell House Promotions (03) 429-6088. 
IREECON '87 will feature digital technology when it is 
held 14 to 18 September. Contact Heather Harriman on 
(02) 327-4822. 
The 4th Australian Remote Sensing Conference will be 
held 14-18 September at the Adelaide Convention Centre. 
Contact John Douglas, south Australian Centre for 
Remote Sensing on (08) 260-0134. 
Communicati.ons USA (telecommunications, radio and 
satellite equipment) in Sydney 21-25 September. Contact 
ken Mackenzie on (02) 261-9200. 

October 
Computer Indonesia will be held in Jakarta 20-24 October. 
Contact Australian Exhibition Services on (03) 
267-4500. 
The 38th International Astronautical Congress will be held 
in Brighton, England, 10-17 October. The theme '30 years 
of progress in space' will be developed through in series of 
symposia. Contact the Astronautical Society of WA, 
COSSA, (09) 397-5642. 

November 
The International Robot Show is scheduled from the 7th to 
10th of November at Sydney Centrepoint. Sponsored by 
the Australian Robot Association the show will display 
and explain the many functions of modem robots. Austra
lian Exhibition Services Pty Ltd, Illoura Plaza, 424 St 
Kilda Rd, Melbourne, Vic 3004. 
CommuniTech and Computer '87 is on in Kuala Lumpur 
11-14 November. Contact Australian Exhibition Services 
on (03) 267-4500. 
COSSA et al are sponsoring a national tour by Gerry 
Perry between 18-27 November. Mr Perry is an expert on 
satellites and will speak on a variety of subjects. Phone 
Lynda! Thorburn, (062) 48-4554, or Geoff Davies, (09) 
397-5642. 

December 
Intelligent Autonomous Systems Conference will be held 
over December 8-11 Amsterdam. Contact: Secretariat, 
Conference IAS c/o Congressbureau "Van Neutegen", PO 
Box 27783, 3003 MB Rotterdam; tel (010) 433-3179. 

Wireless communication first began one 
hundred years ago in the May of 1887. In 
that year one Heinrich Herz caused a spark 
to leap across a very small gap placed be
tween two ends of a large resonant loop of 
wire placed near a transmitter. 

Cross compilers and aa11mbler1 
for PC/XT/AT and VAX hosts. 
* Single Chip "C" compllera by IAR tor. 

By this experiment Herz proved that elec
trical waves could travel through space 
which bore out the theories of the Scottish 
physicist James Clerk Maxwell. Unfortu
nately Herz did not have long to bask in the 
fame of his achievement for he died In Ber
lin on January 1, 1894. His long and fulsome 
obituary inspired G. Marconi to attempt 
to make some practical use of Herz's work. 

8051 68HCll 
6301 /6801 /6803 64180 

* "C" Compllera by HI-Tech tor. 
0006108 Z8o 68000 

* A11emblera tor ell populer 
mlcroprocHaora by HI-Tech 
end 2500AD. 

RTCS software for PC/XT/AT: 
* RTX real-time multitasking operating 

system 

* UDJ universal development interface 
* iSIM85 ISIS 11 simulator 
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111E RIGHT RECEIVER 
Arthur Cushen tells us some of the basic things 
you ought to look for in purchasing a new radio. 

Arthur Cushen 

'

he variety of radio receivers on the 
market today means that the new 
radio listener is often in a quandary 

what to buy and what difference there is 
between one set at $100 and another at 
$1000. 

The receiver you purchase should have 
the equipment which will accommodate 
the changing pattern of transmission on 
shortwave as broadcasters are looking at 
the possibilities of using single side band 
transmission. On medium-wave, ordinary 
AM transmissions prevail although quality 
AM stereo is available throughout Austra
lia. Most new listeners start their listening 
on a portable receiver as compared to a 
higher priced communication receiver, but 
in either case there are basic requirements 
which are needed to facilitate better re
ception. 
Radio Moscow 
If you wish to listen only to the Voice of 
America, Radio Australia and Radio Mos
cow then these signals are audible on most 
transistor receivers, and you will be listen
ing to these stations mainly for their pro
gram content. If you wish to listen in 
other areas of the shortwave spectrum, in
cluding utilities and other modes of trans
mission, then your receiver would require 
a BFO (Beat Frequency Oscillator) or 
product detector to enable the reception 
of single side band transmission, or morse 
code or radio teletype. These are essential 
parts of any new receiver. 

The frequency range and the models of 
reception are certainly very important con
siderations. The frequency range should 
cover medium wave 520-1600, and con
tinue through other bands up to 2600 kHz. 
Tuning control 
When you explore the shortwave spec
trum, the receiver should provide you with 
fine tuning and stability once it has been 
tuned in. There should be no dial move
ment when the receiver is tuned and if the 
dial knob is touched the frequency should 
not alter. Along with the tuning capacity 
comes the stability of the receiver, that is 
the receiver should remain on frequency 
over a long period of listening and not 
drift away from the tuned signal. Mechani-
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cal drift would mean that the construction 
of the receiver is at fault. Thermal drift 
occurs when the receiver is warming up, 
this could happen because of the outside 

()() 
If you wish to listen only to 

the Voice of America, Radio 
Australia, Radio Moscow 

then these signals are 
audible on most transistors 

receivers. 

99 
temperature or the components changing 
temperature after being switched on. The 
Oscillator, which regulates the frequency 
to which you are tuned, gradually changes 

its frequencies to which it is tuned. 
To avoid mechanical drift the receiver 

should be of good solid construction. 
Thermal dift can be overcome by selecting 
a receiver with good electronic engineer
ing behind it. 
Dial Accuracy 
Radio receivers are available with either 
analogue or digital frequency display. The 
analogue is the traditional dial scale with 
its pointer which moves up and down 
across the printed scale. The digital read
out scale is a more modern way of fre
quency reference and this appears gen
erally as a florescent display which tells 
listeners exactly the frequency to · which 
the receiver is tuned. This type of receiver 
can be tuned in two ways - with the 
traditional large knob, or the more mod
ern key-pad design, in which the frequen
cies are selected by punching up the num-



bers, similar to a pocket calculator. 
Memories are available on this type of 
communication receiver to store your 
favourite station, so that a press of a 
memory button not only brings in a pre
determined signal, but also its mode of 
transmission. Accuracy of read-out is an 
important consideration. In the early days 
dial calibration was poor and finding the 
exact frequency was difficult, but the mod
ern read-out receiver instantaneously tells 
you what frequency to which you are 
tuned. Some receivers show read-out in
formation down to 1 kHz which gives very 
accurate frequency information. 
Dynamic Range 
The new radio should be capable of tuning 
into very weak signals as well as strong 
ones and it therefore must be properly de
signed to accommodate the enormous 
changes from the weakest to the strongest 

signals. It also should reject images, inter
modulation and spurious signals which ap
pears on the radio dial. Most portables 
which appear on the market are poor in 
the rejection of unwanted signals. When 
you touch an aerial the local AM station 
appears in various spots on the radio dial 
apart from its true operating frequency. 
The poorly designed portable receiver is 
unable to cope with the strong local sig
nals and therefore they appear at various 
points, in particular powerful shortwave 
stations often appear on the medium-wave 
band. 
Connections 
When you look at your new receiver you 
find that there is provision for an aerial 
and aerial connection at the back. Most 
portables have a telescopic aerial which 
generally improves the signals to the ex
tent that you receive a strong signal and 
less noise. The earth connection should be 
fitted to dampen down noise and as provi
sion against lightning. 
Ease of Operation 
Finally the receiver you purchase should 
be easy to operate. The controls should be 
placed in a position of easy access and you 
should feel at home when tuning your new 
receiver. There should be no complicated 
switching required to change frequency, 
alter the modes of the transmission and to 
generally improve reception. Some mod
ern receivers have some of these functions 
at the back of the receiver and this spoils 
the ease of operation when changing 
modes of transmission. As signals change 
in strength the levels and other controls 
should be within easy reach. There should 
not be many controls on the receiver un
less you feel these are especially required. 

Additional facilities are a selling point 
with the receiver, but some of these extras 
may never be used in your listening. Many 
new listeners often find it difficult to oper
ate a new receiver, because of complicated 
controls and operating procedure. Simplic
ity of design will enable the new listener 
to get the maximum enjoyment with the 
least possible effort. When you sit down in 
front of your new receiver you have or 
should have the world at your fingertips. 

RESISTOR NETWORKS 

/ 

HI 

SPRAGUE ECONOLINE thick-film 
resistor networks include multiple isolated 

resistors, pull-up/pull-down and interface 
networks in low- profile-6-pin, 8-pin or 
10-pin conforma-coated single in-line 
packages (SIPs). Pins are set on 0.100-in. 
centers. Packages are 0.200-in. high. 

Sprague supplies standard Type 210C SIP 
networks with resistance values from 22 
ohms to 1 Megohm, a standard resistance 
tolerance of ±2% or ±2 , whichever is 
greater, and a temperature coefficient of 
resistance of ±200 ppm/ 0 C. TCR tracking 
is ±50 ppm/ 0 C. Operating temperature 
range is -55°C to + 125°C. 

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM 
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC 

- OIL Resistor Networks 
- RC Networks 
- Terminators 
- Resistor/Capacitor Networks 
- Surface Mount Networks 
- Capacitor Networks 
- Transistor Arrays 
- Diode Arrays 

WHY NOT BUY THEM 
FROM THE PEOPLE 
WHO MAKE THEM 

Call Or Write For A Free Sample. 

THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

56 SILVERWATER RD., 
AUBURN, N.S.W. 2144 

TEL: (02) 648 1661 
TLX: 72906 

FAX: (02) 647 2260 
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*Memory (plus or minu,,J • 

* Gross Profit Margin Key. 

* 240 Volt AC Power Input. 

* 2. 2 Lines I sec. in 7 digit print. 

Primary : 240 Volts AC. 
Secondary : 24 VAC. CT. @ O.SA. 

9 VAC. @SA. 
L70 X H56 X D60 mm. 

·- ONLY $5.00 ea ..... 
Mail Orders : 

Min . Quantity 2 Please. 
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r INTERESTED IN AUDIO ?? - We have over a whole page of AUDIO kits in our new KITLIST. r 
fll Pl 
0 HERE'S JUST A FEW.: n 
-I -I 

~ ETI 480 50 & 100 Watt AUDIO AMP MODULES. simple, but EA STEREO SIMULATOR This simple circuit can produce ~ 
~ effective, fuse protected. 50 W Module - $30:50 simulated stereo sound from virtually any monopho.- ~ 
n 100 W -$35:96 nic source. It can be built as a self contained unit 

0 g ETI 470 Simple 60 Watt (Bohm) LDw Distortion AMPLIFIER or installed inside an existing piece of equipment. ~ 
~ MODULE. - $3S:50 - $19:23 or Stand Alone - $33:98 ~ 
z ETI 457 SCRATCH & RUMBLE FILTER - Cut the crackle z 
~ & get rid of the rumble. - Stereo Version $53:36 ETI 142 POWER SUPPLY - The biggest & best yet. ~ 
;;l Fully variable, Fully Protected, Lab Standard, -1 

; ETI 494 Both DC & Overpower Protection of Loudspeakers Very Professional unit. Output Voltage 0-30Volt : 
~ or Loudspeakers Systems up to 1500 w. $25:13 : 
> Output Current 0 - 15 Amp. (both metered) Overload > 
r ETI 466 SHEER POWER MODULE - 200W.RMS into Bohm. r 
r Indication & warning etc, etc. $369:27 r 
m - 310 W.RMS into 4 ohm - $123:69 j. ~ 
r ETI 498/499 150 WATT PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIER. PLUS HUNDREDS & HUNDREDS OF OTHER KITS - ~c;"'\ 111 ~ e<j,o.,.,,,, n 
~ Featuring 'Speech Filtering' & ALC on the mike DON'T PAY THE PRICE OF COMMERCIAL c>"e~,_...,. ,," ~ 
~ inputs to improve intelligibility, ai 'Insert' input ~e" q." " ~ 
n & Power Mosfet Output stage delivering 150W RMS BUILT UP UNITS - BUILD YOUR OWN G~ ·~o "',,,," n 
n ~~ ,..,_°" ,," \\ n 
£ max output to 100V,70V, or low impedance lines - KITSET. - JUST CONSULT OUR_.~ot.~q. ,," ~~~· ~ 
'1l $ .\,"'"' .>.~ / 1 ~ •• • 0 o This PA Amplifier has much to offer. - 334:75 C/'" _..c,r ,, 0-J. •• 
z ETI 499 150 WATT MOSFET PA MODULE - High Power CATALOGUE. .~~\ .,~' ,," Q, "l ~ .• ·• •· ~ 
~ ~. o· ~ / ~ ~ ~o -~ .· .· z 
-1 General Purpose Power Amplifier Module for guitar Allow 10 % on aU oG ~~ .,...,_ " '(II" ~" \O'bv ••• ••• -1 

: & PA applications, employing rugged, reliable ~'!'#!I 'krices i~o\Je ;;,:.~""'e'l- ,,"~Q, ~; s"0 co."°' ........ ....... .. : 
: mosfets in the output. 150 W.RMS - 4 ohm ost. ~~~e"~_,.""° ,,,," ~\\~Q," ~Q,~" ••• •• ••• •• •••• ••• : 

n ;;,:.e •"' ..,.~ ,, <of.\; ~o •• •• •• • n 
~ 100 W.RMS - 4 ohm (Module Only) - $121:58 c>"e ~'? ~.,. ,, ,\ co~ .· / / ~ 

O'll 00 "'e".,~?'C.o~"" _,," ..i.-,.$. ..·· .• •·•• .• •· o'll SERIES 40 60 Watt per channel STEREO AMPLI Fl ER - "' , \" , "° v .· 
z • ~e ~«" •• •• ••• z 
~ Uses ETI 470 Modules and ETI 471 Pre-Amp '9le~c,e· ~-.·/ ,,_$·" / ./ 'Q.e,. ~ 
-1 Control Unit. Full Kitset - $378:96 ~e" ,,"' ~~.., ~i"~e." ·· \v;.·· <J\C,0 -1 
-: a-Ill ~ M- _, Put98 lndutll~at e / \~ \\.\/'\/' . • • • c_\0:. ~ ••• • 
i lmporlers• 5ates ·E~0Equip!Mnl;ECIUf-'•Tectm1Qi..'Elec1ronic9"lnslrumentatlon "' p ~ ••• '! 
***********AL.L. EL.ECTRONIC COMPONENTS*** COMPONENT AND KITSET SPECIAL.ISTS *** AL.L EL.ECTRONIC COMPONENTS************ 
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Speaker designs from 
Denmark, Enhanced 
Definition TV from Japan 
and Car Audio speakers 

Sigltt and Sound News 
Dali40s 
Scan Audio is about to re
lease a new speaker design 
from Denmark - the Dali 40. 
They are unusual in consist
ing of two base drivers, one 
at the top and one at the 
bottom, two midrange drivers 
between them and a single 
high-end tweeter in the mid
dle. According to Dali, the 
arrangement gives unparal
leled bass performance. 

The design started when 
Dali engineers were intrigued 
with the idea of a new bass 
system which theoretically 
combined the best aspects 
of both sealed and bass re
flex designs. It is well known 
that the closed box system, 
by virtue of its softer roll off, is 
superior to the bass reflex 
system in terms of transient 
reproductions. 

However, the bass reflex 
system, in an equal cabinet 
size, is capable of producing 
both a lower cut off fre
quency and lower distortion, 
this being made possible by 
the port's effect of controlling 
cone excursion. 

A closed cabinet consti
tutes a 2nd order high pass 
filter that can range some
where between a 1st order 
roll off, a 2nd order Butter
worth to a 3rd order Cheby
shev. On the other hand, bass 
reflex systems are 4th order 
devices. They are named 
after their analogue equiva
lents and range from sub
Chebyshev 2 to Quasi Butter
worth 3 to 4th order Butter
worth and 4th order Cheby
shev. 

The best systems for tran
sient response are those hav
ing Q's between 1 and 1.3. For 
lower limit frequencies, how
ever, this system is also the 
worst. Dali's new system 
called 'Bandpass', tries to 
combine the best qualities of 
each - very low cut off fre
quency with excellent tran
sient response. 

2 SOUND INSIGHTS 

In 1979 Laurie Fincham 
showed the possibility of ob
taining a 2nd order response 
from a bass reflex system, by 
mounting a closed box in 
front of the woofer cone and 
using only the port radiation. 
The problem with this lies in 
its inherent roll off above 
about 100 Hz. A major design 
objective was to extend the 
response up to 100 Hz so that 
application with normal 
speakers would be possible. 

Dali decided to try a sys
tem containing two drivers. 
The first one beams in the 
open air, limited at the back 
by a bass reflex system. The 
second unit operates both 
into the back of the same 
cabinet and into the front of 
a closed cabinet. The 
speaker mounted in front is 
operating into a cabinet that 
is actually too large. This re
sults in a dip in the response 
and a peak at resonance. 
The speaker farthest in is har
monised in such a way that it 
fills in the dip below reso
nance then "phases out" the 
resonant peak, so they stay 
in phase up to the natural roll 
off of the svstem. 

The bandpass system has 
another important side bene
fit. If the two drivers are 
mounted behind each other, 
we get an equalisation of the 
vibrations caused by New
ton's 3rd law. It works like this: 
Preventing a force, a second 
force of equal size will occur, 
directed against the first. 
When the cone moves, it will 
carry out a movement pro
portional to the mass of the 
chassis and the mass of the 
cone. This modulation will 
make the cabinet move with 
the result that the tweeter's 
signal, which consists of 
small wavelengths, is phase 
modulated. This output is 
measurable and is one rea
son for a poor stereo image. 
But this phenomenon does 
not affect the Dali system be
cause the two magnet sys
tems are rigidly connected 

and the two forces are offset 
instantly. Not only is this a 
more elegant solution than 
concrete, but the "surging" 
and the slow energy flow in 
the time domain of concrete 
are avoided. So here we 
have an excellent basis for a 
loudspeaker. It gives us a 
low and precise bass re
sponse whilst eliminating the 
vibrations which will affect 
the rest of the system's per
formance. 

In spite of all the emphasis 
on bass, Dali recognise that 
midrange response is the 
most crucial element in a 
loudspeaker. If this area is 
not optimised, the speaker 
will not sound musical. In 
light of the outstanding ex
tended bass response, the 
mid-range was deemed to 
be of the utmost importance. 

The company have gone 
to a material called TPX for 
the cone material in distinc
tion to the bass driver which 
uses polypropelene. The TPX 
dome is suspended from a 
ring of Norsorex, blended 
from a mixture of foam rub
ber and oil. 

The function of the suspen
sion is to damp out oscilla
tion in the speaker. Norsorex 
does this supremely well. Ac
cording to some reports, it is 
so absorbent that if one con
structs a ball of the stuff, and 
then drops it onto the floor, it 
will land completely flat, nei
ther breaking or bouncing. 
As a result Dali is extremely 
bullish about the perform
ance of their midrange 
driver, arguing it is the best in 
the world. 

The tweeter is made by 
Audax. It is the only part of 
the system not designed 
specifically by Dali for this 
application. In fact Audax 
tweeters are found in many 
up market designs. 

The Dali's will be available 
through Scan Audio in Mel
bourne. Watch for an ETI re
view in the near future. 
R.I. No. 117 Boston Acoustics 797 



Newstrom 
Boston 
Boston Acoustics which is 
based in Peabody Massa
chusetts tells us that they 
have developed a new 
three-way Automotive Speak
er. They have called this unit 
the 797 and proudly declare 
that it was designed for those 
'who require the sound qual
ity of a fine home loud
speaker system in their car or 
van'. 

The 797 features a 150 x 
230mm woofer, a SOmm mid
range and a 20mm wide dis
persion tweeter. The fre
quency response extends 
from 36 - 20,000 Hz at 4 dB. 
Power handling is 40 watts 
nominal, 80 watts peak. To 
purchase this audio wonder 
you will require 399 Austra
lian dollars. 
R.I. No. 118 

NAD's 
Cassette 
Deck 
NAD claim to have de
veloped the world's first 
stereo cassette deck to use 
both Dolby HX Pro DYNEQ cir
cuitry to improve high fre
quency response at high 
recording levels. It's called 
the model 6300 and it seems 
that NAD expects that it will 
astonish the world. 

The new 'performance opti
mizing circuits' allegedly 
counter high frequency satu
ration in recording and high 
frequency losses that pro
duce a dull sound in play
back. Like the Soundstream 
products the NAD model 
6300 uses a play trim circuit 
to correct high frequency 
losses in tapes recorded on 
other machines of inferior 

The 6300 also contains a 
CAR processor that 'optimises 
recordings for playback in a 
car or portable tape player'. 
Apparently it does this by 
compressing the dynamic 
range of the input signal 
boosting low level sounds by 
approximately 20 dB so that 
they will be clearly heard in 
noisy environments. 
R.I. No. 119 

Falk and 
Soundstream 
The Falk electronics firm of 
Sydney has just been ap
pointed distributer for Sound
stream car products of the 
USA Soundstream appar
ently was one of the most 
prominent pioneers of Digital 
Audio Recording. 

Like Acoustic Research, 

quality. One of the Soundstream range 

Soundstream hopes to make 
an impression in the Anti
podes by releasing a whole 
range of car audio equip
ment. Prominent among these 
is the D200 Dual-Monoaural 
Amplifier which features a 
Power output on Dual chan
nel of 100 watts per channel 
driven through 4 ohms and 
120 watts per channel driven 
through 2 ohms. The signal to 
noise ratio of this unit is 100 
dB. Another prominent piece 
of Soundstream machinery is 
the SF90 Staggered Four
Channel Power Amplifier. 

Soundstream also seem to 
take particular pride in the 
Playtrim unit which they in
corporate in their tuners and 
cassette decks. This device, 
which was developed by 
NAD and Dolby, compen
sates for high frequency 
inaccuracies in cassettes. 
R.J. No. 120 
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With Yamaha's new AVC-30 Video Integrated Amplifier, you'll be watching videos with your ears. As much as you 

do with your eyes. Now that may sound strange. But with the AVC-30, that's the only thing that will sound strange. Because once 

you plug your video cassette recorder and speakers into the AVC-30, the room will be filled with incredibly lifelike sound. 

(Like sitting at the movies, holding a remote control). When you plug in your graphic equaliser, - • 

compact disc player, stereo tuner and turntable, the AVC-30 becomes the ~ontrol console of •• I. lb 
your own surround sound video centre. When you hear your next video you'll see -exactly • 

1 
"S="""'=.;::.... 

what we mean. The AVC-30 Video Integrated Amplifier. For just $899~ From Yamaha. II YAMAHA !..-!!,.~ 
Saatchi YAM 028 READER INFO No. 15 * Rec. retail price. 



Sight and Sound News Review 

EDTV 
TimBtab/B 
The Japanese electronics In
dustry plans to start selling 
enhanced-definition televi
sion EDTV early In 1989. The 
Japanese have already 
developed high-definition 
television (HDTV), which uses 
twice the number of horizon
tal lines for each picture 
shown. But HDTV is not 
compatible with existing 
receivers. The new enhanced 
system is. 

The quality of Japanese TV, 
like its North American coun
terpart, Is poor because 
each picture is made up 
from 525 scanning lines 
(compared with 625 In Aus
tralia and New Zealand). In 
both systems, however, one 
full picture Is built up from 
two Interlaced half pictures 
or "fields". 

According to the EDTV 
standard, the broadcaster 
will transmit a conventional 
signal which Is received by 

existing television sets in a 
conventional manner. But an 
extra picture signal is trans
mitted at a frequency slightly 
above the normal one. This 
extra signal contains fine 
picture detail. An EDTV 
receiver will use this signal to 
crispen the picture. At the 
same time, a digital memory 
will store the incoming fields 
and reproduces them twice 
over on the screen to create 
a succession of full non inter
laced pictures. 

To do justice to EDTV, JVC, 
which invented the VHS 
video cassette recording sys
tem, has said it will sell a 
new system called Super
VHS. It squeezes higher defi
nition from a VHS recorder 
and cassette by raising the 
frequency of the carrier sig
nal on which the black-and
white or luminance signal is 
recorded on tape. Raising 
the frequency spaces it fur
ther from the colour signal. 
This wider spacing makes it 
possible to extend the band 
width of the luminance signal 
without Interfering with the 

------·-------------------- --- - . 

colour signal, allowing it to 
convey sharper detail. 

The catch is that will the 
new recorders play the old 
tapes, recordings made on 
new machines will not play 
back on today's ones. 

NBWFilm 
Format 
A Swedish Film Director, Rune 
Ericson, has demonstrated a 
new film format to the British 
Kinematograp Sound and 
Television Society in London. 
His system is called "3 pert 
pulldown". 

Conventional 35-millimetre 
film has four perforations at 
each side of each picture 
frame. Toothed sprockets in 
the camera and projector 
engage these holes to move 
the film. When this "4 pert" 
standard was set, the ratio of 
the width to the height of the 
film was 4:3. 

New wider screens that 

change the ratio of width to 
height while keeping the 
same number of perforations 
at the side of each picture 
frame as well as the same 
motor speed have resulted in 
a mismatch between the film 
and screen made in the new 
ratio. The mismatch means 
that there has to be a strip of 
blank film between each 
picture frame if the film and 
screen are to match each 
other. 

Ericson's elegant solution is 
to change the number of 
perforations at the side of 
each picture frame and 
change the number of 
sprockets on the projector, 
while keeping the speed of 
the motors the same. The re
sult is that the film moves 
more slowly, and the picture 
frame area exactly matches 
the screen size. Because the 
motor does not have to be 
changed, the modifications 
to the system are not expen
sive. In fact, the film industry 
would save many millions of 
dollars a year because 25 
per cent less film is required. 

r 

• FOR JUST $50.00 
" • 

• 

more you can have a pair of RICHTER 'MENTORS', the big version of 
the RiCHTER 'ORACLE' <see review this issue>, the RICHTER 'MENTORS' 

are Just $499.00. No loudspeaker can give you better sound for 
your money. 

we should know. At Music By Design we want to make your music 
sound better than ever before! we sell only the best stereo 

eQuipment, from turntables through to loudspeakers, and we can 
enhance and improve all stereo systems. we have a full range of ttie 

mod sQuad products including tip toes, and we are the sole retail 
outlet for the world's best cables - the 'absolute reference· "SPACE 

AND TIME" speaker cable and interconnect. 

can us Now, You Haven't Heard Your stereo, Yeti 

I music by design I 
65 Oxford St. Bondi junction (Nr. Cnr. of Denison St.) Ph: 387 7106 
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Sight and Sound News Review 

I/EDA 
The electronics exhibition of 
the Queensland Electronic 
Distributors Association 
attracted some 3323 people 
In March. Organisers were 
more than happy with the 
result, and said that the new 
facilities at the Boondall en
tertainment centre and the 
Increasing number of visitors 
had contributed to the suc
cess. 

Bob Artt:ur, who managed 
the Phillps Elcoma stand, said 
that the results of the show 
had exceeded his expecta
tions, especially In view of 
the small market. 

Plans are already under 
way for the next exhibition, 
and any exhibitors who may 
be Interested In participating 
should contact Bob Hunt or 
Bob Heelan on (07) 277 4311. 
R.l. No. 121 

New VCR 
Factory 
N. V. Philips' Gloeilampenfa
briekln, of the Netherlands, 
Tesla Spotrebna Electrotech
nika Konzern Bratislava, 
Czechoslovakia, and Trans
akta PZO, in Prague, Czecho
slovakia, have agreed to set 
up a joint manufacturing 
facility capable of providing 
0.5 million VCR's a year. It 
will be called AVEX. 

70% of the new company, 
which will be based In 
Bratislava, will be owned by 
Tesla, 20% by Philips and 10% 
by Transakta. Philips will con
tribute manufacturing facili
ties and production know
how. Tesla will be responsi
ble for the industrial Infra
structure and Transakta will 
look after commercial activi
ties. 

Output from the new fac
tory will be sold on the 
Czechoslovakian market and 
will be exported to countries 
inside and, via Philips, also 
outside COMECON. 

In addition, the factory will 
produce VCR mechanisms 
that will be delivered to other 
video recorder manufactur
ers in COMECON. 

The supply of components, 
which will initially take place 
via Ostimpex, a subsidiary of 
the Austrian Philips organise-
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tion, will largely be achieved 
from within COMECON coun
tries by about 1991. The build
ing up of its own network 
suppliers and the export of 
video recorders and parts to 
the West will enable AVEX to 
achieve a balanced foreign 
currency situation. 

Ted Fawle 

TedFaw/11 
Leaves 
Marantz 
Ted Fowle, a 20 year veteran 
of the hi-fl Industry, credited 
with bringing many prestige 
hi fl brands to Australia, in
cluding the world famous 
Marantz brand that he intro
duced in 1972, has resigned 
his position as managing di
rector of Marantz Australia to 
form a new company 
specialising in management 
training by computer simula
tion. 

Contact Ted Fowle at 
Abbott Training Systems at 
their Chatswood office on 
411 38 77. 411 3909. 

CD video 
Philips unveiled CD video in 
March, a new kind of com
pact disc. The disc which is 
12 centimetres across stores 5 
minutes of moving colour 
video with accompanying 
sound, and a further 20 
minutes of sound without 
video. Philips has agreed the 

technical standard with Sony, 
National and Yamaha in 
Japan and plans to start sell
ing the new discs, together 
with the hardware needed to 
play them, before the end of 
this year. 

Philips will set the price of 
CD Video low enough for the 
home consumer. Although 
the first players will be mains
powered for use with an ordi
nary TV set, portables with a 
built-in screen and head
phones will soon follow. Tra
vellers will be able to watch 
pop videos as well as listen 
to personal stereo on the 
move. 

Philips also sees CD Video 
as a way of relaunching the 
technically acclaimed but 
commercially unsuccessful 
Laservision videodisc system. 
Laservision, with discs 30 
centimetres wide, has been 
on sale for nearly 10 years 
notably by Pioneer. 

The old name Laservision 
will be dropped and the new 
name and logo used for a 
series of videodiscs, measur
ing 12, 20 and 30 centimetres 
across. They will offer video 
playing times ranging from 5 
minutes to 2 hours. 

There is considerable hid
den cost for Philips. The tech
nical standard for CD Video 
in Europe is not quite the 
same as the technical stand
ard for European Laservision. 
So Philps and Pioneer will 
have to compensate up to 
15,000 people in Europe 
whose existing Laservision 
players will not play the new 
CDV discs. 

A conventional compact 
disc records the sounds s 16-
bit digital code. The player 
spins the disc between 200 
and 500 times a minute so 
that a fixed laser beam in 
the player scans a spiral 
track of information pits on 
the disc at a constant speed 
of 1.25 metres/second. This is 
nowhere near fast enough for 
moving video pictures in 
digital code, unless complex 
and expensive circuitry is 
built into the player to com
press the digital data. So the 
CDV system compromises by 
recording moving TV pictures 
as an analogue waveform. 

The disc also spins faster 
while the video pictures are 
playing, around 2000 times a 
minute. The laser then tracks 

the disc surface at a linear 
velocity of around 10 metres/
second. The high speed Is a 
cheap way of providing 
clear pictures, but it limits 
video playing time to around 
5 minutes, meanwhile, RCA In 
the State's has · stolen a 
march on Philips by squeez
ing 70 minutes full-screen 
moving video into the optical 
compact disc format that 
Philips and Sony originally 
developed for sound. 

The company announced 
its Digital Video Interactive 
system early this month at a 
conference In Seattle. The 
system manages to pack all 
the required information onto 
a disc by compressing video 
signals by up to 100-to-1. 

The key innovations are a 
pair of special-purpose inte
grated circuits developed by 
RCA's laboratory. One is a 
picture-element or "pixel" 
manipulator which decom
presses the video signal. The 
other is an analogue display 
generator. These are com
bined with a digital buffer 
memory built from off-the
shelf chips to decode signals 
read from the optical disc. 

The pixel manipulator chip 
takes data directly from the 
optical disc. It is programma
ble, so data on the disc can 
tell it how to decompress the 
video signals. The decoded 
signals are fed to a buffer 
memory, made of commer
cial memory chips. The ana
logue display generator chip 
uses these signals to gener
ate video signals in various 
heights and resolutions. The 
system also includes a pro
grammable audio circuit 
board, made from commer
cial chips, to generate sound 
to accompany the pictures. 

The design had to over
come some stringent limita
tions inherent in the CD for
mat. The rate at which data 
are transferred is limited to 
150,000 bytes per second or 
5000 btyes for each video 
frame lasting 1/30th second. 
This may be fine for digital 
audio or computer data, but 
it Is much too slow for ordi
nary video, where the signals 
must be decompressed in 
real time. The RCA approach 
can handle general video as 
well as high-quality com
puter graphics. 

R.l. No. 122 



Gavin Ward 

Acoustic Research 

Akai Appoints National 
Bales Manager 
Gavin Ward has been 
appointed national sales 
manager for Akal. 

He was previously the New 
South Wales Sales Manager 
and has been with Akal for 
five years. He will be taking 
over the sales responsibility 
from John Karbowlak, Akai's 

recently appointed National 
Marketing Manager. John 
Karbowiak will be devoting 
much of his time to develop
ing Akal's overseas opera
tions, as well as the chal
lenge of expanding Akai's 
product range. 

A New Face 
W.C. Wedderspoon are the 
current distributors of AR 
(Acoustic Research) projects 
in Australia. AR claim that 
their equipment is 'bold and 
unfussy'. Apparently they 
have achieved this by hiding 
all the less used controls 
under front flaps. 

One of the highlights of the 
AR range is the AR P-10 
preamp which can drive 400 
watts through 8 ohms, 800 
watts into 4 ohms and 1,200 
watts through two ohms. An
other eminent unit is the AR 
X-10 which claims to be 
'everything you could want 
in a output, into 8 ohms, 90 
watts per channel into 4 
ohms, 2 dB of dynamic head
room for music peaks and a 
40 amp current capability for 
'difficult' loudspeaker loads. 
R.I. No. 123 

Alpine Audios 
The Alpine company of 
Japan has decided, after 
six long years, to open a 
branch in Melbourne to coor
dinate its Australian opera
tions. To herald their new 
status the company has 
released a new compact 
disc player, model number 
5950. 

The 5950 holds twelve 
compact discs in a changer 
unit mounted in the boot and 
is fully programmable via a 
small unit which is dash 
mounted. To enhance the 
pure sound dynamics which 
compact discs are supposed 
to reproduce the company 
has developed a system of 
optical data transmission be
tween the control and boot 
unit. This ensures that since 
the signal is pulse coded 
light there are no mechani
cal connections as such. 
R.J. No. 124 

Four Simple Ways 
to Improve the Sound 

of Your Music 

Monster Cable's Interlink Reference A and Interlink Special 
Featuring "Bandwidth Balanced®" Technology 

Interlink Reference A Our Finest Cable 
Design lets you Re-discover your Favorite Music. 
Iflterlirlk-Reterence A is recogilized-worldwide as 
the best sounding interconnect available. Winner 
of International Audio Review's "Engineering 
Achievement Award" and flagship of the Interlink 
Series, Interlink Reference A sets a new standard 
for audio cable performance. The finest example 
of our "Bandwidth Balanced®" design features 
3 wire networks to provide ultra-wide bandwidth 
and absolute phase coherency over the entire 
audio spectrum. Audiophiles agree. The sonic 
improvements are worth every penny. 

Standard 
Coaxial 
Construction 

I 
"BandW>dth 
Balanced" 
Construction 

Two "Balanced" 
Center 
Conductors 

Mid Frequencies 
Bass 
High Frequencies 

Interlink Special High Technology Puts 
!Jiff !'i!!fiJr_m~nc~in~~~mall_!_ar:_ktift!:_ __ _ 
Based on the same "Bandwidth Balanced" 
technology incorporated in Interlink Reference A, 
Interlink Special is smaller and more flexible. Ex
tended frequency extremes, superb transients, 
incredible instrument clarity, and an outstanding 
3-dimensional image, make Interlink Special 
second only to one. 

Interlink 4 
A Price/Performance Breakthrough ... 
Now MonsteicabTe'S"I3'1lldW!dth saimic:e-d" teC:li-- -· 
nology is yours in a very affordable, compact 
package. Using dual inner conductors, each with 
2 wire networks, Interlink 4 delivers sound quality 
that other "audiophile cables" can't match at any 
price. We invite comparison with the competition. 

Interlink CD Fulfilling the Promise of Digital 
--- --- ---- -- -

Conventional cables run out of breath when trying 
to cope with today's digital sound. The detailed 
resolution, awesome dynamic range, and power
ful bottom end available from digital are lost when 
you use ordinary interconnect cables. Interlink CD 
controls high frequency phase shifts to produce 
a richer musical sound while minimizing the 
harshness found in some CD program material. 
Connect yours with Interlink CD. 

----------

Tnterr.nk 
Write for a free brochure. 

Convoy International Pty. Ltd. 
400 Botany Road, 
Alexandria. 2015 
Tel: (02) 698 7300 

11\01\Sml-CM.LE ® 
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For those who can afford it 
Car CD is the logical step 
towards listening excellence. 

AufomotWe Audio 
The Principles of Purchase 

Car stereo ain't what it used to be -
and not because of any hi-tech 
developments (there haven't been 

too many, anyway). No, it's not the gear 
that's changed. It's the buyers. 

The days of the young 'P' platers rock-

Boston Acoustics L 700 series 2 
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ing into the local supermarket come hi-fi 
shop, in desperate need of a bolt-in ghetto 
blaster, are, almost, behind us. Today's 
buyers may still be young, but they're 
much more discerning. Now, as never be
fore, sound quality is playing a big part in 

car stereo purchases. And, not surprising
ly, manufacturers are responding with the 
appropriate gear and marketing. 

Volume 
You'll still see ads for units with thou
sands of watts (including a bonus set of 
ear plugs) but these marketing marvels are 
increasingly confined to the classifieds sec
tion of local newspapers. The advertising 
of today is looking for (or creating) a so
phisticated buyer, one who recognises 
good sound from high power distortion. 

The volume is still there in today's gear, 
of course, but the emphasis has shifted, 
perhaps as a result of the 'yuppy' explo
sion. Whatever the reason, there are some 
great sounds to be heard, at very reason
able prices. 

While many parts of the economy have 
experienced a downturn, the car stereo 
market continues to blossom. It's not un
common to find half a dozen retailers 
within one kilometre of each other. 
Competition is stiff, but the market is 
large enough to support this concentra
tion. 

Contradidory Advice 
You might think that with this many out
lets, you'll be able to pick up a unit at less 
than cost with some judicious haggling. 
Sure enough, you can strike some good 
deals if you shop around, but don't expect 
to walk out of the shop with a top of the 
range Nakamichi for the price of a second
hand Walkman. There are simply too 
many buyers for that to happen. 

What you will get if you shop around, 
however, is a wealth of advice, much of it 
contradictory and only about half of it 
worthwhile. 

Step number one when considering the 
purchase of car stereo is to find a sales
person that really knows the field. That in 
itself is not too difficult if you 're selective 
in who you deal with. 

Places to avoid, unless you know exactly 
what you're after, arc department stores 
and backyard operators. The former is 
rarely fully informed of all the units in 
their department, simply because they arc 
usually also responsible for home -hi-fi. 
alarms, spare parts, kitchen utensib and 
anything else that happens to he on their 
floor. 



Conversely, the backyard operator may 
know a couple of brands well, but is often 
poorly informed of alternatives. Manufac
turers also tend to forget about dealers of 
this level. leaving them unaware of any 
impending developments. 

Narrowing the Field 
The right places to check for car stereo 
are, no surprises, car stereo specialists. 
Some also stock car alarms, others car air 
conditioning, but the majority remain es
sentially stereo specialists. 

Having done this, the field can be nar
rowed further. If you find the salesperson 
is interested in promoting just one particu
lar brand, be sceptical. The brand they're 
recommending may be the best for you. 
but it could also be the one with the high
est profit margin for them, or a brand that 

No matter how you fit your car stereo, 
if a thief wants it, he'll get it. Even ifhe 
has to use an axe. 

That's why Kenwood developed the 
theft-prevention chassis. Because a 
Kenwood car hi-fi doesn't come cheap 
(the best rarely does), we feel you should 
only ever have to buy one - not buy a 
new hi-fi every time a thief decides he 
deserves the luxury of a Kenwood more 
than you do. 

Pioneer K.P. 3120 

they happen to overstocked with. Look 
for the salesperson that is prepared to 
seriously consider your needs and provide 
several acceptable alternatives. 

The phrase acceptable alternatives is 
most important. If you've asked to sec a 
few models in the $300-350 price range. 
and the s>ilesperson shows you just one in 

With the Kenwood chassis, if you 
have to leave your car somewhere where 
there is a chance it will be broken into, 
you simply take the hi-fi with you 
(or perhaps lock it in the car's boot). 
Just press the release button and the hi-fi 
slides out - no screws to undo, no wires 
to detach. It's that easy. 

The Kenwood car hi-fi with theft
prevention chassis. Because if it's not 
there, they can't steal it. 
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Greg Keith 

this range and four worth around $.+50. it\ 
obvious which one he or she wanh to buv. 
The expensive models sound great. hut 
you've only got $350 to spend. so vou bu\ 
the only ·acceptable· model vou looked at. 
Definitely a bad move. There arc so mall\ 
units around in this price bracket. 

Salespeople that arc prcpa1nl to llffcr 

Illustrated: cassette/receiver model KRC-434. 

KENWOOD 
CAR HI-Fl-EQUIPMENT 

KENWOOD ELECTRONICS AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 4E Woodcock Place, Lane Cove, N.S.W 2066. Ph (02) 4281455. 
LHV/KEN020 



Automotive Audio 

SONY XRA37R 

good advice do exist. In fact they're prob
ablv in the majoritv. Unfortunatelv the 
mi;leading or . ill-i~forn1cd salesperson 
sounds very similar. unless you read be
tween the lines of their sales spiel. 

Once you've found the right salesper
son. a few questions will be fired in vour 
direction. questions vou can ask you.rsclf 
now. 

Mechanics 
The first thing to consider is the mechan
ics of fitting the unit. h it to go in or 
under the dashboard of the car'' Do you 
want the speakers cut into the door 
panels. or mounted on the rear parcel 
shelf'' Do vou \\ant front or rear speakers. 
or both. Arc you going to fit the unit 
yourself. or do you want the retailer to do 
this'' (Some dealers can arrange free fit
ting. so be sure to ask about this.) 

Thes1: arc fairly basic questions. hut the 
salcspcr-.on is bound to ask them. They 
should also ask what type of car the unit is 
going into. In some cars it's impossible 
or undesirable. to fit th1: unit into the dash 
or cut holes in the panels for the speakers. 

The next question. probably the most 
pertinent. is price. Car stereos start at 
around $100 and rise to a top price of 

Sony XR520R 
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$6,000. As with most things in life. you 
get what you pay for. One hundred dollars 
will get you a very basic system with 
sound that best compares to a 1930s crys
tal set. On the other hand. $6000 can buy 
a slice of audio heaven. 

Unless you're either very broke or very 
rich. you won't be looking for a unit at ei
ther extreme of the price range. The ma
jority of buyers today plan on spending 
between $300 and $500. 

For $300 you should be able to buy a 
basic. high quality unit with push button 
operation. automatic reverse and AM/FM 
radio. Additional features arc usually kept 
to a minimum. but loudness and simple 
noise reduction facilities arc common. 

When you compare the above facilities 
with those available in $100 units. you 
might at first think the latter is a good 
buy. However. there is one major differ
ence - quality. You'll get the same fea
tures in a $ l 00 car stereo. but those fea
tures won't operate as effectively. and nor 
will the unit last as long. 

Basic Units 
A basic $300 unit from a well known 
brand will serve you well for many years. 

And if it should break down. service and 
parts are rarely a problem. Of all the top 
name brands only National is developing a 
reputation for poor service. 

Ease of maintenance is one of those fu
ture considerations. such as compatibility 
with add-on gear. that is often over
looked. Ensure you buy a brand that can 
be serviced quickly. and has readily avail
able replacement parts. 

Around the $500 mark. noise reduction 
facilities become the dominant feature. 
Dolby is naturally the most popular. and 
the most useful. Other noise reduction 
systems are available. but ensure they 
work effectively with the tapes you intend 
playing. Even Dolby may be a waste of 
money if the majority of your tapes are 
non-Dolby. 

In addition to noise reduction. units in 
this price area often include AM stereo. 
This relatively recent innovation. despite a 
good deal of promotion. hasn't exactly set 
the car stereo market on fire. Put simply. 
the AM band doesn't offer the quality of 
sound obtainable on the FM band. Cer
tainly AM stereo sounds better than 
standard AM. but the difference won't 
leave you speechless. 

There are a number of other facilities 
peculiar to individual brands. but like 
noise reduction and AM stereo. whether 
they are of any use depends on your own 
needs. Look at them critically; will you 
use the extra facilities enough to justify 
spending another $150-200. 

Power Output 
One area in which there is usually a sig
nificant difference between the $300 and 
$500 models is power output. Six to 
twelve watts is typical of the former. while 
the latter produces anywhere between 20 
and -HJ watts. 

As a general rule. the greater the out-



The NAO Power Envelope amplifiers and receivers have But probably even more frustrating is the fact that 

been"' "'<ce,.ful ;u Europe and Amerka, ;, •~k an age for they're ,..mng jmt .,. '"" here,"' they do ;. IN AD I 
them to be available in Australia. other parts of the world. 

Which was frustrating when the specialist magazines And as they start at only $399, why wait 
had been so very glowing about their performance. for the next post? 
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put. the clearer the sound at high levels. 
provided the speakers can handle what the 
amp is churning out. A high wattage rat
ing. however. doesn't mean that the unit 
will perform effectively only at high levels. 
Quite often it will give better performance 
at even the lowest volume setting. But you 
don't need to go watt-crazy. Think care
fully about your needs. In most situations, 
12-20 watts is more than enough. If your 
happy with a six watt unit, remember to 
consider later compatability. You may 
need to add a booster, so ensure one is 
available for your model. 

Car CD 
Once you start looking at models above 
$500, you're really moving away from the 

mainstream car stereo. At this point it's 
time to consider the limitations of your 
vehicle. A car's acoustics are by no means 
ideal. True sound reproduction is simply 
not possible when the sound has to con
tend with seats, oddly-shaped panels, 
dashboards and occupants. Sure enough, a 
$1 O()(J unit will sound better than a $500 
unit, but it won't, as the price difference 
might suggest, sound twice as good. 

Above $1000 and car CD is within your 
grasp. This audio marvel of the '80s has as 
yet failed to make a big impact in car 
stereo. And at $1000 plus for a unit, it's 
little wonder. Those that are around tend 
to be found in Jaguars, BMWs and the 
like. 

Home CD has dropped dramatically in 

One of the latest anti-theft strategies Is too provide a quick re/ease cabinet so that the 
radio can be removed from the car. Here Kenwood and Jaguar make a nice up-market 
combination. 
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price over the lat few months, with models 
starting at around $200, but no such drop 
is likely in car CD in the forseable future. 
It generally takes several years for home 
hi-fi technology to make the move to car 
hi-fi, then a few more years for the price 
to fall to a realistic level. 

For those that can afford it, car CD is a 
logical step towards listening excellence. 
And CD software copes far better with 
the rigours of storage in a vehicle than do 
cassettes. But don't expect it to sound as 
good as quality home CD. Once again, 
the car's acoustics and road noise will take 
the edge off clarity. 

Unwanted Removals 
The choice of units, no matter what price 
you are looking for, is rather overhwhelm
ing, so be prepared to spend at least sev
eral hours comparing them. Look at their 
ratings, examine their features, and con
sider how attractive each unit will look in 
your car (the aesthetics are easily forgot
ten). And when you've settled on a unit, 
ask yourself one final question: How is it 
going to remain your property, and not 
disappear the first time you park your car? 

If your considering units between $400 
and $600, you'll come across various theft 
deterrent features. Some have a coding 
system that inhibits use after the power 
source has been temporarily disconnected. 
Others emit a high pitched noise if 
switched on without the car's ignition key 
in place. 

Probably the most useful feature though 
is a concealing facia. If a would-be thief 
can't see your stereo, it's hardly likely to 
attempt to steal it will be made. These 
facias can blend attractively with the car's 
dash, and fold down easily during stereo 
operation. 

Another alternative is the removable/ 
portable car stereo. A great idea if you 
a're visiting friends, but not too practical 
when you've gone out to dinner at an inti
mate restaurant. Still, any advance in theft 
deterrents is welcome, even if it is a little 
unwieldy. 

The best idea, of course, is to have an 
alarm fitted to your car. If you shop 
around, you may be able to strike a good 
bargain for the installation of both stereo 
and alarm. But here, remember not to 
compromise just for the sake of a bargain. 
Your bank account can tell the difference 
and so can your ears! 

With a little patience you should be able 
to end up with a car stereo almost equal 
to your home unit. Don't expect miracles, 
but do look for quality gear. It not only 
sounds better, it lasts longer too. 



Create a sonic masterpiece 
in your own home. 

The names VIFA SCAN-SPEAK and DYNAUDIO 
are recognised internationally as the finest speaker 
drivers available today. If you were to open the 
cabinets of many world-acclaimed loudspeakers 
you would find that they contain these drivers as 
their reproduction source. 

Now you have the opportunity to 
construct loudspeakers offering virtually identical 
performance using complete kits supplied by Scan 
Audio - for a fraction of the price. By doing your 
own assembly you will save literally hundreds, even 
thousands, of dollars in expensive freight duty, 
handling and of course, labour charges. If you would 
rather invest money in your own pleasure than in 
other people's pockets, you must investigate the 
potential of assembling your own kit speakers from 

the wide range we offer. Currently there are ten 
kits available ranging from under $500 to $4000 
per pair including cabinets. 

For free brochures, performance data, 
reviews, price lists and more information about 
drivers and kit speakers please, contact the 
Australian distributors Scan Audio. 

~i9!10'" 
\ \ ~ 52 Crown Street, Richmond, Vic. 3121 
~ Phone: Melbourne (03) 429 2199 

Sydney (02)8712854 
Brisbane (07) 357 7433 
Perth (09) 322 4409 s&r 4624 
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Profile of New 
Faces in a 
new industry 

At &asf 

LAST MARCH all the major Japanese 
manufacturing giants formally released 
DAT (Digital Audio Tape) tapes and 
players. 

All the models have adopted mode I, 5 
and 6 of the R-DAT format providing for 
record/replay of digital audio at 48 kHz 
sampling frequency and 44.1 kHz repro
duction capability. The models also use a 
copyguard system that detects an anti-copy 
flag in software based. on the standard 
agreed upon by the DAT Te.chnical Con
ference in addition to nop-rccording capa
bility from 44. I kHz ot..co: 

Although direct-digital' dubbing is not 
possible from a CD player, the record 
software industry has objected strongly 
against marketing DAT without copyguard 
because the deterioration of sound quality 
in present systems is not audible to the 
human ear. Indeed, copies arc the next 
thing to direct-digital, frequency response 
is 2-22,000 Hz. S/N ratio is 92 dB or high
er, dynamic range is 90 dB or better, THO 
is 0.005 percent or less. As the recording 
itself is digital, it is completely free of the 
hiss and wow/flutter deficiencies of ana
logue recordings. Some models such as 
Sony's and JVC's have also adopted 
32 kHz sampling frequency for reproduc
tion in response to the possibilities of re
ceiving PCM broadcasting and long play
ing mode. 

Although the price range has been set at 
above $1800 (approx) the specifications 
and functionality of the new DA Ts arc 
truly comparable to that of existing high
end digital audio disk players. 

The new models arc designed to meet 
the high-end market and for buyers who 
have been using open-reel tape decks. Na
tional\ SV-01000 uses an amorphous fer-
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DAT 

rite composite head which at 2-20-micron 
width is far more precise than that of con
ventional systems such as VCR. It places 
extra emphasis on audio characteristics 
and attains 1-22,000 Hz frequency re
sponse. 

The players integrate many more transis
tors than CD players. Sony's DTC
lOOOES, for example, contains approxi
mately 600,000 transistors, three times as 
many as an average CD player. DAT 
needs circuits mainly for digital recording 
and complex servo control including ATF 
(auto track finding). 

The models from National and Sony 
weight in the vicinity of 12 kg, and con
sume more than 30 W largely because of 
the increase of mounted parts and parts 
for high-grade audio equipment such as 
separate large power supplies. 

Portable DA J's 
How long it will actually ta kc DAT to be 
incorporated in portable audio equipment 
is a serious concern. Although Sharp 
achieved a 5.9 kg minicomponent DAT 
with 27 W power consumption, Tatsuhiro 
Yasunaga, general manager of the Digital 
Audio Equipment Division, says, "It will 
take another one or two years to realize a 
DAT boombox that has power consump
tion below !OW." 

Features 
DAT recorders feature a search function 
that is about 200 times normal record and 
playback speed, or 10 times faster than a 
conventional tape deck. An entire 2-hour 
tape can rewind in 40 seconds. This capa
bility enables a DAT recorder to function 
like CD palyers having random access 
playback, direct music selection, skip 

search and multiple repeat mode for single 
music track, entire tape or between two 
randomly selected positions. 

Unlike conventional tape recorders, 
DATs can be operated with recorded sub
codes for various controls. For instance, 
'absolute time' is recorded on the tape. 
This allows users to find a position on the 
tapes with great precision, unlike the 
counter of a conventional taperecorder. 
These capabilities allow users to edit tape 
easily. DATs also adopt new systems de
vised originally for CD players such as 
separate power supply and separate A/D 
and D/ A conversion units for eliminating 
phase distortion of right and left channels. 

Optical Fibre 
National, JVC and Sharp have adopted 
optical fibre data links for digital signal 
transmission in addition to the conven
tional coaxial cables. The merit of an opti
cal data link is to simplify equipment con
nection by using signal multiplexing, ena
bling the exchange of multiple signals 
simulataneously. In other words, it can re
duce the number of terminals. At present, 
there is no standard for optical data links 
and manufacturers are using incompatible 
plugs for their own equipment. 

The Aiwa Company made the first 
move. Its Excelia XD-001 deck will only 
be sold in Japan, at least for now and pro
duction is set at 2000 units per month. The 
XD-OOI has a JO-key module for direct 
track selection, FF/REW at 200 times nor
mal speed and auto rewind (the cassette 
does not have to be flipped in the record-

Aiwa XD-001 

er). Suggested retail price will he $1880. It 
has all the dubbing capabilities mentioned 
above. 

National has also begun production ol 
its model. SV-DIOOO. The SV-DIOOO 
adopts Class AA circuitry for analogue sig
nal processing as well as dual AID. DIA 
converters and top-end digital filter. It is 



equipped with optical digital input/output 
terminal. It provides a dynamic range ot 
90 dB (96 dB in playback) and attains bet
ter than 93 dB SIN ratio. 

In terms of functions, it has 99-step pro
grammable random memory, direct-memo
ry, direct music selection, skip search and 

National SV-1000 

four-way repeat for selection, entire tape 
between selected two positions, and pro
grammed order. It registers music number 
automatically by searching a two-second 
non-recorded section of the tape and de
tects the end of the song. It measures 430 
x 352 x 109 mm. weighs I 1.5 kg and is 
priced at $1980 (approx.). 

The company estimates this year's DAT 
market to be 50,000 units. Next year. 
220.000 DAT recorders will likely be sold. 
Penetration wil be well on its way at I. I 
million units by 1990, saysNational. 

Sharp OAF.s 
The Sharp Corporation has introduced two 
models - the RX-XIOO and RX-X5. The 
RX-XIOO will be sold for $1990 and mini
component RX-X5 will have a $1950 sug
gested retail. 

Sharp has adopted an original front
loading cassette mechanism that uses alu
minium diecast chassis with direct-drive 
motor for stable tape running. The com
pany has also incorporated six new LSls 
for signal processing and servo control that 
improve circuit density and permit a com
pact appearance. Both models will he pro
duced at a monthly rate of IOOO units 
each. 

They incorporate l(l-bit linear -I-times 
oversampling digital filter for wider dy
namic range. and separat.: A1D. DIA con-

--·---------------

verters for right and left channel. enhanc
ing channel separation. They have optical 
digital input-output terminals that multi
plex signals. 

Functions include 30 step random access 
memory, 200 times normal speed search, 
monitor search, repeat for entire tape and 
programmed songs, and auto rewind. Au
tomatic music numbering is achieved by 
sensing non-recording areas. A companion 
26-key wireless remote control uses solar 
battery. The RX-XIOO measures 430 x 95 
x 300 mm. 

Sony OAF.s 
The Sony Corporation released the DTC
IOOOES DAT deck with its linear skating 
front loading system on March 23 for 
$2000 (approx.) 

The unit uses five new LSis and five 
new microprocessors. Four time oversam
pling digital filter and dual AID, DI A con
verters used in Sony's high-end CD players 
are incorporated in the DAT recorder as 
well. Separation of analogue and digital 
circuitry maintains high sound quality and 
four direct-drive motors provide smooth 
tape transport. Double-encoded Reed-

Sony DTC-1000ES 

Solomon error correction plus wow and 
flutter below measurable limits arc added 
features. 

The model measures -170 x 110 x 
-120 mm. weighs 12 kg and includes stereo 
connection c~rd and 1~enmte control acces
sories. 

IVC'.s Fir.st 
JVC's XD-Zl JOO will be the first DAT re
corder to be equipped with a long playing 
mode when enables continuous four-hour 
rcording/playback. The company explains 
that long playing is especially useful for fm 
air-check. In response to the requirement 
for double the accuracy for long playing 
mode in which tape speed becomes half 
that of the standard mode, the company 
has adopted a dual mechanism chassis, 
sendust/ferrite combiantion head and high
precision direct-drive motor. it also uses a 
large flywheel to minimize jitter, and sus
pension structure to protect the mech
anism from other pressure. Frequency re
sponse in long playing mode is 45 Hz 
14,500 Hz with 32 kHz sampling frequency 
and non-linear 12-bit quantization, while it 
has 5-22,000 Hz frequency responze in 
standard 48 kHz. 

XD-ZI 100 features an after-sampling-

JVC XD-Z1100 

monitor to confirm the performance of the 
AID and DIA conversion. It also has a 
VU/peak/peak hold meter with bit rate in
dication, and digital peak level indicator to 
show margins to full bit level. Other fea
tures include random access program, in
troduction scan. blank search, repeat be
tween selected points, and synchro termi
nal to enable linked play with a CD 
player. The model is equipped with optical 
digital 110 terminals in addition to coaxial 
di~ital terminals. According to for $1980. 
It~ measures 435 x 112 x 320 mm, and 
weighs 9 kg. Power consumption is 30 W. 

Turning to tape, National, TDK, Sony, 
JVC and Hitachi Maxell have already 
released a number of products and many 
other manufacturers are waiting in the 
wings. 
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Easy on the pocket, 
not cheap on 
the ears. 

Richter Oracle loudspeakers 
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The downward slide of the Australian 
dollar has once more created the 
opportunity for Australian manufac

turers to produce 'home grown' equipment 
that can compete on a more equitable 
footing with teir imported adversaries. 
One obvious area where such competition 
has been sorely needed, is in the field of 
loudspeakers, where the better or best 
imported products have just about 
reached the point of becoming financially 
inaccessable for most of the Australian 
consumers. 

There are a number of well-known and 
internationally respected Australian de
signers for loudspeakers. Some of the best 
of these have ventured overseas. There 
are others who, like Ralph Waters, who 
have drawn heavily on the theoretical 
work of their peer group to produce cost 
effective Australian designed and manu
factured speakers which are currently 
making a significant impact on this 
market. 

The Richter 'Oracle' is a relatively small 
two way enclosure with a 160 mm diame
ter woofer with a polypropylene dia
phragm, a long throw voice coil and a 
flexible roll edge surround which provides 
low distortion above 150 Hz and modest 
distortion at lower frequencies. The manu
facturer of the woofer is not disclosed, 

· and I suspect it has been selected both for 
its electrical parameters as much as for its 
attractive appearance. The tweeter is a 
Philips 25 mm diameter soft textile dome 
extended range unit for which the grille 
protection incorporates an unusual "acous
tical spoiler" to reduce the high frequency 
frontal directivity and thereby achieve a 
more uniform polar sound dispersion. 

The tweeter and woofer are mounted 
vertically on the front panel of the unu
sually shaped speaker cabinet which has a 
narrow front panel and relatively deep 
side wall panels which are internally 
braced to reduce the magnitude of speaker 
cabinet resonance. The tweeter is pro
vided with a foam plastic surround to re
duce front panel Fresnel effects and 
reduce the magnitude of reflection from 
the clip-on front panel framing. The front 
panel frame with its carefully selected 
acoustically transparent black cloth cover 
has four plastic clips which mate with the 
matching inserts on the face of the 
speaker cabinet. The selected cloth pro
vides almost total visual obstruction for 



the speakers mounted immediately behind 
and as our testing showed, they result in 
no significant acoustical impedance or 
modification of the sound emission. 

The rear panel of the loud speakers 
have a pair of good colour coded 4 mm 
universal terminals for connecting bared 
speaker wires or plug connections. The 
rear of the cabinet also incorporates a 
50 mm diameter loading port with a length 
of 75 mm immediately behind the tweeter. 
This approach to the venting of loud
speakers has once more become a vogue 
after an almost total absence in the mar
ketplace since the early 50's. 

Rear Venting 
Rear vented speakers have a number of 
attributes and almost as many liabilities. 
One could readily liken their characteris
tics to being similar to a 'double bladed 
sword'. They can extend the low fre
quency response of a small speaker cabi
net, but because of their proximity to a 
rear reflective wall and most particularly 
when used in a corner/wall situation, they 
can significantly modify the low frequency 
response as a result of reflections from the 
floor, the rear wall and most particularly 
the side walls. The rear venting port's low 
frequency sound enhancement characteris-
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tic do not display all of their 'real world' 
characteristics during anechoic testing 
procedures and consequently one has to 
either re-assess the speakers with pink 
noise testing in a conventional listening 
room or test them in a reverberation 
chamber to assess the real performance of 
the low frequency response. 

Inside the speaker cabinet the cross over 
network has its air cored inductors glued 
to a motherboard with the metalised 

1000 '2000 5000 10000 '20~ 40000 D A B C l 

polyester capacitors and wire wound 
resisters. Alternatively, they are mounted 
on a tag strip which is connected between 
the speaker terminals. The choice of air 
cored inductors is thought to be better 
than the ferrite cored inductors utilised in 
so many cheap or inexpensive loudspeak
ers and this ensures far more stable per
formance at high signal levels. The cross 
over network has been selected to utilise a 
first order Butterworth cross-over for the 
woofer with a second order Butterworth 
cross-over for the tweeter. 

(for 96 dB average at l m) JO. 7 Y r.m.s. = I 4, 3 Wat is \r.ornrna! into & UhmsJ 

The cabinet is solidly constructed from 
15 mm high density particleboard with a 
single lateral brace element senibly inter
posed between the two side walls to pro
vide enhanced stiffness and significant 
reduction in unwanted cabinet resonances. 
The inside of the cabinet has been mod
estly dampened by a 50 mm layer of 
bonded acetate lining which is stapled into 
position. A layer of fibreglass would offer 
a more effective absorption for a similar 
cost. 

HARMONIC DIS10R TION: lQ9_J:£ ~ 
(Q lm. Level as lnd1catcd) 

(~Odl\J (%db) 

2cd 28.3 3'J.8 

3rd 29.0 )0.8 

4th lt2.2 

5th 43.2 

THO ),:;;i; J.Uu% 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 

IOOHz U.8 

!kHz '·' 
b,JkH.t 3.0 

iinatl1ki-IL 3.0 

LJate: .2'.>tl1 April ! 987 

6.3kHz 

{')Qdb) 

dd 

)J.5 ml 

dB 

dd 

0.27% 

ohrns 

Ob/ectlve Testing 
'The objective testing of the Richter 'Ora
cles' presents few surprises. The measured 
'flat' portion of the frequency response ex
tends from 170 Hz to 20 kHz at 2 metres 

Dimensions: 480mm high x 216 wide x 
412 deep 

Weight: 
Options: 

R.R.P.: 

7 kilograms each 
Matching stands (supplied 
for review) 
$449.00 
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Loudspeakers 
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on axis and is within ± 5dB under ane
choic conditions. The low frequency droop 
in the 40 to 150 Hz region is primarily the 
result of the anechoic test conditions being 
incapable of interacting with the rear 
mounted venting port which is intended to 
provide almost 6 dB of boost when cor
rectly positioned in a real room. At 1 
metre on axis, the low frequency anechoic 
chamber test response looks somewhat 
better than it does at 2m but this is be
cause of the changed emphasis of the rear 
venting port. A markedly superior low fre
quency response was then measured in our 
listening room with the loudspeaker 
400 mm above the floor and 400 mm from 
the rear wall and 1.2 m from the side wall. 
Under these conditions, the rear venting 
port's correct interaction with both the 
rear wall, floor and side wall results in a 
very satisfactory linearising of the fre
quency response between 30 Hz and 

• 
. s~ != .-::=~'""~!.! EJ '-c . 

·-- -- --

1000 2000 5000 10000 20000 40000 0 A B C l 

150 Hz. 

Pleasing Aspects 
One of the most pleasing aspects of the 
anechoic chambers frequency response 
evaluations was the response measured at 
30° off axis. Under these conditions the 
measured tweeter response is remarkably 
flat all the way up to 12 kHz and still pro
vides an acceptable performance all the 
way up to 16 kHz. The separate assess
ments of the tweeter and woofer responses 
at 5 cm from their diaphragms shows that 
the woofer response is relatively smooth 
from 75 Hz to 2 kHz, with the effective 
cross over of the two drivers taking place 
at approximately 2.5 kHz. The close prox
imity measurements on the axis of the 
tweeter highlights the axial 'spoiling' 
characteristics of the protective grille 
which exerts such a strong influence on 
the achievement of the 'off axis' linearity. 
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Loudspeakers 

The output impedance has been care
fully selected so that the speaker is a true 
8 ohm unit with two sharp but otherwise 
acceptable resonances at 29 Hz and 82 Hz 
and a modest rise of 11.5 ohms at 2 kHz. 
This impedance characteristic should cause 
no problems for even the most cantanker
ous of amplifiers. The measured phase re
sponse of the Oracles is exceptionally 
smooth showing one dreep down to almost 
-180° and then a slow rise again back to 
+90° at 20 kHz. 

The polar responses are particularly 
good and very much to the credit of the 
system's designer. The response at 1 kHz 
is typically 3 dB down at ±40° to the main 
axis, the 3 kHz response is only 3 dB 
down at ±27° to the main axis, whilst the 
6.3 kHz response is 3 dB down ±30° to 
the main axis. Even the 10 kHz response 
is 3 dB down at only ±20° to the main 
axis and considering that these are such 
inexpensive speakers, their performance is 
particularly good. 

By contrast the distortion characteristics 
proved to be moderately high at low fre
quencies, being generally unacceptable at 
the normal 96 dB test level at 1 metre and 
consequently a lower signal level had to 
be used for the testing at 100 Hz. With a 
90 dB test signal at 1 metre the resulting 
distortion was still particularly high at 
5.3%. with a 1 kHz test signal level at 
96 dB resulted in 1.06% distortion, whilst 
at 6.3 kHz we had to reduce the signal 
level to 90 dB in the interests of protect
ing the tweeter from damage, as these en
closures do not incorporate a speaker pro
tection circuit. 

The tone burst decay response at 
100 Hz and at 1 kHz are relatively innocu
ous whilst the 6.3 kHz tone burst decay 
response exhibits a noticeable degree of 
ringing which one would reasonably ex
pect on the basis of the distortion figures. 
The decay response spectra are, by and 
large, one of the smoothest sets of curves 
I have yet seen from a loudspeaker in this 
price range. Only two noticeable reso
nances show up, with the most pro
nounced being at 4 kHz (from the tweet
er) with a slightly less pronounced reso
nance also be observed at 11 kH. The 
4 kHz resonance is readily audible on 
some programme material including the 
human voice, and to a lesser extent on 
some musical instruments including piano, 
violin, guitar and harpsicord. One of the 
most interesting features of the decay re
sponse spectrum is the relativity between 
low level resonances and the primary re
sponse. Natural speaker cabinet reso
nances are at a much lower level in the 
'oracle' system than most other compara
ble speakers systems in the under $1()00 
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Input Impedance 

6.3 kHz (0.5 ms/div) 

Tone burst response for 90 dB SPL. Upper 
trace is the electrical input and the lower 
trace the loudspeaker output. 

bracket and this is apparently the result of 
the choice of speaker cabinet dimensions. 
The small front panel area and relatively 
large side panels, which are internally and 
effectively braced at mid point, obviously 
exert a significant influence on this charac
teristic. 

During the reviewing of the 'Oracles' I 
was involved in a simultaneous review of 
an array of high powered amplifiers in the 
100 to 500 watt range. I utilised this op
portunity to assess the performance of the 
'Oracles' when driven by amplifiers with 
ratings higher than the Manufacturer's 
recommendations, as well as with smaller 
amplifiers in the 40 to 80 watt range. 

The most notable feature of the 'Ora
cles' is that when correctly mounted in 
relation to the side wall, rear wall and 
floor they definitely produce a relatively 
uniform frequency response over the 
30 Hz to 16 kHz range. 

Sulliectlve resting 
The 'Oracles' provide extremely good 

stereo source localisation with a clear 
stereo image which is sharp and very well 
defined. The base response however, is a 
trifle woolly and particularly under high 
drive conditions (signal outputs above 
96 dB) where they have a tendancy· to dis
play some break-up or generate frequency 
doubling under hard drive conditions in 
the 40 to 80 Hz region. By contrast their 
response in the 100 to 2 kHz region is 
clean, responsive and with most pro
gramme material very flattering. 

This was particularly evident when re
viewing one of the new Canadian Broad
casting System Discs "A Fifth of Broad
way" SMCD50922 from CBC Enterprises, 
in which excerpts of the "Sound of Music, 
My Fair Lady, Fiddler on the Roof, 
Funny Girl, and Annie" are featured. 

By contrast the 2 to 5 kHz region is not 
well served. The pronounced tweeter reso
nances noticeably degraded the mid range 
performance with selective test material. 
This is particularly evident on a lovely 
new disc from Virgin Records where 
"John Ogdon Plays Chopin" revealed new 
sounds which were never contained on the 
original recording. Once the frequency 
content gets beyond the 5 kHz region the 
speakers' performance is excellent all the 
way up to 16 kHz, and slightly beyond, if 
you happen to be sitting close to the main 
axis of the speakers. 

The sensitivity of the 'Oracles' are rela
tively low and they require typically 14 
watts of power to achieve 90 dB sound 
pressure level on axis at 2 metres. This 
means that to achieve 100 dB under nor
mal listening conditions you would need to 
purchase at least a 60 watt amplifier. 

The Richter 'Oracles' are a neatly de
signed, cost effective speaker system 
which offer a level of performance which 
can easily match any current speaker sys
tem that I have reviewed or assessed in 
the under $500 bracket. The Richter 'Ora
cles' have of course some very worthy ad
versaries in the $500 to $1000 bracket, the 
majority of which appear to be at least 
one and a half times the recommended re
tail price of these speakers. 

In terms of dollars per decibel, dollars 
for space (or appearance) and even dollars 
for performance, the 'Oracles'· are well 
worth auditioning, particularly in your 
own home, where their positioning and 
the characteristics of the room will exert a 
considerable impact on the quality of the 
sound that they will produce. These are 
modestly priced speakers designed to offer 
a performance beyond that price. For 
once the designers appear to have been 
successful and the 'Oracles' currently ap
pear to offer the most cost effective per
formance in their price range. 



EUROPE'S FINEST 

The new DALl-40 
loudspeakers are the 
finest we have ever 
created. They incorp
orate technology and 
design features which 
make them technically 
and musically superior 
to virtually anything else ConvenflOnal loudspeaker 

The manner in which ~ 
available today. CD 
the bass drivers are II' 
mounted, back-to-back, 
gives an equalisation of 
vibrations caused by 
Newton's 3rd law This 
elegant solution, whilst 
removing the need for 

• Total ehmmaflon of high- and mid.frequency concrete construction, d1stort1on caused by cabinet vibrations. 

completely eliminates front panel resonances. 
The duplication of the bass and mid-range 
drivers with the centrally mounted 1 " dome 
tweeter ensure that the sound at all frequencies 
appears to originate from one central point of 
each loudspeaker. 
Definition, imaging, and stereo separation are 
all outstanding as is the superlative cabinetry 

READER INFO No. 19 

distributor Scan Audio 
for full information about 
the new DALl-40 and 
the entire range of DALI 
loudspeakers. 

DALl-40 contains four PP-woofers with 25mm 
lmear excursion. 

finish - the combination 
of solid timber, anodised 
aluminium and glass. 
The new DALl-40 is a 
loudspeaker with truly 
state-of-the-art perform
ance, worthy of the finest 
source and amplification 
equipment. 
Its reproduction of the 
musical sound stage 
will thrill you. 
Write or telephone 
the sole Australian 
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Each cabinet is d1 vided into five separate 
chambers, of which two are of the 
band-pass bass reflex type. 
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Reviews 

A/Ison Moyet - Big and Breezy. 

Artist - Alison Moyet 
Title - Raindancing 
Label-CBS 
Cat # - 450152 2 
Format - Not listed 
Alison Moyet is one of a new generation 
of British female pop singers who have 
been a delight to listen to over the last 
couple of years. She is also one of the 
better known ones, with regular releases 
of strong singles to guarantee her airplay. 

This is her second solo album and 
although never really breaking new 
ground it is nonetheless a strong 
commercial offering. She delivers big 
production numbers easily, along with 
tight, bouncy rocky ones. The lyric themes 
are predominantly concerned with the 
many facets of love. That is, love going 
strange: "You Got Me Wrong'" love 
escaping; "Stay"; and bittersweet love: 
"Glorious Love". Whilst on the surface 
this may appear turgid the lyrics are. in 
fact, cleverly constructed with Moyet 
herself being the largest contributor. 

The better tracks are "Blow Wind 
Blow". which is sensual and haunting. 

"You Got Me Wrong" with a terrific Bass 
and Drum feel, and "ls That Love", 
where Moyet effectively displays her 
considerable vocal dexterity. 

There are ten tracks in all on this CD 
with the main production credits going to 
Jimmy Lovine. If you are already a fan 
then this release is a must. If not, it is a 
great introduction to a very talented 
vocalist. 

China Crisis - The Band (not the fire) 

Artist - China Crisis 
Title - What Price Paradise 
Label - Virgin 
Cat# - CDV 2410 
Format-ADD 
China Crisis are a five piece British band 
of accomplished musicians. This CD is 
their fourth release and what a good effort 
is is. With styles as diverse as pop, 
orchestral. funk and jazz one gets the 
feeling these guys are having a ball. China 
Crisis offer great harmonies, clever use of 
synthesisers. strong rhythms and 
intelligently crafted songs. It should only 
be a matter of time before they become 
one of Britain's better known musical 
exports. 
Best songs are "Worlds Apart", a funky 

TURNTABLES VIDEO 

tapestry of understated keyboards, 
weaving rhythms and a brassy solo; 
"Hampton Beach", a slower, moody, 
orchestral/synthesiser piece; "We Do The 
Same", an upbeat tune with interesting 
studio effects, and "June Bride", a fun 
pop song with a great melody and tongue 
in cheek orchestration. 
There are eleven tracks on this well 
produced CD (including one not contained 
on the album or cassette) and production 
is credited to Clive Langer and Alan 
Winstanley. 
China Crisis deserves a listen. 

- Mark Lewis 

Artist - Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra with Sir 
Georg Solti 

Label - Decca 
Cat # 417400-2 
Format-ODD 
1812 OVERTURE 
An overture that celebrates a 
'pyrrhic military victory' in which 60,000 
soldiers died from hunger and cold seems 
equally unlikely to reach the 'classical top 
40'. In spite of such a difficult initiation, 
Tchaikovsky's 1812 is one of the most 
expansive, 'explosive' and yet poignant 
pieces of music in Tchaikovsky's repertoire 
and has been enjoyed by millions of music 
lovers. 

This latest verion of the 1812 from Decca 
is as dramatic and exciting an example as 
any I have yet heard and must be counted as 
one of the best versions currently available 
on CD. 

AUDIO CASSETTE 
A range of belts is available in 
1.2 mm sQuare & 1.4 mm sQuare, 
from the 19 mm diameter up to 
136 mm diameter. These will suit 
most audio products. If a flat belt is 
reQuired our range includes 3 mm, 
4 mm, 5 mm & 6 mm belts in an 
assortment of lengths. An 
assortment of pinchrollers is also 
available. Turntable belts are available in over 60 Video Belt Kits in stock to 

5 mm & 6 mm with diameters suit most popular video machines. 
commencing from 122 mm up to Other video parts also available ie: Please call !or a stocklist or bring In your 
292 mm. pinchrollers, heads, etc. sample bell and we will match 11. I\ 
TRADE It WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
Imported & Distributed by WES COMPONENTS PTY. LTD. WAGNER ELECTRONIC SERVICES PTY. LTD., 
For a comprehensive catalogue send your company or 305 Liverpool Rd., Ashfield, N.S.W. 2131. Aust., 
business:details to: P.O. Box 451 Ashfield NSW 2131 Aust.. Phone: (02) 798-9233 
Phone: !02) 797 9866 Fax: !02l 799 7051 

WAGNER 
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The opening is considerably warmer, and 
I believe richer, than most other recent 
digital recordings of the 1812 with the 
violins and cellos being particularly well 
recorded and well balanced through almost 
optimum microphone placement. 

The pace of the recording seems ever so 
slightly quicker than on any of the other 
discs and recordings of the 1812 that I own, 
and the trim, tight sound from the brass and 
drums ensnares you into the spirit of 
Napoleon's battles of 175 years ago. 

As an example of modern digital 'DDD' 
recordings and of second generation CD 
disc recordings, this particular disc is one of 
the best that Decca has yet produced. 

Orchestral Hall in Chicago is not one of 
the world's 'great halls' but Solti and the 
orchestra obviously warmed to the task with 
crescendos that are tight and expansive and 
which create an expectancy which is 
rewarded by the passionate re-statement of 
the melodic folk tunes and childrens' folk 
songs which Tchaikovsky so cleverly 
interwove into his musical plot. 

Whilst the cannon on this particular 
recording are not quite •S loud nor as 
explosive as they are on some discs (and 

notably the Telarc 1812 which is at least six 
decibels louder) this is unlikely to disturb 
you if your loudspeakers haven't been 
selected to cope with 120 decibels of sound 
pressure level. In any event this disc is most 
probably the best 1812 that you can 
currently buy. (14.54) 
Music quality * * * * * 
Realism * * * * 
Recording technique * * * * * 
ROMEO AND JULIET - FANTASY 
OVERTURE 
Tchaikovsky's sad love affairs led to his 
producing a poignant yet dramatic piece in 
which the violins cellos, and violas are 
exciting and yet still able to conjure up 
images of 'loves labour lost'. 

Solti has produced one of the better or 
possibly even the best fully digital recording 
of the Romeo and Juliet - Fantasy 
Overture. 

Although billed second on the disc, this 
particular excerpt is superb with tighter 
orchestration than in the 1812 and a sound 
which 'magically envelopes you'. 

The recording technique used is 
extremely clinical, with the shuffling of 
musicians' feet being clearly audible in 

Compact Discs 
reviewed on this page 

supplied by Angel Compact 
Discs. Phone (02) 253-3690. 

quieter passages. I guess that if you want 
good recordings you really have to accept 
the result "wrinkles, warts and all". (20.15) 
Music quality. * * * * * 
Realism * * * * 
Recording technique * * * * * 
THE NUTCRACKER SUITE 

The recording technique used in this 
section of the disc appears to have 
deteriorated a trifle below the high 
standards of the first two pieces. The first 
three tracks of music sounds a little less 
clear and clinical than I would like, not 
unlike sitting a little further back in the 
hall where mutiple reflections tend to 
compete with primary sound for our 
attention. 

The cellist and the clarinet still have 
the magical characteristic, but the rest of 
the orchestra doesn't quite project as 
well. The last five tracks are somewhat 
richer and clearer but the orchestra never 
seems to quite reach the heights that they 
achieve in the 1812 and Romeo and 
Juliet. 
Music quality * * * * * 
Realism * * * * 
Recording technique * * * * 

- Louis Challis 

Future Perfect.---• 

Many speakers today are supposed to be digital ready. But 
what happens if there's something beyond digital? 

The original Bose' 901' Direct/Reflecting' speaker was 
ready for digital back in 1968, because it reproduced music 
with realism and impact never before heard from a speaker. 
Today's Bose 901 Series V adds some 350 design 
improvements to the original's legendary performance. 
Unlimited power handling and very high efficiency make the 
Series V speaker ideal for listening to the best that audio 
presently has to offer-the digital compact disc. And while 
no one can predict exactly what the future has in store, one 
thing is certain: it will sound better on the Bose 901 system. 

Hear for yourself the lifelike sound which Hans Fantel of 
The New York Times says '' ... ranks with the finest and is 
convincing with any type of music." Audition the Bose" 901' 
Series V Direct/Reflecting' Loudspeaker System with your 
favourite compact disc or other fine recording. For more 
information, and a list of authorised dealers in your area, 
please contact Bose (Aust.) Inc, 11 Muriel Ave Rydalmere, 
2116 or phone (02) 684 1022. 

ElllSE® 
Better sound through research. 
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At a time when most cassette manufacturers are trying 
to figure out how to catch up with the new digital 
phenomenon, DENON already knows. DENON'S new 
high density cassette tapes are dramatic proof. DENON 
knows because in 1969 it developed the world's first 
digital audio tape recorder. 

As a record company DE NON 'S expertise in 
professional digital recording is 
unsurpassed, and as one of the handful! 
of manufacturers in the world that 
actually produce their own tape, 
DENON'S experience in the art and 
science of high fidelity recording 
cassettes is equally unsurpassed. It's an 
experience that has its roots back in 30 
years of tape production. 

Today's DENON HD Cassettes and DENON 
Compact Disc Titles carry this proud tradition 
forward into the age of digital audio. 

DENON 11111 
VIC: TEAC: 115 Whiteman Street, south Melbourne 3205. 1031 699 6000. TAS: GEORGE HARVEY ELECTRICS: 76 York Street, Launceston 7250. (0031 316 533. 

NORD: unit 11, Dunne crescent Estate, Dunne crescent, Dandenong 3175. 1031 794 8433 
NSW TEAC: 814 Elizabeth Street, waterloo 2017. 1021 319 2744. 

AUDIOACCESS: 17 Memorial Avenue, lngleburn 2065. 1021 605 6196. 
OLD· TEAC: 4 sneyd Street, Bowen Hills 4006. t07l 854 1465. 

SOUNDJAYS: 147 Robertsons street, Fortitude Valley 4106 1071 854 1441. 

GEORGE HARVEY ELECTRICS: 162·164 Argyle Street, Hobart 7000. (0021 342 233. 
WA DAWSON WHEATLEY: 4 Braceby Close, Willetton 615S. 1091 4S7 mo. 

SAMPSON AGENCIES: Suite 1, 60 Coghlan Road, Subiaco 6008. 1091 382 3370. 
SA NEIL MULLER PTY LTD: 74 Marv Street, Unley S061. 1081 272 8011. 
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Sound to Light 
converter 
This circuit Is a sound to fight 
converter. When an audio 
signal Is applied to the Input 
ft Is converted to a series of 
pulses by the Input transistor. 
These pulses advance the 
count of the 4017 decade 
counter on each positive 
edge. This means that when 
the music gets louder the 
LEDs flash at a faster rate. The 
counter Is reset at ever ntnth 
clock pulse. The resistor R3 
determines the brightness of 
the LEDs. VR1 Is used to set the 
Input sensitivity. 

T. Ho, 
Cremome, NSW 

2090 

INPUT 

Feed Forward needs your minds. If you have ideas for circuits that you 
would like to enter in our idea of the month contest, programs for the com
puting columns or just want a word with the editor, send your thoughts to: 

Feed Forward 
ETI, Federal Publishing, 
PO Box 227, 
Waterloo, NSW 2017 

Contributors can look forward to $20 for each published idea/program which 
should be submitted with the declaration coupon below. 

Programs MUST be in the form of a listing from a printer. You should in
dicate which computer the program is for. Letters should be typewritten or 
from a printer, preferably with lines double spaced. Circuits can be drawn 
roughly, because we have a draughtsman who redraws them anyway, but 
make sure they are clear enough for us to understand. 

'Idea of the month' contest 
Scope Laboratories, which manufactures and distributes soldering irons and 
accessory tools, is sponsoring this contest with a prize given away every 
month for the best item submitted for publication in the 'Ideas for Exper
imenters' column - one of the most consistently popular features in ETI 
Magazine. Each month, we will be giving away a Scope Soldering Station 
(model ETC60L) worth approximately $191. 

Selections will be made at the sole discretion of the editorial staff of ETI 
Magazine. 
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The winning entry will be judged by the Editor of ETI Magazine, whose deci
sion will be final. No correspondence can be entered into regarding the 
decision. 

The winner will be advised by telegram. The name of the winner, together 
with the winning idea, will be published in the next possible issue of ETI 
Magazine. 

Contestants must enter their names and addresses where indicated on 
each coupon. Photostats or clearly written copies will be accepted. You may 
send as many entries as your wish. , 

This contest is invalid in states where local laws prohibit entries. Entrants 
must sign the declaration on the coupon that they have read the above 
rules and agree to abide by their conditions. 

r----------------------------
couPoN 
Cut and send to: Scope-ET! 'Idea of the Month' Contest/ 

Computing Column, ETI Magazine, PO Box 22.7, 
Waterloo NSW 2017. 

"I a9ree to the above terms and grant Electronics Today International all ri!lhts to 
publish my idea/program in ETI Magazine or other publications produced 6y it. I 
declare that the attached idea/program is my own original material, that it has not 
previously been published and that its publication does not violate any other 
copyright.•" 
• Breach of copyright is now a criminal offence. 

Tltle of Idea/program ................................................................................ . 

Signature .......................................................... Date ............................... . 

Name .......................................................................................................... . 

Address .................................................................................................... .. 

................................................................. Postcode .............................. .. 

L---------------------------~ 
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I 
Disco World pt0, Itel 

Showrooms: 
300 Main Street, Lilydale 

P.O. Box 509, Lilydale, 3140 
Melb. Vic. (03) 735-0588 
673 High Street, Preston 

(03) 470 5822 
AMPLIFIERS 
ZPE Serles II ( 600W) 
DISCO MIXERS 
Citronic SM 350 
Arista with equaliser 
JUMBO STROBE 
Scanner 
HELICOPTER 
2 ARM Spinner 
4 ARM Spinner 
6 ARM Spinner 

1-'! PINSPOT 
; '* Par 36 
,~, Par56 

- MIRROR BALLS 
,. '· MB 008-8" 
.~~ MB012 
., .. ::ittnMB014 
\ L.J MB018 
· ._..,.. MB020 

$2500 

$1100 
$450 
$19!5 
$150 

$300 
$498 
$!580 

$!59 
$130 

$58 
$88 

$120 
$160 
$198 

SMOKE MACHINES 
Great for Special Effects 
Hand Held 240V $375 
Dynamite 1200 Smoke Machine 
Has remote control lead to 
operate off-stage. We are so 
excited about this that full money 
back guarantee will be valid for 10 
days from purchase date 
Our own product $1800 
Fluid-1 litre $15 
MIRROR BALL MOTORS 
AC240V 
Heavy Duty 
ROLLING LIGHTS 
8 x 4515 lamps 
AUDIO CHASER 

$39 
$100 

$1800 

(DW4LC4000) $700 
Musicolor and chaser all in onell 
~ b ~ o:ir o~n product 

~~~~ r.: 
\lt)t"l!'eflt'f:'t'' ~·"' ~·_,. 
COSMO 1 <;J i 
24 lamps , . • · $2600 
Half Ball rotary light 
61amps 

LAMPS all colours. so cheapl 
$780 

No Warranty on Breakages 
ES 240V 60W box of 25 . $100 
BC 240V 40W box of 100 $90 
BC 240V 25W box of 1 00 $75 

Prices subject to change without 
notice. Items tor hire or sale 

Power Cords not included Send 
SAE. with 60 cents postage tor 

tree price list. 
We hove Piezo tweeters, Etone speakers, 

Rope lights and many other products. 
Do You Want To Be An Agent? 
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FEED FORWARD 

00100 REM *** INTEREST CALCULATION PROGRAM *** 
00110 REM written GARY HEGEDUS 1986. 
00120 CLS 
00130 INPUT"THE PRINCIPAL ........ ";P0 
00140 INPUT" THE INTEREST RATE % .. "; I0 
00150 INPUT"MONTHLY PAYMENTS ..... ";T0 
00160 PRINT" IS INTEREST CALCULATED;" 
00170 PRINT"MONTHLY? enter M" 
00180 PRINT"QUARTERLY? enter Q" 
00190 PRINT"HALF HEARLY? enter Y" 
00200 INPUT Al$ 
00210 IF A1$="M"OR A1$="m" THEN LET L=l 
00220 IF Al$="Q"OR A1$="q" THEN LET L=3 
00230 IF A1$="Y"OR A1$="y" THEN LET L=6 
00240 REM B=B+l:REM MONTHLY COUNTER 
00250 X0=X0+(((I0*P0)/100)/365)*30 :REM =MONTHLY TOTAL INT. 
00260 PRINT" MONTH No. "C; 
00270 PRINT TAB(19)"(PRINCIPAL $"INT(P0)")"; 
00280 PRINT TAB(42)"INTRST.=""$"INT(X0) 
00290 B=B+l:REM MONTHLY PAYMENT COUNTER 
00300 C=C+l:REM MONTH NUMBER COUNTER 
00310 P0=P0-T0:REM SUBTRACT INTRST FROM PRINCIPAL 
00320 IF L=B THEN 330 ELSE 240 
00330 P0=P0+X0:X0=0:REM ADD INT.& RESET INT. COUNTER 
00340 B=0:REM RESET MONTH COUNT 
00350 IF P0>0 THEN 240 
00360 END 

Interest calculation 
Taking on a new mortgage 
or just trying to cope with the 
old one can be quite a task, 
but trying to calculate repay
ments can be even more dif
ficult. 

daily balance interest, and 
accumulates that interest, 
and adds it to your principal 
monthly, quarterly or half 
yearly (depending on your 
selection). The program runs 
until the principal reaches 
zero, and gives the month 
number and interest accu
mulation. 

Money lending societies 
and banks have different 
methods of calculating inter
est payments, so be sure that 
this program suits your needs 
before diving into debt! 

G. Hegeous, 
Greensborough, 

Vic This program calculates 

FOR SALE: SIEMEN TELEPRINTER. 
Hooked up to use a computer 
printer. Rellable with a guaran· 
tee. $85 Frank Rees, 27 King 
St, Boort 3537, Vic. 

FOR SALE: IBM PC type printer 
cables. Two metres long. $15 
plus $3 P•P. Don McKenzie, 29 
Ellesmere Cres., Tullannarlne 
3043. 

FOR SALE: COMMUNICATIONS 
receiver. Kenwood QR666 
0.17·30 MHz AM/SSB/FMBC In 
very good condition. $90. 
CHINON F301 3" disk drive 
unused with disk and specl· 
flcaflons, $80. Phone John 
(002) 23·2329. 

FOR SALE: CURRENT COLLEC· 
TION of ETI magazines from 
September 1980. Offers Jim 
Berry, (08) 356 5786. 619 Bur· 
bridge Rd, West Beach, SA 
5024. 

FOR SALE: REMOTE CONTROL 
Futaba Yacht, hand made lwl 
120 cm, beam 15 cm. Ideal for 
the enthusiast. Offers Simon 
O'Brien, (02) 693 9706. 

FOR SALE VIC·20 PROGRAMME 
LIBRARY. Many interesting 
games, utilltles, educational 
and miscellaneous pro
grammes available. Send an 
SAE to Chris Groehout, 25 Ker
ferd St, Watson, ACT 2602 for a 
list. 



00001 REM12345678901234567890123456789012345678901 
00100 FORA=2309T02S48 
00110 READB:POKEA,B:NEXTA 
00120 DATA 22,128,33,0,248,6,16,62,255,150,245,35,5,120,194,12,9,1,16,0,237,66,6 
,16 
00130 DATA 241,119,35,5,120,194,29,9,21,122,254,0,194,10,9,201 
00135 CLS 
00140 FORA=0T0255:POKE61440+A,A:NEXTA 
00150 S=USR!2309l:REM ..... CALLS THE ROUTINE ••••• 

. . . Topsy turvy ... 
This programme appeared in 
the October 1985 issue of ETI 
In BASIC. I have now con
verted It to machine code so 
Instead of the two or three 
minutes It took to run, now it 
takes about a second. 

The routine turns all the 
MICROBEE's character set up
side down, which can then 

GETKEY EGIU 
PRINT EGIU 
LPRINT E61U 
LOUTBD EGIU 
HANSHK EGIU 

OUTLtll LD 
LD 
LD 
LD 
LD 
OUT 
LD 
OUT 
LD 
LD 
LD 
LD 
LDIR 

KEYS 

LFCR 

CALL 
CP 
JR 
CALL 
LD 
CALL 
JR 

LD 
CALL 
LD 
CALL 
LD 
CALL 
LD 
CALL 
JR 

Type-rifer 

8006H 
SOOCH 
804~H 

OOE3H 
0109H 

A,2 
ILOUTBDl, A 
A,O 
IHANSHKl,A 
A, 1~ 
< 1l ,A 
A,128 
< 1 l, A 
HL,FOOOH 
DE,FOOlH 
BC,03FFH 
<HU ,20H 

GET KEY 
13 
Z,LFCR 
LPRINT 
B,A 
PRINT 
KEYS 

A, 10 
LPRINT 
B,A 
PRINT 
A,13 
LPRINT 
B,A 
PRINT 
KEYS 

Used with any parallel port 
printer this program simulates 
a typewriter. The difference is 
that you correct each line 
before pressing (CR). 

The equivalent in basic is: 
100 OUTL#1: REM Output to 
parallel port 
110 K1$=KEY$: REM Get key 
120 IF K1$="THEN110: Check if 

be used however you like. 
The machine code Is 

poked Into the REM statement 
in line one so make sure that 
this line is typed just as it ap
pears. 

G. Heathcote, 
lnglebum, 

NSW 

; Wait for key 
;Print to screen 
;Print to printer 
!List Output device byte 
1Zero if printer useable 

;Set output to parallel 
;port 

;Clear the screen 

;Get the key 
;if <CR> then 
; jump to LFCR 
;Print to printer 

;Print to screen 
;Repeat 

;LF 
;Print to printer 

;Print to screen 
;CR 
;Print to printer 

;Print to screen 
;Repeat 

nothing 
130 LPRINTK1$: REM Output to 
printer 
140 PRINTK1$: REM Print to 
screen 
150 GOT010: REM Repeat 

· R. Morgans, 
Flagstaff Hiii, 

SA 

Programmers 

EP232 
+ The EP232 hos proved itself to be o 
reliable low cost programmer. It 
combines simplicity of use with the 
convenience of o self contained RS232 
device. 

FLEXEPROM 
+ A versatile new programmer able to 
program just about any EPROM, 
CMOS EPROM or EEPROM as well as 
single chip micros. No personality 
plugs ore requi:ed; device pin details 
and programming parameters are 
contained in o user editable 
conAguration Ale. 

+ Intelligent & Normal 
Programming 

+ Intelligent Identifier 
+ Easy to use menu driven S/W 
+ Screen based editor 
+ Standard RS232 interface 

TIL PROM ADAPTERS 
t Convert the EP232 or FLEXEPROM 
into a FUSIBLE LINK programmer able 
to program o wide range of TTL 
PROMS. 

ALL AUSTRALIAN 
+ Designed and manufactured by 

Call for details (03) 714 8269 
P.O. Box 105, Hurstbridge 3099 
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FEED FORWARD 

240V:=J 

Simple Function 
Generator 

0 

In many cases of circuit 
design and test, a variable 
frequency and/or variable 
waveform signal source is re
quired. However the cost of a 
commercial unit may not be 
justified. I designed the unit 
presented here using com
ponents "on hand" when a 
unit was required quickly 
and cheaply. It generates 
square, triangle and sine 
waveforms with a frequency 
range of 5 Hz to 50 Hz in four 
decade ranges. 

The unit consists of four 
stages: a ramp generator, a 
comparator, a diode wave 
shaper and an amplifier. 

IC1a is configured as an in
tegrator which, when fed with 
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FREQUENCY 
RANGE 
lHz) 

V+ 

JN914 

>-------oV+ l+6V) v-
~ov 
= 2200JJf 

~------......_---oV-l-6V) 

a de voltage, generates a 
ramp, the rate of which is 
determined by the input volt
age, the feedback capacitor 
and the input resistor. The 
feedback capacitor is switch 
selectable by SW1 to allow a 
number of frequency ranges 
to be selected. The input 
resistor, RV1, is variable to 
allow fine adjsutment of fre
quency. 

The ramp output is fed to 
IC1b which is configured as 
a comparator. Note that 
POSITIVE feedback is em
ployed to provide hysteresis. 
The output of the comparator 
(which is either hard positive 
or hard negative) is fed back 
to the ramp generator. Thus 
the combination forms a 
triangle wave oscillator of 
variable frequency and con-

Ught delay 
It would be desirable to 
have a few seconds more 
light after leaving a room 
and turning off the light 
switch; especially when 

stant amplitude. The output of 
the comparator is a square 
wave of the same frequency 
as the triangle wave. 

The sine waveform is syn
thesized from the triangle 
waveform using a diode 
wave shaping circuit. This 
generates an approximation 
of a sine wave using six lin
ear segments. Because of the 
smooth nature of the diode 
characteristic, the waveform 
is a good approximation of 
the sine wave. 

A switch, SW2, allows selec
tion of waveform to be fed to 
the output stage, which also 
provides amplitude control. 

Calibration is a relatively 
simple matter. 

Firstly, frequency is cali
brated for ONE range by ad
justment of the 50k trimmer 

going up a staircase. 
This circuit is designed for 

12 volt de-systems. It can be 
wired simply across an exist
ing light switch, watching out 
for proper polarity. The ad
vantage is that residual cur
rent is in fractions of µA, just 
enough to keep the capaci
tor charged up. 

When S is closed the ca
pacitor discharges through R, 
taking about two minutes. 
When S is opened after that 
minimum period, C starts im
mediately to charge via the 

100K 

AMPLITUDE 

OUTPlJT 

~ 

RV2. With RV1 at maximum 
resistance and switch 51 at 
position 3 adjust RV2 to get a 
triangle wave of frequency 
500 Hz at test point TP1. With 
ordinary capacitors, all other 
ranges will be within 10"/o of 
the stated range. 

Adjust the 50k trimmer RV3 
for a triangle wave of maxi
mum aplitude but without 
distortion at TP2. Then adjust 
the two 200 ohm trimmers 
RV4 and RVS to get a good 
sine wave at TP3. 

Finally, adjust the 100k trim
mer RV6 so that the sine 
wave amplitude seen at the 
output is the same as that of 
the triangle and square 
waves. 

I. A. Curtis 
Vale Park, SA 5081 

base/emitter path of both 
transistors. Charging current 
gets amplified through them; 
and runs through the light.. 
With C = 330 µF and R = . 
47 ohm a 20 Watt light fades 
after 20 sec. The 2 transistors 
may be substituted by a BD 
266 or similar. Heating will 
occur for about 1 minute. This 
is protection against spikes in 
the system, such as when 
using motors, relays or sole
noids. 

R. Sommerhalder, 
Mudgee, NSW 2850 



1 REM THE SOUND MACHINE 
5 REM Made By Steve Brown 1986 
10 KEY OFF:SCREEN 2 
20 LINE <O,OJ-(639,0> 
30 LINE - (639,200) 
40 LINE - <0,200) 
50 LINE - <O, OJ 
60 LOCATE 3,30•PRINT "THE SOUND MACHINE" 
70 LOCATE 5,5:PRINT "1: Police Siren" 
80 LOCATE 6,5:PRINT "2: Ships Siren" 
90 LOCATE 7,5:PRINT "3: Water Drops" 
100 LOCATE 8, 5:PRINT "4: Laser" 
110 LOCATE 5,30•PRINT "5: Telephone" 
120 LOCATE 6,30•PRINT "6: Screeches" 
130 LOCATE 7,30:PRINT "7: Flying Saucer" 
140 LOCATE 8, 30•PRINT "8: Random Sounds" 
150 LOCATE 10,5•INPLJT "ENTER NUMBER";N$ 
160 IF NS•"l" THEN GOTO 300 
170 IF N$="2" THEN GOTO 350 
180 IF NS="3" THEN GOTO 400 
190 IF NS="4" THEN GOTO 450 
200 IF NS="5" THEN GOTO 500 
210 IF NS="6" THEN GOTO 550 
220 IF NS="7" THEN GOTO 600 
230 IF NS="8" THEN GOTO 650 
240 IF NS="" THEN END 
300 REM Police Siren 
310 FOR I=1000 TO 540 STEP -lO:SOUND I,.5 
320 NEXT I:FOR I=540 TO 1000 STEP tO:SOUND I,.5 
330 NEXT I 
340 GOTO 150 
350 REM Ships Siren 
360 FOR I=900 TO lOOO•SOUND I,.089999999#:NEXT 
370 ES=INKEYS•IF ES="" THEN 380 ELSE 150 
380 GOTO 360 
400 REM Water Drops 
405 FOR J=l TO 5 
410 I=lOO:I=I+lAl.01 
420 SOUND I,40/I:IF !>1000 THEN 430 ELSE 440 
430 SOUND 32767,30 
435 NEXT J 
440 GOTO 150 
450 REM Laser 
460 FOR J=l TO 3:FOR !=2500 TO 2480 STEP -5 
470 SOUND I,.5 
480 NEXT I 
490 NEXT J:GOTO 150 
500 REM Telephone 
510 FOR X=l TO 30•SOUND 523.25, .5 
520 SOUND 659. 26,. 5:NEXT X :FOR Y=l TO l'."iOO:NEXT Y 
530 IS=INKEYS• IF IS="" THEN 510 ELSE 150 
550 REM Screeches 
560 FOR X=12000 TO 1400 STEP -100 
570 SOUND X,. 11•NEXT 
580 IS=INKEY$:IF I$•"" THEN 550 Ei_SE 1.5<> 
600 REM Flying Saucer 
610 FOR A=500 TO 1500 STEP 200:SOUND A,.~ 
620 NEXT A 
630 l$=INKEY$:IF !$•"" THEN 61() ELSE l~O 

650 REM Rtid Sout1dS 
660 SOUND (2000*RNDJ+37 .. 5 
670 I$=INKEY$: IF !$="" THEN 6GU tel.SE : ~;n 

Sound Machine 
This program is written for the 
IBM PC and It uses the sound 
capabilities to the best of Its 
ability. 

S. Brown, 
Sallsbury Hts, 

SA 

COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
PO ERFUL CAD/BUSINESS SYSTEM 

6/10MHz with Licensed Bias 
512 Kb onboard exp. to 1 Mb 
200 W power supply 
Quality AT style Keyboard 
1 x360k floppy drive 

OPTIONAL 1.2M Drive, FROM $1750 
Hard disk, EGA monitor, 80287 maths chip. 

High Res monographic Colour & printer $245 
Enhanced graphic card $395 
Colour graphic card $125 
1.2M/360K drive card $145 
AT HD/FD cont '1 card $450 
Eprom writer card $290 
AT speed card 80286 $890 
20M Miniscribe Hard Disk $720 
30M, 44M ?OM available 44M Tape Back-up $995 

PRINTER 
SELECTION 

SWITCH 
" PARALLEL 1 TO 2 $129 

SERIAL 1 TO 2 W/LEDS $135 

SECOND SERIAL 
PORT KIT SET 

INCL. 8250, 1488, 1489 & 
A CABLE (DB25P TO 

26DIL S) $32.00 

READER INFO No. 28 



NEW PRODUCTS 

The Quest System 
Quest Electronic Develop
ments (QED) claims to have 
just received delivery of our 
country's first Computer 
Aided Printed Circuit Board 
Prototyping System. Appar
ently this device halls from 
Colorado Springs In the US· 
and Is being installed In 
QED's facility at Technology 
Park, Adelaide. 

The new machine known 
as the CM 3000 will be dis
tributed by QED which will 
also be offering a bureau fa
cility for rapid turnaround on 
prototype boards. From re-

celpt of a file from a user 
QED claims that It will guar
antee a three day turn
around for a board as stand
ard and a 24 hour premium 
service will also be made 
available. 

The maximum board size 
that can be handled by Aus
tralia's first computer aided 
printed circuit board proto
typing system is 254 x 
420 mm with a minimum 
trace width of 0.010 inch and 
a minimum trace clearance 
of 0.10 Inch. 

R.I. No.100 

Printer with an impact 
Printers seem all the rage at 
the moment and Storage 
Technology of Australia has 
just released the 5000 Serles 
model 21 Impact printer, 
which is said to provide "ex
ceptionally high print quality 
and a maximum print speed 
of 2100 lines per minute. Print
ers using the technology pro
vide better speed than dot 
matrlc printers and quality as 
goQd as daisywheels. 

The new printer, the Model 
21, consists of a single ham
merbank with Its own dedi
cated electronics and the 
flexibility of 132 or 150 print 
positions. An additional op
tion of 168 print positions Is 
available. It is equipped with 
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a replaceable stainless steel 
print band containing 576 
characters that are etched 
onto the band to provide 
high definition and long life. 
The 5000-021 band speed 
ensures superior print quality. 

The model 21 is a frees
tanding unit containing_ a 
power supply, cooling and 
vacuum systems, print mech
anism, control logic and 
powered stacker. It Is also 
apparently compatible with 
a wide variety of IBM systems 
Including the 370, 3000, 
4300, 9300 series (4248 
mode) and compatible 
processors. It retails for about 
$82,000. 

R.I. No. 101 

Lalltam 
Sraphics 
The Labscope Color Graph
ics Terminal has just been 
released by Melbourne 
based Labtam. According to 
Labtam the Labscope "is a 
high performance, high reso
lution, state-of-the-art colour 
graphics display". 

When this Is connected Into 
Labtam's range of 32 bit Sys
tem V unlx based system the 
Labscope becomes a 
powerful CAD/CAM and en
gineering workstation. Any
one who purchases this dis
play will find that It has 23 
graphic drawing commands, 
eight double buffered colour 
planes (256 from a palette of 
24 million or 4096 colours, 
optional) and three extra 
planes for text, background 
and cursor at a density of 
1024 x 800 pixels. 

Labscope Is said to cater 
to a range of applications, 
notable those in the CAD/
CAM, publishing and re
search environments. It forms 
the basis of the Labstam 
CAD/CAM workstations which 
runs Labcad software and 
the University of NSW/RMIT 
developed VLSI design soft
ware. R.I. No. 102 

TllBCampas 
Card 
PAS has just announced its 
Compos card which Is 
claimed to be a major 
breakthrough in providing 
low-cost access to x.25 com
munications. 

The Compos card is said to 
provide a viable method for 
companies wishing to estab
lish continuous branch-to
head office communications 
without incurring the high 
costs of lease lines and capi
tal outlay for 3274 controllers 
and network interface adap
tors at each respective loca
tion. Compos is supposed to 
carry all of these functions 
'on board' as well as the ap
propriate terminal emula
tions. 

It features an on-board 
CPU which controls all func
tions and the interface to the 
PC and the network is direct 

memory access (OMA) sup
ported, enabling the PC to In
terface in stand-alone opera
tion with the network. 

PAS claims that they have 
tested and proved the card 
in 240 different PC brands 
and models, including the 
Australian built MICA system. 

R.I. No. 103 

New Xerox 
The new version of Xerox's 
Ventura Publisher Is said to 
incorporate no less then 80 
new features Into the design. 
Among the 80 are included; 
text files Imported from the 
most popular word process
ing packages, graphic files 
from more than 500 graphics 
packages based on a dozen 
different file formats, etc. 

Xerox claims that the num
ber of graphics packages 
supported by Xerox Ventura 
publisher Is more than five 
times greater then any other 
desktop publishing software. 
The earlier version of this de
vice can be upgraded from 
July 1 at a one off cost of 
$199. R.I. No. 104 

NBW ORB Meg 
Chips 
The American Intel corpora
tion has developed military 
versions of two of Its one 
megabit EPROMS (eraseoble, 
programmable Read only 
memories) namely the 28-pln 
M27011 and the 40 pin 
M27210 which each capable 
of storing more than one mil
Ion bits of data. Intel claims 
that these virtues offer military 
systems designers alterna
tives for applications, per
formance, and upgrade 
paths as they move Into one
megabit memory densities. 

The EPROMS ore offered in 
windowed, ceramic dual in 
line packaging (CERDIP). 
They are organised as eight 
pages of 16 k x 8 bit words. 
Programming support Is 
available from Intel's iUP 
200/201 programmers with 
the addition of the new ge
neric universal programmer 
interface (GUPI) personality 
module. The one megabit 
EPROMS are available in vol
ume, as they would need to 
be, and ore priced at no less 
than $US8.70 each.ff.I. No. 105 



Philips Industrial 
Automaton 
It seems no product news 
would be complete without 
some new announcement 
from Phillps. Recently the 
company has announced 
the production of an all-new 
Industrial controller, the 
KS4580. 

According to Phillps this 
controller contains several 
features such as microproc
essor-control, liquid crystal 
display and three-level 
operation from the splash 
protected, 96 mm square 
controller front; all of which 
are said to contributer to 
ease of use and accuracy. 

- Interestingly enough the 
operation of this machine Is 
entlrely transparent to the 
operator. All the control ac
tions are displayed In stand-

ard symbols on a large, 
back-lit multifunction LCD 
which Includes a bargraph 
tor Indicating the trend of 
any control deviation. 

The KS4580 uses a three 
level operation by means of 
six tactile push buttons. The 
first level Is composed of 
everyday operator functions 
which provide Immediate 
access to set-value, process 
value and correcting vari
able. The second level per
mits the setting of the control 
parameters for tuning and 
controller to the loop and the 
third level Is password-pro
tected. It deals with configu
ration and allows the control
ler to be matched to Its 
measurement and control 
tasks. R.I. No. 106 

NBW 8BrlliCB Monitor 
Associated Calibration Lab
oratories have been ap
pointed distributors tor Ram
sey Electronics of the US. In 
this capacity they have 
released a new service 
monitor. 

The new unit Is designed 
for the communications ser
vice technician. Known as 
the COM 3 the monitor 
covers a frequency range 

from 100 kHz to 1 GHz and, 
apparently offers some 
unique features such as pro
grammable offset keys and 
the ablllty of the units, en
coder to generate all stand
ard EIA subaudlble sounds In 
the 50-300 Hz. 

The machine weighs less 
than 6 kg Including the re
chargeable battery pack. It 
sells for less than $5000. 

R.I. No. 107 

BRIEFS 
Mosig and Bennet of Ballina 
have developed a car light Con
troller. The new controller will 
switch on the vehicle headlights 
automatically and will distinguish 
between parking and head lights. 
For more information ring (066) 
86-6679. 

A new family of transient volt
age suppressors designed to 
protect 4-20mA and 10-50m 
analog control loops has been. 
released by General Semicon
ductor Industries. Delivery will 
take from 2 to 4 weeks. Price 
per hundred for the 4200LB 
versions start at $45 while the 
420LE plastic enclosure ver
sions start at $60. For further 
information ring Dave Huchins 
0011 (602) 968-3101. 

The Queensland Railways has 
chosen TRW Fibre Optic Splice 
kits for use by communication 
maintenance engineers. TRW 
Optasplice Splice Modules use 
the Optaguide fibre alignment 
patented by TRW. For further in
formation ring TRW (03) 288-
4044. 

The Queensland Government 
has been given permission to 
buy a further 50 data earth sta
tions as part of its Q-Net com
munications programme. It is 
estimated that the cost of pur
chasing the stations will come 
to $986,400. 

ICOM Australia is set to release 
a new marine transceiver the 
M-700. The M-700, a 48 channel 
HF (High Frequency) SSB/AM 
marine transceiver, can transmit 
and receive on any authorised 
marine channel from 2 to 3 MHz 
with up to 150 watts output. For 
more about this transceiver ring 
(03) 51-?284 or (03) 529-7582. 

The JRC Cellular Tester NJZ-
900 has just been released by 
Associated Calibration Labora
tories. The new tester features 
a number of special features 
such as speech testing and 
general purpose tester capabil
ity in the Manual Test mode. 
Ring (03) 842-8822. 

Two new CAD/CAM terminals 
have been produced by Data
matic. The 2220 and 2320 are 
said to set new standards in 
price/performance. The two ter
minals are successors to the 
3220. For further information 
contact Peter Wilson (02) 888-
1788. 

The Standards Association of 
Australia is looking for comment 
on a proposed new standard for 
colour television receivers which 
gives limits and methods of 
measurement of those parame
ters concerned with planning 
Australia's allocation of frequen
cies to various users. The De
partment of Communications in
tends to legislate enforcement of 
the finished document. Contact 
Jack Moncrieff, (02) 963-4111. 

A Kiwi Fruit logger has been 
released by Tech-Rentals. In 
essence the new device is a 
miniature temperature recorder 
which was developed to moni
tor the condition of perishable 
foods during transport. For 
more information contact the 
Tech-Rentals office in your 
nearest state capital. 

Scope Laboratories have 
released their model SR27 
desolderor. This unit is claimed 
to have 21/2 times the suction 
capacity of the standard model. It 
sells for $25. Further information 
can be obtained by ringing (03) 
338-1566. 

An intelligent printer controller 
has been developed by Dia
mond Systems. The unit is de
signed specifically for the of
fice and similar environments 
and allows four or five com
puters to be connected to two 
or three printers giving all 
users access to shared re
sources. For further hiforma
tion ring Diamond Systems, 
(03) 714-8269. 

The British have developed an 
automatic multistandard colour 
decoder unit which is claimed to 
be comparitively priced and is 
suitable for a range of applica
tions where colour television sig
nals are received in more then 
one coding standard. For further 
information ring Britain ISDE 
635-68830 or Canberra 70-6666. 

The British company Ultranet 
Ltd is looking for an Australian 
partner to help it sells its 
range of data communication 
products including a packet 
switched system. For more in
formation contact the British 
Consulates General in either 
Sydney (02) 27-7521 or Mel
pourne (03) 67-5879. 
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IBM* XT COMPATIBLE 
COMPUTERS trom $795* 
Check!"- futures and our prlcas. We're surerou'll agree 

tMy're excapt/onal va/ua tor money 
• Assembled In Australia I • AT style keyboerd 
•Tested by us for 24 hours • Operating manual 

prior to dellveryl • 8 Slot motherboard 
• 150W power supply • 6 Months warranty! 

(Japanese drives available for an extra $50 each) 

* S795 COMPATIBLE COMPUTER 
256K RAM Single Drive, Graphics and Disk Controller Card. $795 

256K RAM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER 
2 x 360K Disk Drives, Multifunction Card, Colour Graphics, Disk 
Controller, 1 Parallel Port. (Includes Timer Disk) ........... $1,095 

640K RAM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER 
2 x 360K Disk Drives, Multifunction Card, Colour Graphics, Disk 
Controller, 2 Serial, 1 Parallel Port. (Includes Timer Disk). $1, 150 

20 M/BYTE HARD DISK COMPATIBLE 
COMPUTER 

20 M/Byte Hard Disk, 360K Disk Drive(s), 640K RAM, Multifunction 
Card, Colour Graphics, Disk Controller, 2 Serial, 1 Parallel Port. 
(Includes Timer Disk) 
Single 360K Floppy Disk Drive ............................... only $1,850 
Dual 360K Floppy Disk Drives ............................... only $1,995 

IBM* AT COMPATIBLE 
Assembled & Tested in Australia I 

• 1 M/Byte Main Board • 6 MHz 
• 1 .2 M/Byte Floppy Disk Drive • 80286 CPU 
• Colour Graphics Display Card • 8 Slots 
• Floppy & Hard Disk Controller • 20 M/Byte Hard Disk 
• Printer Card and RS232 • Keyboard 
• 20rNI Power Supply •Manual 
• 6 Months Warranty 

only $2,975 

Now you can buy top quality 51/4" disks that are also 
the cheapest In Australia! They even come with a 5 
year guarantee, which indicates the quality of these 
disks. So why pay 2-3 times the price for the same 
quality? 

MICRODOT 5 1/4" DISKS! 
DESCRIPTION 1-9 BOXES 10+ BOXES 

51/4" SIS DID $14.95 $13.95 
51/4" D/S D/D $15.95 $14.95 

(SEND $2 FOR SAMPLE DISK!) 

MICRODOT 51/4" HIGH DENSITY 
1-9 BOXES 10+BOXES 100+BOXES 

!1:49.95 !1:44.95 ~39.95 
~ER 10 DISKS) (PER 10 DISKS) (PER 10 DISKS) 

51/4" D/S "NO FRILLS" DISKS 
FROM 90C EACH!! 

Bulked packed, Microdot D/S DID without boxes, or orano name, 
just their white card jacket! 
10-99 DISKS 100+DISKS 1,000+DISKS 

$1.2098 $1.1098 $0.9098 

(SEND $2 FOR SAMPLE DISK!) 
(TAX EXEMPT PRICES LESS 20~ PER DISK) 

31/z""NO FRILLS" DISKS! 
DIS DID disks with white boxes but no brand name. 
(These are a top name brand, but we can't tell you which.) 
10-99 DISKS 100+DISKS 1,000+DISKS 

$42.50 $39.95 $35.00 
(PER 10 DISKS) (PER 10 DISKS) (PER 10 DISKS) 

(SEND $5 FOR SAMPLE DISK!) 
(TAX EXEMPT PRICES LESS 40~ PER DISK) 

~~~ 
~~ 

SEMICONDUCTORS! 
Alway• check our prtces 

before you buy! 
1-9 10+ 100+ 

2716 ...... $9.95 $9.50 $8.95 
2732 ...... $8.95 $8.50 $7 .95 
2784 ...... $7.95 $7.50 $6.95 
27128 .... $6.95 $6.50 $6.25 
27256 .... $11.50 $10.50 $10.00 
27512 .... $19.50 $18.50 $17.50 
4116 ...... $3.95 $3.50 $2.95 
4164 ...... $2.25 $1.95 $1.75 
41256 .... $6.95 $8.50 $5.95 
555 &pin $0.50 $0.40 $0.35 
6116 ...... $3.95 $3.75 $3.50 
6264 ...... $6.50 $8.00 $5.75 
6802 ...... $5.00 $4.00 $3.75 
6821 ...... $2.00 $1.80 $1.70 
6845 ...... $5.00 $4.00 $3.75 
7406 ...... $0.40 $0.30 $0.25 
INS8250 $29.95 $27.95 

MEL9501 
Have you blown up your Apple drive 
by plugging it in backwards or not 
turning off the power while changing 
boards? We have the MEL9501 chip! 

SPECIAL, ONLY $29.95 

8087 
Genuine Intel chips with manual 

and data sheets packed In boxes! 
8087-3 (4.77MHz) $269 
8087·2 (BMHz) .. .. . ..... $385 
8087-1 (10MHz) . $585 
80287-6 (6MHz) ............ $475 
80287-7 (8MHz) . .. ... $679 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
AUSTRALIAN STYLE 
ADAPTOR CABLE 
• Australian socket to plug/socket 
• Length 1 O metres 
Cat Y16015 $14.95 

TELEPHONE CURL CORD 
• u.~. plug to U.8. plug 
• Replacement hand set cord 
• Length 4 5 metres 
Cat Y16023 .. $6.95 

TELEPHONE ADAPTOR 
•Australian plug to U.$ soc1<et 
• Length 1 Ocm 

Cat Y16026 $5.95 

A11ows 1 ~ metres 01 telephone 
extension cable to be neatly wound 
Into a protable storage container 
The reel sits on a flat base and has a 
handle to wind cable back on to it 
after use. No tangles - no mess! 
Ideal for the workshop, around.the 
house, office, pool etc. 
Cat. Y16013 

JUMBO 51/4" DISK 
STORAGE 
If you Ve got lots 01s1<s, you II 
appreciate the extra capacity of this 
disk storage unit when it comes to 
locating "that" disk! 
Features ••. 
• 100 disk capacity 
• Smoked plastic cover 
•Lockable (2 keys supplied) 
• 9 Dividers/spacers 
c15020 .... only $24.95 
C16027 (Hinged Ud) $26.95 

51/4" DISK STORAGE 
E.tt1c1ent and practical. Protect your 
disks from being damaged or lost! 
Features ... 
• 70 disk capacity 
•Smoked plastic cover 
•Lockable (2 keys supplied) 
• Dividers/spacers 
Cat c16025 only $19.95 

51/4" DISK STORAGE 
Eff1cient and practical. Protect your 
disks from being damaged or lost! 
Features ... 
• 50 disk capacity 
• Smoked plastic cover 
• L9c_kable (2 keys stipplied), 
• DMderslspacers 
Cat C1603o only $19.95 

31/2" DISK STORAGE UNIT 
• Holds up to 40 x 3 i '2. diskettes 
• Lockable (2 keys supplied) 
• High impact plaJt1c lid and base 
•Anti static 
<:at C16040 only $19.95 

31/2" DISK STORAGE UNIT 
•Holds up to 40 x 3if2" diskettes. 
• Lockable (2 keys supplied) 
•High impact plastic lid and base 
Cat. C16035 only $19.95 

RS232 GENDER 
CHANGERS 

· ~;~:~~i~~a3~ ~:i=~~ng 
•All 25 pins wired straight through 
Cat. X15650 Male to Male 
Cat. X15651 Male to Female 
Cat. X 15652 Female to Female 

Normally $19.95 each 
Only$14.95 

RS232C NULL MODEM 
ADAPTOR 

• Male to female connections 
• Pins 2 and 3 reversed 
• All 25 pins connected 
Cat. X15657 Male to Male 
Cat. X15658 Male to Female 
Cat. X15659 Female to Female 

Normally $22.95 
Only$14.95 

RS232 WIRING 
ADAPTOR BOX 

• Male to tema1"e 
• 25 Detachable plug on leads 
• 2 mini jumpers 
• Ideal for experimenting or 

temporary connections 
Cat. x15665 Normally $39.95 

Only$29.95 

RS232 MINI JUMPER 
PATCH BOXES 

• Interface RS232 devices 
• 25 pin inputs 
• 25 leads with tinned end supplied 
• Complete with instructions 
Cat. X15653 Male to Male 
Cat. X15654 Female to Male 
Cat. X15655 Female to Female 

Normally $25.95 
Only $19.95 

RS232 MINI TESTER 
•Male to tEtmale connections 
• All pin wired straight through 

• ~~:~~~~~;~~ ~~~;:tes activity 

• No batteries or power required 
TO. Transmit Data 
D.S.R. Data Set Ready 
A.O. Receive Data 
C.D Carrier Detect 

UV EPROM ERASER 
Erase your EPAOMs quickly and 
sa1e\y. \his un\t is the cost effective 
solution to your problems. It will 
erase up to 9 x 24 pin devices in 
complete safety, in about 40 minutes 
(less for less chips). 
Features include: 
• Chip drawer has conductive foam 

pad 
• Mains powered 

• ~~~r~~ ~~~3~s ~r~h~~i~;fy 
erased 

• Engineered to prevent UV 
exposure 

• Dimensions. 217 x 80 x 68mm 

~1~()U!J!~~~s119 
Special, $89 

WITH BUil T-IN TIMER 
Cat. X14955 . .. $139 

Special, $119 

"IBM• AT COMPATIBLE" 
KEYBOARD 

•100% IBM* PC, XT compatible 
•Low profile keyboard design 
• Proper placement of shift keys 
with lar9e key tops to suit 
protesstonal typists. 
• 3 step height/angle adjustment 
•Cherry brand TS·M0000119mm 
low profile switches, meet 30mm 
ergonomic requirement and 
provides high per1ormance and 
maximum reliability. 
•Curl lead plugs straight mto PC1XT 
• 3 Status displays 
Just lllce the "Real McCoy" only st 
a fraction of the price! 
Cat.x12020 only $129 

~-14.'\o'> .... 
I ~~WQl&I~........, 
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IBM*XT&AT 
COMPATIBLE 

EXTENDED KEYBOARD 
(105KEYS) 

These new Keyt>oards are both XT 
and AT compatible! 

: ~~l~r':~~~~t~r~?,'~nnd ~·S'~itt" key 
• Positive feel keys 
•Low Profile Oesi9n. DIN standard 
• Separate Numeric and Cursor 

• %~i~~:r~~~~tions ... 
Key-in-lock, Audio Beep, Previous 
~ord, Next Work, Fast Repeat, 
Line Feed, Pause, Clear Screen, 
Reset. 

ca1.x~i?c1AI, o~~ l~U 

r--; t! 1a· · 
~i···· 

APPLE* II SERIES 
COMPATIBLE JOYSTICK 
These joysticks have adaptor 
connectors to suit the Apple II, lie, lie 
and II+ computers. Features tnclude 
selectable "spring centring" or '"free 
floating". Electncal trim adjustments 
on both axis, 360° cursor control 
and dual fire buttons 

Cat C14201 $49.95 

R.T.S.RequesttoSend ~ 
D.T.R. Data Terminal Ready ~. 
C.T.S. Clear to Send Ir 
Cat.X15656. Normally$39.95 j •! 

Only $29.95 I' 

·'-----==-~ ~I''" I~~ ..,_. 1: 
JOYSTICK FOR IBM 

~~~~·:'a':1~1~!0~~~~!~~1ectrical 
trim adjustments on both axis. 
360 degree cursor control 
Cat C14205 . . ........ $49.95 



IBM'XT 
COMPATIBLE CARDS 

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! 

20MIBYTE HARD DISK CARD 
XT compatible, simply plugs straight 
in to your computer! 
Cat. .... $1,195 

g~o~;~hl~~ <:"rel ...... $129 

G replllce C.rd 

b~~~&~~~I~) ..... $145 

~"cl"',J,~~~ gr/) Controller Card 

Cat. X18005 ........................... $59 

~&fJ.~'~ g~)' Controller Card 

Cat. X18006 . . .. $65 

High RHOIUtlon Mono Card 
Cat. X18007 ......................... $199 

Colour Graphics&: Printer Card 
Cat. X18010 . . . .... $149 

7881<8 RAM Card (wlthou1 memory) 
Cat. X18012 . . .. $69 

Printer Card 
Cat. X18017 . .. . .......... $34.95 

Game VO Card 
Cat. X18019 . . . .... $37.95 

f.,~111<""""'."'."""'SWl 
Clock Card 
Cat. X18024 ... ..... $57.50 

RS232 Card (without cable) 
Cat. X18028 ...................... $62.50 

RS232 • Clock Card 
Cat. X18028 . .. .. $95 

XT Turbo Motherboard 

b~~~~~~m~~~··· ............... $275 

Multi 1/0 & Disk Controller Card 
Cat. X18040 . .. . ....... $169 

1/0 Plus Card 
Cat. X18045 . . . . $129 

768K Multllunctlon VO Card 
(includes cable but no141256 RAM) 
Cat. X18050 ......................... $199 

Herd Disk Controller Card 
Cat. X18080 . .. . $195 

En~ Graphlca Ad-card 
256K RAM on board 

Cat. X18070 . .. . ....... $295 

84K Printer Buffer C8rd 
Cat. X180?? ... . $139 

(AT COMPATIBLE) 
Enhanced Graphics Adaptor Cerd 
(Award Bios) 
Cat. X . ········ $495 

APPLE' 
COMPATIBLE CARDS 

PRINTER CARD 
Cat. X17029 

DRIVE CARD 
Cat. X17019 . 

80 COLUMN CARD 
Cat. X17025 

SUPER SERIAL CARD 

$69 

$79 

$65 

Cat. X17035 $119 
RGBCARD 

Cat. X17039 
PAL COLOUR CARD 

Cat. X17027 
Z80C/MCARD 

Cal. X17041 

$79 

$95 

$59 

APPLE' lie 
COMPATl.BLE CARDS 

80 COLUMN/64K CARD 
Cat. X . . .. $69 

84K/128K CARD 
Cat. X $69 

NEC DISK DRIVES 

31h" DISK DRIVE 

• t=tt~~r:~:red· 
• Double sided, double density, 
• Access Time 3m/sec 
Cat. ...................... $265 

51/4" SLIMLINE 
• SwitChable 1.6M/Byteto1 M!Syte 

unformatted 
1.2 M/Byte to 720K formatted 

•Double sided, double density, 
•AT compatible 
Cat.C11906. . .. $295 

8" SLIMLINE 
•Double sided, double density, 
• 1.6 M!Byte unformatted. 
Cat. C11908 . . .. $795 

IBM' COMPATIBLE 
DISK DRIVES 

1~~n~:1b\~ o'!:~;~~;se 
"direct import" Hong Kong disk drives 
are the solution! They feature 

SAMSUNG TTL MONITOR 

~ig~:~~:~~.~~~~~:c:c:~ ~t 
;~i,~~~~~l:rice! 
CRT: 12" diagonal 90° deflection, 

non-glare screen. 
Active DI splay Area: 

216(H) x 160(V)mm 
Dlaplay Characters: 2,000 

(BO characters x 25 lines) 
Scanning Frequency: 

Horizontal: 18.432 +-0.1KHz 
Vertical:SO HZ +-0.5% 

Description Cat.No. 1-9 10+ 
GreanX14517 ....... $189$179 
AmberX14518 ..... $189 $179 

• Restores order to the top of your 
desk or work area 

• Made of white plastic coated steel 
• Stores up to 900 continuous sheets 
• Allows perfE:ct paper feed 
•Allows easy examination of pnnt out 
c21oso (10") only $49.95 
c21oso (15") only $79.95 

(Printer and paper not mc!uded) 

SAKATA 13" RGB 
COLOUR MONITOR 

High quality IBM* compatible 
monitors, great with VCR's too! 
SPEC1FICA TIONS: 
CRT: 13", 90° deflection colour 
1~ ,.;~: Separate video signal 

Video: Positive 
Sync.: Positive 
Input Level: TTL Level 

Scanning Frequency: 
Horizontal: 15.7KHz 
Vertical: 60Hz 

DlsplaySlze:245(H) x 182(V)mm 
Reaolutlon: 

Horizontal: 640 dots 
Vertical: 200 lines 

Cat. X14530 . $695 

CANON A-40 PRINTER 
: ~:3~J~~~act Dot Matrix 

• Near Letter Quality Mode 
• 1.4K Buffer 
Cat. C20040 . . ... . . . ... .. . $595 

Japanese mechanical components ......._ -
yetcostonlyafract1onofthepr1Cel .. ~ ........ 
Cat.No. Description Price ~ ~ ... 
C11801 SOOK ... Normally$199 fiiiiiii~ ~ I .,. 

SPECIAL, ONLY $$1
2
7
5

9
9 

'Jli/ '611j ' 
C11805 1.GM/Byte ••. 

]>, PRINTER RIBBONS ~L I 
~ ...... ~·-=--. __ 

1 
CP80,BX80,DP80,BX100,MB100 • 0RDERHOTUNE lliiio._....,.._ ALLACRAZYLOW$9.95 • 008335757 -

·+ ·-07...,,__ (TOLLFREEI ..., 
"" -a"''lf! LOCAL: 543 7817 ._ __ 

20 M/BYTE HARD DISK 
DRIVE FOR IBM' AND 
COMPATIBLES 
NEC drive with OTC controller card. 
Cat X20010 .............. WAS $995 

SPECIAL, ONLY $850 
"IBM 1s a registered trade marl<;. 

APPLE' COMPATIBLE 
SLIMLINE DISK DRIVE 

PRINTER LEAD FOR IBM' 
• Suits IBM* PC XT and compatibles 

• ~5d1!~;~~1~~uj6(~?~~~~er end) 

Cat.P19029 1.8 metres $17.95 
Cat.P19030 3 met'°s $22.95 

SUPER 5 EP-1201 
DOT MATRIX PRINTER 

• 120C.P.S 
• Pica or Elite character set 
•Print Modes: NLO, Dot Graphics, 

Proportronal Font, Draft 
• Proportional Printing 
• Reliable and Compact 
• Proportional Printing 
• Logic Seeking 

~~ Japanese Chinon mechanism, 
~..... compatible with Apple 2+ 

.,~ cat. x19901 si>i:~rAt1~~~ 

PASCAL PRIMER 
-Mitchell Waite, Davrd Fox 

~l~eu :~g~f:7~nt~~r~~~~~ing or 

• 1 K Printer Buffer 
Cat. C20035 only $595 

l ~/ {"Ap~e" a "'9"'"'"" nede merl<) 

l 

ANTI GLARE SCREEN 
Hart the pnc. or other branasll 
Relieve eye strain and headaches 
and increase productivity with these 
Anti Glare Screens. Suitable tor 12" 
monochrome and colour monitors. 
Cat. X99995 .. $24.95 

DB25 CONNECTOR 
SPECIALS! 

We have just imported 50,000 
So you get to save a small ~ortune! 

DB25 MALE (P10900l 
1-9 10+ 16o-t 

$1.50 $1.20 $1.00 

language BASIC and wish to learn 
the capabilities of Pascal, this book 
is definitely written for you. Written 
and tllustrated with a touch of 
humour. the informative text 

~~~:r~=-1~~~=~:·. 
and many other features. There are 
chapters on decision making 
statements. numeric functions, 
string functions, arrays and sets, and 
much more. The eight appendices 
present facts about the advantages 
and disadvantages of Pascal, 
components of a Pascal system. 
interfacing assembly language 
routines, and other useful 
1nformat1on 
Cat.B 

COMPUTER PAPER 
Quality paper at a low price! 2,000 
sheets of 60 gsm bond paper. 
Cat. C21003 11 x91'2·· . $39.95 

.... $67.95 

INTRA 14" RGB 
HIGH RESOLUTION 
COLOUR MONITOR 

Compatible with IBM• and 
compatibles, and EGA Cards. 

:':,f:Jc,';!~~ x 350 dots 
Dotpttch: .31mm 
Display Format: BO x 25 characters 
Cat. X14514 ...... Normally $1,295 

Speclal, only $795 

INTRA 14" RGB 
COLOUR MONITOR 

ReaoluHon: 640 x 200 dots 
Dlsplay Format: 80 x 25 characters 
Display Coloul'9: 16 
Dot pitch: .39mm 
Sync Horlz. Scan Freq: 15.75 KHz 

~:~I~~;.:~: 50Hz 
..... ············ $695 

INSIDE THE IBM PC 
(Rev!- and •-nded adttlon) 

·Peter Nor10n 
The widely acclaimed guide to the 
IBM PC's inner workings. The latest 
edition now covers every model of 
the IBM micro: PC, XT and AT, and 
every version of DOS from 1.1 to 3.0 
820080 ... $44.95 

IBMPC 
TROUBLESHOOTING & 

REPAIR GUIDE 
-RoWn C. Bnlnner 
Keep your ISM PC in top operating 
condition with this handy reference 
book. Inside you will find pages of 
schematics, photos and block 

:~~=~:.t&=~t~~~stell 
you what's wrong and how to fix it 
fast. 
• Make most repairs with few or no 

tools 
•Quickly zero-in on a malfunctioning 

component 
• Reduces downtime 
• Pays for itself many times over in 

repair savings 
• Easy to understand circuit 

Th~i~Mar;JC Trouble Shooting & 
Repair Guide will make even the 
computer novice feel comfortable 
with the complex world of electronic 
troubkt shooting. This fully illustrated 
book is recommended for anyone 
who uses an IBM PC 
Cat.B .................... $44.95 

RITRON 2 MONITORS 
StyJish 20MHz, non-glare 12 inch 
monitors avaUable in green or amber 

~:'tfl:,==~:g;::~ase 
swivels right 10 left! 
Green Cat.X14506 .. Nonnelly S235 
Ambe• Cat.XI 4508 .. Nonnally $239 

SPECIAL, ONLY $199 

SENDATA 
DIRECT CONNECT 

MODEM 
• CCITT V21 300 baud full duplex 
o CCITTV231200/75 

: ~:: ~g mri~~g1u~x 
•Auto answer, auto disconnect 
•LED display for Power, TX, RX, CD 
• AC power adaptor inciuded 
• DB25 pin connector 
•Telecom Approval N°·C83J37/1045 
Cat. X19120 ............ $295 
(SOFTWARE FOR VIATEL .. $95) 

. ..-. 

r1e 
Rod Irving Electronics 
48 A'-kell S~ MELBOURNE 
Phone (03) 863 6151 
425 High S~ NORTHCOTE 
Phone (03) 489 8888 
Mall Order and Correspondence: 
P.O. Box 6200 CLAYTON 3168 

Telex: AA 151938 

• MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 
0083135757 

ITOLLFREEJ 
(STRICTLY ORDERS ONLY) 

LOCAL ORDERS 
&INQUIRIES 
(031 543 7877 

POSTAGE RATES: 
$1 - $9.99 
$10 - $24.99 
$25 - $49.99 
$50 - $99.99 
$100 - $199 
$200 - $499 
$50Qplus 

The above poetage rates are for 
basic postage onl:.!!oad Freight, 

~!~":t:.!ntra~.11 
be 

Aff salff tax exempt orders and 

~~"::lo"i."e~~LE, 
56 Renver Rd, Clayton. 
Ph. (03) 543 2186 (3 llMI) 

Errors and omissions excepted 
·Apple and IBM are registered trcide names 



NEW PRODUCTS 

Smart Card 
The American company ICS 
electronics hos developed a 
plug-in cord for the IBM PC, 
PC/XT, PC/AT and compat
ibles which turns these per
sonal computers Into GPIB 
(IEEE 488 bus) controllers able 
to operate up to 14 indepen
dent test and measurement 
instruments or other devices. 
It is being released In Austra
lia through Scientific Devices 
Australia. ICS claims that its 
cord Is about three times 
foster than industry stand
ards. On Individual com
mands the ICS cord Is "sig
nificantly foster". 

What does It support? Ac-

Blowing Air 
A newly designed and 
manufactured ionised air 
blower hos been produced 
by 3M and Torin. The new 
machine, known as the 3M 
Model 909A Ionised Air 
Blower was designed in Syd
ney by 3M Static Control sys
tems division and air move
ment specialist Torin. 

The Blower is designed to 
eliminate the build up of 
static electricity on non-con
ductors, a continuous source 
of quality control problems in 
the electronics industry. Previ
ous to this development the 
only ionised air blowers 
available in Australia hove 
been Imported from Amer
ica. Normally this would be 
the end of the story however 
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cording to ICS the standard 
488-PC1 cord supports IBM 
Basic, BaslcA and compiled 
Basic; other cord versions ore 
available to support a vari
ety of languages including C 
and Turbo Pascal. It transfers 
data at speeds of 6 7 Kbytes/
second using program 110 
and to 300 Kbytes/second 
using OMA. The bus drivers 
meet all IEEE 488 specifica
tions , and the driver routines 
ore stored In on BK x EPROM; 
The cord accepts standard 
IEEE 488 cabling; It Is pow
ered from Its host computer's 
power supply and draws 600 
mA at +5 Vdc. R.I. No. 114 

3M and Torin were encour
aged In their endeavours to 
develop on Australian prod
uct by two things. First of all 
the American machines re
quired alteration to cope 
with Australia's 240 volts and 
secondly the downward spin 
of the Australian dollar made 
the American units vulner
able to local competition. 

3M claims that unlike 
models previously available 
the 3M model 909A can be 
opened by the user for easy 
replacement of the ion 
source when it is depleted. 
Torin hos also mode provi
sion in the unit for a heating 
element to be added when 
necessary. 

R.I. No. 116 

Pulsar's 
MatllBrbo•ds 
Yet another Australian com
pany seems to hove entered· 
the lists of technological en
terprise. Pulsar Electronics of 
Tuliomorine Vic, hos just 
released two PC compatible 
motherboards, the PC/XT and 
PC/AT, both of which hove 
been designed for low 
power consumption, high 
speed operation, and to 
eliminate the need for addi
tional function cords. 

Pulsar informs the mother
board buying community 
that the new boards hove 
been totally designed, de
veloped and manufactured 
in Australia with a total Aus
tralian content in excess of 

40 per cent. According to the 
manufacturers Systems built 
upon them con achieve Aus
tralian contents In excess of 
70 per cent. 

Pulsar claims that each of 
the new motherboards hos 
EGA Monochrome text and 
graphics, Hercules, CGA, EGA 
and Plontronics video stond
o rds etc. Pulsar claims that 
both systems "ore seen to be 
Ideal as the heart of low
power industrial controllers, 
commercial stand-alone PCs, 
or as diskless workstations. 
Each hos on on board audio 
driver and battery bocked 
calendar-day-dote real time 
clock. R.I. No. 115 



CH MOS 
128-kilobit 
EPROM 
Intel has Introduced a 
CHMOS 128-k EPROM (erasa
ble, programmable, read
only memory). 

Intel's 27C128, organised 
16K by 8 Is pin compatible 
with earlier HMOS 128-klloblt 
EPROMS, such as the 27128A 
and 110-nanosecond 27128B. 
The new 27C128, provides a 
maximum access time as fast 
as 150 nanoseconds ans con
sumes 100 uA during standby, 
30 mllllamps when active. 

The 27C128 Is available In 
three different options, a 28 
pin ceramic DIP; a plastic 
one time programmable 
package and a 32 lead 
plastic leaded chip carrier 
for surface mounting. In addi
tion, Intel's Quick-Pulse Pro
gramming algorithm allows 

the 27C128 to be pro
grammed In less than two 
seconds which apparently Is 
nearly a 100 fold Improve
ment over programming 
times of previous algorithms. 

R.I. No. 108 

Memory in a 
bubb/11 
A Bubble Memory Driver has 
been Imported by Macro Dy
namics from RTCS. It allows 
the use of Intel's IPCB-75 Bub
ble Memory card with RTC's 
PC/RTC, AT/RTX and RTX286 
real time operating systems 
for IBM PCIXT/At computers. 
The device driver can be 
configured to provide 4Mb 
or 8Mb of random access 
bubble memory. 

RTC real time, multitasking 
operating systems with bub
ble memory capability are 
said to be Ideally suited to 
severe environment; dlskless 
applications. R.I. No. 109 

Low Cast Signal Seneratar 
The Fluke 6062A Synthesised 
Frequency Generator has just 
been released onto the Aus
tralian market by Elmeasco. 
It apparently has signal gen
eration capabilities from 
0.1 mHz to 2.1 GHz. The unit 
also Includes a high-perform
ance pulse modulator. 

The pulse modulator uses 
gallium arsenide switch tech
nology for rise/fall times of 
15 nS and on/off ratios of 
80 dB. The 6062A Is appar-

ently designed for L-band 
applications in avionics, 
communication and naviga
tion. 

The output level of the 
6062A is adjustable over the 
range of +16 to 137 dBm (to 
1050 MHz), and +13 to 
-137 dBm to 2100 MHz. Abso
lute accuracy is apparently 
+ -1 dB. Amplitude can be 
displayed In volts, dBm, dB 
uV, or dB mv. 

R.I. No. 111 

Simulating lnt11rter11nc11 
The name of the Schaffner 
Elektronlc company may not 
be on everybody's lips but 
Westinghouse Systems Is Just 
about to being distribution of 
the German companies new 
ESD (Electro Static Discharge) 
stimulator on to the Australian 
market. 

IBM's new 
RT PC 
IBM have told us that their 
new RT personal computer 
system Is "one of the Indus
try's most powerful worksta
tion systems". The new unit of
fers a one megabit memory 
chip, the densest microproc
essor ever announced In a 
RISC (Reduced Instruction Set 
Computer) architecture ma
chine. Like every new prod
uct these days the RT PC is 
claimed to be state-of-the
art. 

The one megabit chip In
creases the memory of the RT 
up to 16 megabytes which is 
tour times the capacity avail
able on earlier models of the 
system. The improvements do 
not end there, a newly de
veloped 32-bit microproces
sor has doubled the RT's pro
cessing power. The new chip 
is apparently being made 
using Complementary Metal
Oxide Semiconductor 
(CMOS) technology. IBM say 
that this is a high perform
ance, cool running chip that 

The new unit will simulate 
electrostatic discharges In a 
range from 2 to 25 kV. Ac
cording to the company, It 
has been designed to meet 
all relevant national and In
ternational standards, and 
has capacity for expansion 
to meet future legislation. 

R.I. No.110 

Is as thin as one micron. 
IBM also claim that the RT 

PC offers a unique optimizing 
program complier which 
generates extremely efficient 
machine code. This appar
ently produces performance 
gains of 10 to 20 percent 
over standard compliers. 

R.I. No. 112 

Tektronix's 
CAE Software 
The Tektronix company has 
released new CAE software 
called Designer's Database 
Schematic Capture (DDSC) 
and HIL0-3 Logic Simulation 
System software on Digital 
Equipment Corporation's new 
V AXstatlon 2000 Desktop 
Workstation. 

This software Is designed to 
provide tools tor use In com
puter-aided engineering 
(CAE) applications. The soft
ware may also, apparently, 
be used with any of Dlgltal's 
VAXstatlon group of high per
formance workstations. It Is 
also supported by Dlgltal's 
Local Area VAXcluster Sys
tems. R.I. No. 113 
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STEREO CHORUS 
ENSEMBLE 
Fatten up your keyboard or guitar sounds with this multiple 
image chorus unit. Its in stereo too! 

Tercv Kee 

The chorus effect is probably familiar to 
most musicians. It produces an effect of 
sound being emitted in harmony from a 
multiple source, hence the word 'choral'. 
It can be used with synthesizers notably of 
the digital sort, which have string voices 
that sound very 'unstring'. In this applica
tion the chorus unit really does enhance 
the effect, making it sound much 
smoother and realistic. Guitar sounds also 
sound creamier and richer. The stereo ef
fect enhances the chorus effect further and 
adds an extra dimension to the sound 
image. 

Description 
The unit converts a mono signal source to 
stereo. It is a true stereo device in that 2 
completely separate delay channels are 
used. The delay times are modulated in 
anti-phase so that when one delay line is 
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at maximum delay the other is at mm1-
mum and vice versa. The unit is also unu
sual in that it has a modulation facility to 
enhance the choral effect. The chorus ef
fect is obtained by varying the delay time 
of the delay line, around 10 mS, and add
ing it to the original signal. The result is a 
signal with notches in it's response that 
are swept up and down in frequency. 
Bucket Brigade Devices (BBD's) are used 
to delay the signal. 

For musical applications the major prob
lem with BBD's is that they are inherently 
noisy devices. In this unit the problem is 
attacked by incorporating companding to 
boost input low level signals out of the 
noise floor of the delay line and perform 
the complimentary actions at the output to 
restore the original levels. Pre-emphasis 
and de-emphasis reduces the noise even 
further. The block diagram shows the gen-

era! outline of the unit. 
The signal in the BBD is sampled at a 

rate determied by the clock generator. To 
prevent aliasing from occuring the sam
pling frequency has to be at least twice the 
maximum bandwidth of the input signal. 
There is a further consideration in that for 
minimum distortion through the MN3004 
the bandwidth of the input has to be 
about a third of the sampling frequency. 
The input low pass filter limits the band
width to about 9 kHz so the minimum fre
quency is limited to about 24 kHz. This 
corresponds to a maximum delay of 10 
mS. The signal is buffered to ensure that 
the 2 channels are separated to keep clock 
intermodulation whine and whistles to an 
absolute minimum. The buffered signals 
are then fed to the BBD's in the left and 
right channels. 

Because of the limited signal voltage 
swing of 1.8 Vrms through the MN3004 
care must be taken not to overload the de
vice. To help the user set up the correct 
levels for maximum performance, a level 
LED is designed to start turning on at 
about 0 dB, leaving a further 5 dB head
room before clipping commences. Extraor
dinary care was also taken to keep the 
power supply rails squeaky clean, hence 
the use of all the decoupling capacitors. 
HF circuitry was physically separated from 
the audio path as far as possible. 

The voltage control clock generators for 
both channels are set to approximately the 
same range of frequencies however they 
are modulated in anti-phase. This means 
that when one is at maximum frequency 
the other is at minimum frequency, 
producing minimum and maximum delay 
times respectively. The clock frequency 
range is roughly between 24 kHz and 100 
kHz. The modulation range can be set in
ternally. The VCO clock generators are 
modulated by 2 low frequency triangular 
oscillators of which both the frequency 
and amplitude can be varied by controls 
on the front panel. The outputs are 



i 
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summed and the resultant is a triangular 
waveform with a high frequency superim
posed on it. The effect of such a wav~
form is that the stereo image pan rate is 
determined by the lower frequency wave
form and the apparent multiple imagery 
by the faster one. An inverter inverts the 
output to drive the clock generators in 
anti-phase. The depth 1 control varies the 
overall modulation level. 

The delay line outputs are then fed to 
their respective low pass filters which 
smoothes out the sampled signal and fil
ters out the clock components. After ex
pansion the audio is passed through a FET 
switching network, which allows the 
chorus effect to be switched in or out. As 
an option a remote footswitch can be 
plugged in to bypass the switch on the 
front panel. DC switching voltages are 
used throughout to minimise hum and 
noise pick-up. A mono/stereo switch al
lows the output of the delay lines to be 
added together to give a similar chorus ef
fect without the stereo imagery. The mono 
output is made accessible at the left out
put. 

Construction 
The project is built on a single-sided pc 
board. Start by inspecting the pc board for 
any broken or bridged tracks. Once you 
are satisfied that the pc board is perfect 
the links, resistors, capacitors and presets 
can be mounted and soldered in. Take 
care with the correct orientation of the 

RIGHT 

CONTACTS OPEN 
WHEN PUL rs 
INSERTED 

MAJ NS 
ON/OFF 250mA 

C8 • C9 

~·J;~~ 
RlJ R'l2 
100k 100k 

electrolytics. The use of a finely tipped 
soldering iron is recommended as some of 
the pads are quite close to tracks. 

The ic sockets comes next. Note that all 
the ic's face the same direction. Leave the 
ic's out for the moment. Next insert the 
transistors, regulators, FET's and diodes 
making sure of their correct orientation. 
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APPLIX 
1616 

E.C.S. HARDWARE 
Applix 1616 Fully assembled and 
tested using quality components and 
sockets. Warranty inc. $499 
1/0 Option included. $559 

2/4/12MB RAM board kits 
(available mid July) 
41256-150ns 
Mitsubishi 3.5", 1 MB 
NEC 3.5", 1MB 
Mitsubishi 5.25", 360K 
Mitsubishi 5.25", 720K/1 MB 
INTRA TTL/Composite 

Monitor 
TVM MD-3 RGB Monitor 

ACCESSORIES 
Mouse w/3 buttons 
Joystick w/2 buttons 
Printer cable, 1.8M, Ribbon 
Serial Cable, 1.8M 
RGB Monitor Cable 
Computer Data Recorder 

sorTWARE 

$CALL 

$4.20 
$225 
$195 
$195 
$235 

$179 
$599 

$65 
$27 
$10 
$10 
$10 
$25 

Software is being developed in the 
form of games, utilities and 
applications. Call or write for a 
complete list. AUTHOURS 
REQUIRED. 

MEDIA SPEICALS!!! 
Nashua 3.5" SSDD $3.19 

DSDD 
lmagineering 5.25" DSDD 
lmagineering 5.25" SSDD 
5.25" Disk care (45 cleans) 
3.5" Disk care (30 cleans) 
Computer Grade Cassettes 

$3.99 
$1.39 
$1.19 
$5.50 
$5.50 
$1.00 

BULK DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 

Freight- 5% of order (Max. $12). 
Prices may be subject to 

variations, however, every attempt 
shall be made to absorb rises. 

TAX EXEMPT orders welcomed. 

EASTERN 
Computer Services 

P.O. BOX 169, KIRWAN 
TOWNSVILLE, 4818 

AUSTRALIA 
TELEPHONE (077) 73 6699 
FACSIMILE (077) 75 5251 

TELEX AA 4 7352 
ATTN. EASTERN 
READER INFO No. 29 
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Use the scotchcal as a template and align 
it so that the corners square up. Mark the 
centres of the holes with something sharp 
like a drill bit, then take the template off 
and drill the holes. Do the same for both 
the front and back. Use a reamer to open 
the holes to the correct diameter. Drill the 
holes for the pc board, mains block, earth 
tag and transformer. Mount the trans
former as far away from the audio inputs 
as possible to minimise hum pick-up. Note 
that the earth tag has to be bolted down 
onto the metal chassis of the box. 

Clean the front and back panel before 
sticking down the scotchcal panels. Cut 

the holes out with a sharp knife or scalpel. 
Next cut the pot shafts to a length to fit 
your knobs and mount them along with all 
the sockets, switches, mainsblock, fuse
holder and transformer. 

The mains cord should enter the box via 
a rubber or plastic grommet with an an
chor clamp. The Active and Neutral con
nections should be terminated into a 
mainsblock. Refer to the wiring diagram. 
Solder the Earth wire directly to the earth 
tag on the chassis. It's a good idea to tin 
the mains wire with solder to ensure a 
good solid contact. Next wire in the fuse
holder, mains switch and transformer. 

REAR PANEL 

P.C. BOARD 

MAINS 
SWITCH 

FRONT PANEL 

FOOT SWITCH 
JACK 

SOCKET 



Only use suitable 240 Vac cable for all 
mains connections. Cover all exposed wir
ing with suitable heatshrink sleeving. Be 
extra careful with mains wiring, recheck 
your work. LIVE WIRES CAN KILL. 

Use audio screened cable for the input 
and output connections. Keep the input 
wire as short as possible to avoid pick-up. 
Use a short length of twin screened cable 
to connect in the Rate 2 pot. Cut off the 
screened wire at the pot end. The rest of 
the wiring can be done with hook-up wire. 
Refer to the wiring diagram. 

Any suitable rugged box can be used to 
house the footswitch. I used a small die
cast box (110 x 60 x 30mm) with a Sm 
length mains cable terminated in a mono 
jack plug. 

Testing 
Start by checking the pc board for dry 
joints and especially for solder splashes 
across adjoining tracks. Before the unit 
can be fired up properly the voltages rails 
need to be tested. Without any of the ic's 
inserted check that the de voltage is within 
500mV of 15 volts. Do not forget to put in 
a 250mA fuse into the fuse holder. 

Once the correct voltages has been es
tablished switch off the power and. wait 
unti C58 has discharged before inserting 
the ic's. Take the usual precautions with 
handling all the MOS devices. The BBD's 
are particularly electrostatic sensitive de
vices. Before switching on again check the 

THREE TERMINAL REGULATORS 

These wide-range input three-terminal regulators are flexible, inexpensive, efficient 
design modules providing a single adjustable output from any raw positive DC 

Source. These 3T modules are complete functional blocks whose input and output 
flexibility easily and quickly solves unique power system requirements. 

Standard features 
• 25 kHz switching frequency • 75 % typical efficiency • Overload and short circuit 

protection • Adjustable output voltage • No external components needed • Remote sensing 
• Para/le/ability• Remote On/Off 

Model . 
3Tl2AP6130 
3T20AP611S 
3T SAN4030 
3T SAN6030 

Selection guide 
Input voltage Output voltage 

range (DC) adjustment range 
+lOto +60V +4.Sto +30V 
+10to+60V +4.Sto+lSV 
+lOto +40V -4.Sto -30V 
+20to +60V -4.Sto -30V 

AVAILABLE EX STOCK 

~M~E~.,... A DIVISION OF METAL MANUFACTURES LIMITED ~~ a ~ :A (Incorporated rn Victoria) 
ELECTRONICS 

MELBOURNE: 

Max. current 
12A 
20A 

SA 
SA 

36 LISBON STREET. FAIRFIELD. NSW 2165. AUSTRALIA 
TELEPHONE: (02) 728 2121, 727 5444 
TELEX: AA27922 ATTN AMTEX 

SUITE 1, 32·34 RUTLAND ROAD. BOX HILL VIC 3128 
TELEPHONE (03) 890 6999 

FACSIMILE (02) 728 6908. 728 2837 FACSIMILE (03) 898 6427 
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orientation of all the ic's. If everything is 
okay you should see the modulation LED 
flashing when the switch on the front 
panel is switched to the chorus mode. 

Set your multimeter to measure de volt
age and with the gain control turned down 
to the minimum, put the probe at pin 1 of 
ICI2b, adjust VR6 for a reading of 7 
volts. This sets up the input de bias of the 
MN3004's. Next apply a 500 Hz sine wave 
and adjust the gain control until the level 
LED just starts to light ·up. Put a scope 
probe at the wiper of VR7 and VRS. You 
should see a 500 Hz sine wave with a 
clock signal superimposed on it. Adjust 
VR76 and VRS for the minimum clock 
amplitude. If you do not have access to a 

ETI-1416 HOW IT WORKS 
ICl3a is configured as an inverting amplifier with 
an input impedance of 47 k so is capable of accept
ing keyboards, guitar and line inputs. The gain is 
variable from full attenuation to a maximum of 6 
dB using VR 1. The pre-emphasis circuit built 
around ICl3b and associated R's and C's boosts sig
nals above about 1 kHz with a maximum gain of 
about 14 dB. 

The signal is then fed to a 3-pole low pass tilter 
configured around ICl2a. It limits the bandwidth to 
about 9 kHz with an 18 dB per octave slope. Using 
l per cent tolerance resistors helps keep the cut-off 
frequency within the tolerance of the capicitors, 
around 10 per cent. 

As the circuit is powered from a 0 to ISV supply 
the op-amps are biased to around 7 .SV using resis
tor potential dividers. One half of IC8 (571) is con
nected as a compressor with a 2 to l compression 
ratio that is set internally to the device. The resis· 
tors R31 and VR6 sets the de level and is made vari
able to set the de bias of the BBD's (IC2 and IC4) to 
7V which is the optimum value for the MN3004. 
The signal is ac coupled via CS2 and sent to the 
level indicator configured around Q6. A resistor 
pair Rll and RlS divide the. signal level to turn Q6 
on at about OdBm. The diode DS protects the base
emitter junction of Q3 against excessive reverse 
biased voltages. 

The signal is then split to drive the left and right 
channels. To simplify the . circuit description only 
one channel will be discused. The audio path is buff
ered by ICl2b and along with a low pass filter R48 
and C33 prevents hF clock components from getting 
back into the audio path and causing clock inter
modulation noise. The Panasonic BBD (MN3004) re-

LEVEL 
INDICATOR \\ 

BUFFER 
DELAY LOW-PASS 
LINE 1 FILTER 

VOLTAGE 
CONTROLLED 

CLOCK 
GENERATOR 

BUFFER 
DELAY LOW-PASS 
LINE 2 FILTER 

VOLTAGE 
CONTROLLED 

CLOCK 
GENERATOR 

CRO then set the 2 presets midway, this 
adjustment only affects the distortion mar
ginally. 

The final adjustment is a personal one. 
The setting for the deepest chorus effect 
depends on the type of instrument you in
tend to use, obviously the harmonic con
tent of a synthesizer voice will be vastly 
different to a guitar. Plug in the instru
ment, adjust the gain for a reasonable 
level and listen to the output. With the 
unit set to chorus, turn the Depth 1 con
trol to maximum and the Rate 1 control to 
a fairly slow rate. Turn the Depth 2 con
trol to the minimum and set to the stereo 
mode while you are doing this test. 

A synthesised string voice is a good 

quires a 1 V de voltage at pin 4 with a lSV supply 
and this is supplied via R14 and R16 and decoupled 
by CIO. The output of the MN3004 has a clock null 
facility provided by VR7, and is used to adjust the 
clock amplitude to a minimum. IC3 is actually a 
phase-lock loop (4046) however, only the VCO part 
is used. As the MN3004 requires an anti-phase sig· 
nal to clock it, an exclusive or gate internal to the 
4046 is used as an inverter. The result is an inverted 
clock signal at pin 2 of the 4046. With the modula
tion waveform generated by IC9 and 11, the mini· 
mum clock frequency is set to around 24 kHz. 

The frequency range can be adjusted by VRS, 
turning it fully anti-clockwise will give an approxi· 
mate 24 kHz to 62.S kHz range and with it fully 
clockwise will give a 66 kHz to 100 kHz range. 

ICIOa and b are connected as a simple triangular 
oscillator. ICIOa is configured as a schmitt trigger 
that drives an integrator ICIOb. VR2, R68 and C48 
determine the frequency of oscillation and the range 
is approximately between 0.14 Hz to 7 Hz. The out
put level can be varied via VR3. The output is in· 
verted by ICIOa to produce the anti-phase modula
tion signal to drive ICI. The second triangular oscil
lator consisting of IC9a and b is identical to the first 
one except the frequency range is set between 4. 7 
Hz to 13 Hz. Again the frequency and amplitude 
can be varied using VRIO and VR9 respectively. 
The outputs are summed in ICllb so the Depth I 
control will determine the overall modulation level. 
Pin 7 of ICllb is also fed to a transistor LED driver 
QI which turns LED 2 gradually on and off at the 
modulation rate. Q2 is turned on when the chorus 
effect is selected to be modulated by the oscillator 
and thus give a visual indication when the effect is 

EXPANDER 

EXPANDER 

SUMMER 
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DE-EMPHASIS 

SUMMER 
AND 

DE·EMPHASIS 

LEFT 
(MONO) 
OUTPUT 

RIGHT 
OUTPUT 

sound source if you intend to use the unit 
mainly for keyboards. Play a chord, listen 
to the left output and adjust VR5 for the 
smoothest and deepest sweep. Repeat 
with the right channel except you adjust 
VR4. Listen to the output in stereo and 
you should hear the sound swirl from left 
to right and back again. Good eh! Turning 
up the Depth 2 control should bring in a 
slight warble effect. Note that overmodu
lation will cause a distinct pitch bend 
particularly when the Rate 1 control is set 
to the fastest rate. Reducing the overall 
modulation level via the Depth 1 control 
will eliminate the pitch bending. It's now 
up to you to experiment with all the con
trols. 

switched in. 
The output of the MN3004 (IC4) is ac coupled via 

C62 to a third order low pass filter constructed 
around IC7a, in order to filter out the clock compo
nents of the sampled waveform. The biasing ar
rangements for the op-amps of the two channels are 
intentionally separated to minimise clock inter
modulation between the two channels. 

IC8 is the expander that performs the 2 to l com
plimentary expansion. The signal is ac coupled into 
pin 14 and IS of IC8 to improve low level signal 
tracking. R49 is used to bias the output to 7 .SV to 
maximise the dynamic range. The expander output 
is then fed to the de-emphasise circuit built around 
IC7b. It attenuates the signal above about 1 kHz to 
compliment the pre-emphasis at the input. IC7b also 
acts as an adder, adding the original pre-emphasised 
signal from pin 7 of ICl3b to the delayed signal. 
Furthermore the virtual earth junction of IC3b is 
used for FET switching of the chorus/bypass and 
mono/stereo mode. The small signal levels across the 
FETs allows low distortion operation. Switching 
voltages are 0 to ISV. When the chorus mode is se
lected QS and Q3 are switched on and the delayed 
outputs are summed in IC7b and ICSb with the 
original. In the mono mode the outputs of IC8 and 
IC6b are added together with the original. Both out
puts are ac coupled by C49 and Cl3. The footswitch 
jack socket SK4 is wired so that when the jackplug 
is inserted the normally closed contacts are opened 
and the bypass switch (SW3) on the front panel is 
bypassed. The circuit draws a de current of about 
4SmA. 

See page 108 for dia. 
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RS232 LINE SHARER 
Make three RS232 ports out of one with this cheap, easy to build project. 

S. K. Hui 

r;T!-·l60S 

• c 

IN OUR OFFICE, we have DB25 sockets 
in the wall to provide connection to the 
local mainframe. The problem is we don't 
have enough, so that a single socket must 
be shared by the IBM-PC, the plotter for 
our CAD system and the line printer. To 
add to the problem, we need the IBM to 
act as host for either the plotter or the 
printer, and for other terminals in the net
work to be able to drive the printer. At 
the moment we solve the problem of con
necting all this together by plugging and 
unplugging cables as required. It's messy, 
frustrating, and what's more, wears out 
the plugs in a surprisingly short period of 
time. 

What we need is a switch. It needs to be 
able to switch a few ports, and be bidir
ctional as well so that it doesn't matter 
whether one is dealing with inputs or out
puts. It would also help if it had the addi
tional flexibility of being able to be config-

Artwork available from ETI reader service ph. 
(02) 693-6666. Completed circuit boards and 
panels may be obtained from RCS Radio (02) 
587 3491. 
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ured to fit the wiring pattern of individual 
units. 

This is the motivation behind the ETI-
1608 RS232 Line Sharer. Although the ap
plication of this project seems to be lim
ited to the professional market, the design 
is flexible enough to cater for individuals. 
It's features could be reduced (along with 
the cost) during the construction process 
to suit hobbyists. No extra work is re
quired to achieve this economical version 
except putting less components on board. 

The fully configured version can switch 
one input port to any one of the three 
output ports (8 lines per port) at a flick of 
a switch. But that is not the end of the 
story. The unit can also be used in a re
verse sense, allowing three computers to 
share one peripheral such as a line printer. 
Each port can be configurated individually 
to save the pain of having another RS232 
break-out box external to the unit. 

Design approach 
After a glance of the circuit, I can hear a 
lot of you say: "What, no ICs??" The an
swer is that this is a SIMPLE, but NOT a 
stupid design. No LSTTL multiplexers, no 
CMOS analogue switches and no RS232C 
transceiver chips are used at all. The ma-

jority of the components on board are just 
relays, relays and relays again. Don't run 
away with the idea that I earn commission 
from a relay company. There are practical 
reasons behind it. 

To be honest, my initial thoughts led me 
naturally to think in terms of LSTTL 
multiplexers, decoders or CMOS analogue 
switches. In fact, my first attempt was 
based on the good old analogue multi
plexer 4052B. The device has eight ana
logue switches inbuilt, requiring four ICs 
only to switch up to four ports. Unfortu
nately though, it can only switch analogue 
voltages up to ±9V. The RS232 standard 
permits transmission of voltages up to 
±25V. Although a lot of equipment in the 
market uses ± 12V, it is still a little too 
high for the 4052B switches. 

So why not transpose the RS232 volt
ages down to TTL logic levels and do all 
the switching there before reconverting 
back to RS232 level?? I did exactly just 
that in my second attempt. It turns out 
that there are problems with this approach 
too. To allow total flexibility, each port 
has to be configurable, so each pin has an 
equal probability of being either an input 
or output pin. In other words, an RS232 
driver and a receiver gate will have to be 
reserved for each pin on the connector. 
Additionally, each line to be multiplexed 
in logic level will have to have a direc
tional control. Even if you consider 
switching eight lines (instead of 25) per 
port, the number of gates required will be 
horrendous. If fact, the cost of gates is 
similar to the cost of relays used in my 
final design. Furthermore a circuit that 
uses this many gates will be more complex 
and expensive than necessary. After long 
contemplation, I finally decided on the 
relay approach. It's simple and economical 
to build, and most important of all, simple 
to use. 

One of the great advantages of using 
. relays is that they pass signals in any di
rection, thus eliminating the problem of 
having directional control on each line. 
Secondly, relays can switch the RS232 
voltages ( ±25V) quite comfortably with
out breaking down. Furthermore, the fi
nite mechanical life usually associated with 
relays does not seem to be a problem here 
since its nearly infinite when switching 



25V signals continuously. Even on the as
sumption that the work load in the office 
requires the lines to be switched 100 times 
a day, it will be years before any of the 
relays bust. 

The functional block diagram of the cir
cuit is shown in figure 1. Port D can be 
made to connect to any one of Ports A, B 
or C by the selector. There is no restric
tion on which is the input or the output 
port so long as the two ports connected 
have a matched configuration. The output 
of the selector controls the relays which 
are arranged in three banks. Each bank 
can accommodate up to eight individual 
relays and will be energized (on) or de
energized (off) together. 

There is no reason why you should not 
put in less relays if the number of lines 
that need to be switched is less than eight. 
Note that the input and output of the 
relays goes to nowhere except to the sin
gle-in-line sockets. This feature allows 
maximum flexibility in configurating indi
vidual ports independently. Pushing the 
idea further, you could even multiplex 
general purpose analogue signals (either in 
current or voltage) from port D to either 
A, B or C. 

According to the RS232 standard, no 
matter what the configuration, pin 1 and 
pin 7 of the DB25 connector are always 
the same. Pin 1 is the chassis and pin 7 is 
the signal ground. It is a waste of relays to 
switch these lines. In this design, pin 1 on 
each port is joined together by tracks on 
the pc board. There is a similar arrange
ment for pin 7 as well, so the eight switch
ing relays are only reserved for switching 
signals only. 

Construction 
The only semiconductors on board are the 
two diodes. It is almost impossible to go 
wrong electrically when you build this cir
cuit up. The only thing worth discussing is 
the mechanical side of the construction. 
Even then, to be sure everything fits 
nicely into the box first time without too 
much bending or twisting, only a few sec-
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~ 
PORT SELECT 
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Accessories of the unit. The plug with the 
matching chassis mount socket (SK1) the selec
tor and the sight in line socket (SIL). 

Ell 1608 - PARTS LIST 
Resistors 

R1, R2, R3 ............. 150R (0.25W, 5% tol.) 
Capacitors 

C1 .......................... 1000µF, 16V (elec.) 
Semiconductors 

LED1, LED2, LED35mm. dia. red LED 
01, 02 ................... 1N4004 

Miscellaneous 
Four female, soldering type DB25 connectors 
and a 2. 1 mm chassis mount socket for the plug 
pack (Jaycar Cat. PS-0516). Twn strips of 
single-in-line ic sockets with 20 holes per strip. 
Twenty four 5V reed relays, they can be obtained 
from Hi-Com Unitronics or Tandy Electronics. A 
double-sided pc board and three LED holders. A 
plastic box (has to be exactly the same as the 
one shown in the picture) with nine self-tapping 
screws and some different colour hook up wires. 
Two scotchcal panels, one for the rear and one 
for the front panel of the box. The last thing you 
need is a 3-pole, 4-way selector switch and a 
180mA (min.) 6V de plug pack. 
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onds of patience is all you need. 
To avoid flying leads to connect all the 

sockets, we have used a double sided 
board, and taken account of the fact that 
the rows of pins fit snuggly around the 
thickness of a typical pc board. This 
means the pins on a cheap panel mounting 
DB 25 can be soldered directly to the 
board. It looks much tidier and it's much 
quicker. The only penalty is that you have 
to get the position correct. 

The first thing to do is check the board 
to make sure there are no bridged and 
open circuit tracks. Next, put in the DB25 
connectors by plugging the board into the 
gap between the two rows of pins of a fe
male DB25 connectors. Take your time to 
align the pins with the copper fingers 
(tracks) located on the edges of both sides 
of the pc board. The row with 13 pins 
should be soldered on the top ( compo
nent) side of the board. Push the connec
tors in as far as they can go and solder the 
pins onto the copper fingers directly. 

PORT 0 

0 

RYC RYB 

Next to be assembled are the feed
though wires which need to be soldered 
on both sides of the board to link tracks 
up. This step however, is unnecessary if 
the board you have is plated through. 
Now you can put in your relays and the 
single-in-line ic sockets. They come as a 
strip with 20 holes on it. I obtained mine 
from Geoff Wood Electronics in Sydney. 
If you have plenty of 24 pins or 40 pins 
standard ic sockets in your junk box there 
is no point in wasting them. You simply 
cut the middle part of the socket out to 
obtain the strip ready to be soldered onto 
the board. 

Now it's time to work on the plastic 
panels. Mark the shapes to be cut out and 
holes to be drilled on the front and rear 
panels by following the scotchcal panel 
artworks shown in this article. Cut the 
plastic panels BEFORE sticking the 
scotchcal panels on to obtain a smooth 
panel. It will be very difficult to drill and 
file the plastic panels with the scotchcal 
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panels already on without at the same 
time, twisting, or wrinkling it. 

There is no need to mount the DB25 
connectors onto the flimsy plastic panels. 
They will simply crack when you plug in 
or unplug something onto the connector. 
The strength to hold them in place comes 
entirely from the 25 pins, which are sol
dered firmly onto the board. The board it
self is secured to the plastic studs sitting 
on the floor of the box by nine self-tap
ping screws as shown in the picture. 

Before you put anything on the plastic 
panels such as the LEDs or the port selec
tor, make sure you can slide the pre-cut 
plastic panels down the slots on the box 
comfortably. When everything seems to fit 
properly, remove the panels and stick 
down the scotchcal panels. The holes on 
the scotchcal are then cut nicely by using a 
sharp scalpel and tracing the outline of the 
holes and the slots already cut on the plas
tic panels. The accessories are then put on 
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The circuit is extremely simple electrically. 
The input 6V de from the plug pack goes 
through 01 which only allows one way traf
fic to protect the circuit from wrong input 
polarity. The voltage drop of D1 is around 
1V and the resultant voltage Is smoothed by 
the capacitor C1 to around 5V. The relays 
used are 5V reed switch type with a 20mA 
coil. They are arranged into three banks, 
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the rear and front panels. The wiring dia
gram is shown in figure 2. 

Testing and Setting Up 
Although the circuit is protected against 
wrong power polarity input being applied 
to SKl, it is always a good move to check 
the polarity of the plug matches that of 
the socket before plugging it in. Turn the 
selector until any one of the three LEDs 
light up. The selector is a 3-pole, 4-way 
(selections) type allowing one off position 
if port D is to be isolated from the rest. In 
that case, all LEDs will be off. Check that 
the light up LEDs do correspond to the 
right port being switched. Referring to the 
overlay diagram, for instance, if LED A is 
on, a continuity test on a pin to pin basis 
should be carried out to see if the two sin
gle-in-line sockets RY A are connected (by 
the bank A relays from RYAl to RYA8). 
An identical test should be run on port B 
and C as well. 

PORT ,.--- ------- -------- I 
SELECTOR I I l ,l ,,~ g i b 6 ~ ; ~ l , I 

L--- ------ ------ __ J 
C B A 

Provided the tests are positive, you are 
ready to configure the ports. First make 
up your mind what peripheral is going into 
port A etc. and write down the port con
figurations you need. Port A has two rows 
of single-in-line (SIL) sockets· carrying 25 
pins of the DB25 connectors. Each of 
these pins can be routed onto its corre
sponding relays input socket RYA. The 
output of the relay also go to an identical 
socket RY A which could then be routed 
onto port D's SIL sockets. A similar 
procedure can be carried out on port B 
and C. Since port D has to accept routings 
from RYA, RYB and RYC, each pin on 
port D will have three holes reserved to 
allow one hole per wire. That's why there 
are six rows (each two rows for 25 pins) of 
SIL sockets for port D. Wires used for the 
routing will be a single core type and the 
diameter of it should match with the size 
of the holes on the SIL socket for secure 
connections. 

'-----~---'---~-.--~----SKI 
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ETI 1608- HOW IT WORKS 
each bank can have relays up to eight. If 
the number of lines to be switched is less 
than eight, less relays are needed. The coils 
of the relays In the same bank are con
nected In parallel with an LED. When the 
bank is selected, ,11 the relays in that bank 
and the associated LED will be turned on, 
connecting port D to the port corresponding 
to that bank of relays. Diode D2 is there to 

02 
6Vd.c 
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2sl 1111111111111• 
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clamp any negative going pulses during 
relay witchings. Resistors R1, R2, R3 are 
current limiting resistors for the LEDs to 
limit the current flow down to 20mA when 
5V is applied to the coil. With maximum 
relays on board, the current capability of 
the plug pack must be at least 20mA x 8 (8 
relays) + 20mA (LED) = 180mA at least at 
6V de. 



At DSE-Learning's easy 

Everything 
you ever 
wanted to 
know-DSE's 
own'How to .. ? 
Series. 

How to install your 
own TV /FM Aerial 
Save on costly fees, 
understand 
what is going on El 
and do-it-yourself. J·. 
B-6010 so~ ,, 

~,.,Q· .' ......... 

VHF Ustening Guide 
Hints on listening to VHF radio and 
a handy 
frequency chart, DICIC SMnH IUC1llONICS 
listening v.1u. USTEN11GQUIDE 

frequencies 
from 57 through ... · 
to 174MHz. ,,_, "·"'ft':'O:~"C.~ 
Cat B-6015 ·-

NiCad Cells and 
Batteries 
Handy reference guide to charge, 
discharge, 
voltage drain, 
temperature 
and life 
characteristics 
Cat B-6040 

..... "'"" 
Re!•'ll"'-eGuld9to 

Everybodv 
neeas better 
computer 
skills! 
More and more hobbyists and enthusiasts are realizing that 
they need greater keyboard skills - and as time goes on 
we all will. Now Type-Right can teach you - at home and in 
your own time. Learn to master the keyboard and type to 
45 w.p.m., and more! Why take expensive typing classes 
when you can teach yourself? Look at these great features! 
• Games Function makes learning fun. 
•Speed key. 
• Error function calculates and displays mistakes. 
• Selectable levels. 
• Gain greater computer skills. Cat Y-7100 

Future Investment! s69 
Australian Marine 
Radio Handbook 
This book will help boat owners find 
out just how simple choosing, fitting 
and using a marine radio can be. 
Packed with all the essential details, 
here is a book that will not only inform, 
but can lead to lives being saved as 
well. Cat B-9604 

Listen to the world 
The '87 edition of World Radio TV 
Handbook gives you a complete listing 
of international radio and TV stations. 
Everything that's worth listening to and 
more besides! Cat B-2087 

$6 95 Encyclopedia of 

1987 ARRL Handbook Electronic Circuits 
You got so much from last year's ARAL 
Handbook, why not have an even 
better year with the '87 edition? All the 
updates on basic and advanced 
information, theory and a fascinating 
section on satellites. Cat B-2220 

Australian Radio 

Rudolf F. Graf - 750 pages 
A 'must' for all hobbyists and 
servicemen ... anyone who is 
concerned with electronics! This 
comprehensive reference book is the 
A-Z of electronic circuits: from alarms 
to zero crossing detectors, it's all 
there. Cat B-1760 

$5995 

Frequency Handbook International 
This .is the fant'!sti~ second edition JranSiStor SelecfOr 
of this best selling introduction to 
the fastest growing hobby in 
Australia today ... scanning! This 
edition has not only been updated 
and revised where necessary, but 
it also contains hundreds of NEW 
frequency listings. Compelling 
reading! Cat B-9600 

$695 

Introductory 
Electronics 
An introductory text for students and 
enthusiasts. Starting with basic 
electronic theory. Well defined 
chapters and exercises takes you 
through to construction electrical 
circuits. Cat B-3635 

Towers - 128 pages 
Computer listings of over 10,000 
transistors with substitutes, outline 
diagrams, terminal identification, 
manufacturers, codes and 
specifications. Cat B-1826 

CB PLL Data Book 
Lou Franklin - 110 pages 
A mine of information for the avid 
CB'er. Contains details of the phase 
locked loops used in just about every 
CB ever made. And if you repair CB's, 
this is indespensable for the technical 
data it gives - data you won't find 
anywhere else. Cat B-2326 

DICl<eSMnH 
ELECI RONICS 

$1045 $1795 

See our fantastic range of value 
packed books- evervthing for the 
electronics enthusiast - cit your 
nearest DSE store! 

PTY LTD 



DICl<esMITH 
ELECTRONICS 

PTY l Tfl 

While others are raving - at 
DSE you're saving!! 

Top of the line Detector 
Compact, reliable and incredibly accurate! The Uniden RD-9 
Radar Detector is so compact you can carry it in your pocket 

and it fits to your car in seconds. Super sensitive to both X & K 
band radar! Features? ... it's Qot the lot! cat A-8507 

~-==--~- (Not legal in all states) 

Only 

Your best 
If you're into chess (or you'd like 
to be), Novag Piccolo Computer 
Chess is the ideal way to start. 
Programmed to international 
rules with enpassant, castlings 
and pawn promotion. Eight 
levels and a budget price! 
Cat Y-7080 s499 Smartmoveat 

Measuresonly70x18x107mm $6995 
& weighs ;ust 250g. Beware of 

Microwave 
Leaks! To your health! Computer A Bright Idea! 
Microwave leakages can be extremely 
dangerous! With the DSE Microwave 
Leakage Detector you can be sure it's 
safe. Check for leakage around oven 
door, etc, quickly and easily. Meter 
indicates if it's safe. Cat Y-4100 

Affordable!! s22 

Nothing's better than feeling good! 
Many people find the Negative Ion 
Generator helps their concentration 
and makes them feel great. Ideal for 
the office, workshop or home! Easy 
240 volt opera.t •. io:.:n;;.. --::::::=~~~ 
CatY-9000 -

alue!! 
$69 

Clock! 
Looks just like a computer! Accurate 

quartz clock with LCD 
display. Small 

watch type batteries 
last for donkey's 

years. Ideal for 
computer nuts! 

Bargain 
$695 

Easy Computer 
Connection WIRE •W RE •WIRE •W 
Made especially tor IDC (Insulation 
Displacement Connector) applications. 
Flat, multi stranded cable in four sizes! 
26 way W-2750 $3.10/m 

Great value 
Hook-Up Wire Circuit Design ~~~~! g~~:~~~~1~!~, 

made easv 178 x 67 x 8mm with 8 .bus lines of 25 
34 way W-2752 $3.85/m Save on medium and heavy duty cable 

with a thousand uses for audio and 
electronics work. Up to 50% discount 

'7 connected, corrosion free terminals. 
40 way W-2754 $4.95/m The easy, no solder method for circuit Cat P-4615 

design. Prototype Bread~oards are the s 1 a9s 
hassle tree way to experiment. 

50 way W-2756 $5.75/m - stock up now!! 

!~D!?a~~~!~~!!e Medium Duty 
Components and leads simply plug-in 
and boards can be easily paralleled up 
tor those larger projects. Nothing 
could be easier. With Panel cable. Easily assembled by hand, no Fully. tinned and insulated, black 

soldering. Both "D" type and card edge mult1core cable. 6 ~ 
cloDnncectosrso. ckets Ca~W-2242 ·~~' .... Mini Board Fantastic! 128 groups offi'.e terminal points, plus 8 bus lines of 25 points. 

80 x 60 x 8mm with 58 groups of 5 Housed in a plastic workbench with 

I 
ft( connected terminals. Comes with provision for a front panel with holes 

34 way P-2750 $5.50 ea ~ "J. ..... metre overlays so you can mark out your for pots, switches, etc. Cat P-4617 

40 way P-2752 $8.50 ea in 100m rolls circuits. CatP-4614 s209s 
50way P-2754 $8.95ea Heavy Duty s11 ss 
IDC Edge Connectors Rated at 240 volt AC. 7.5 amps. Quality _______________________ .. 

34 way P-2760 $9.50 ea ~!:e o~~:~o~!~le in red or black. The Right connections Coaxial Cable 

40 way P-2762 $11.95 ea Cat W-2260 Red N 0 w Around 20 lengths of insulated copper 75 ohm 5C2V 
50 way P-2764 $14.25 ea Cat w-2262 Black 0 NI v wire with ends designed for easy 

L. T breadboard insertion. Various lengths 

Video Cable Was 1 SA. 1 o~ and colours for identification! ALSO -
"' "W' 2 leads with alligator clips and 2 with 

Quality 1.5 metre video cable. 75 ohm metre IC connector clips. Cat W-4015 
coax with BNC to PL259 plug for use metre $1595 
with many types of VCR/TV in 100m roUs 
combinations. Why make your own 
when it's already done for you at this ~ 

LOWp-'C•W'™ $695 Dleft:@SMITH 
ELECTRONICS 

PTY LTD 

High quality low loss TV coax for low 
signal area installations. Air cored 
(dielectric), similar size to 3C-2V. 
Cat W-2082 

50¢ per metre 
1 OOm or more 40¢ per metre 

Shielded Audio Cable 

Mono Light Duty 
PVC covered, light duty, very flexible 
cable that is ideal for patch cords, 
small microphones, etc. Colour -grey. 
Cat W-2030 

30¢ per metre 
1 OOm or more 20¢ per metre 



From The World's No1 Kit Manufacturers... The Great 
BUILD YOUR Educator 
OWN DIGITAL WEATHER COMPUTER 
You'll save over $100 off the catalogue price on this fantastic Heathkit Digital Weather Computer! Large LED displays 
shows everything from wind chill factor, indoor/outdoor temperature, to wind speed and direction with 16-point compass 
resolution. There's even microprocessor controlled memory for data storage by date and time - so you can compare 
maximum readings! Build it yourself and get a professional finish. 
Features: 
• Digital clock/ 4 year calendar 
•Four digit accuracy 
•Barometer 
• Thermometer 
• Wind vector 
•Memory 
•Solid oiled walnut cabinet 
CatG-2000 

WAS$1100 

Now Only 

s99~ 
~ 

The Ultimate 
Convenience! 
The DSE Remote Control Preamp 
gives you complete control over your 
hi-Ii system WITHOUT moving from 
your chair. Kit comprises a complete 
preamp in which all functions can be 
selected by infrared remote control. 
Plug it Into your existing system or use 
it with a power amp on a new one. 

Cat K-4003 --
..,..._~ 

s259 
Go anywhere 
amp! 
Great for buskers, soCial outgoings -
anywhere a truly portable amplifier is 
needed for PA, music, etc. Operates 
from mains or 12V battery. The Go 
Anywhere Amplifier Kit provides an 
incredible 17 watts RMS which is more 
than adequate for most needs. 
Features guitar and high level outputs, 
loudspeaker and bass/treble controls. 
Batteries and enclosure are not 
supplied. Cat K-3447 WAS $57. 95 

s479s Now • -~ 
~ 

IR Repeater 
Fantastic ideal With the IR Repeater 
you can control your VCR, TV, HI-Fi, 
etc from any room in the house. Ideal 
for situations with a number of TVs 
and only one VCR. Compact design 
lets you carry the controller with you. 
Watch a video in your bedroom with 
complete control over the VCR in the 
loungeroom - now that's a good idea! 
Cat K-3426 

WAS$29.95 

NOW 
s199s 
~ 
.~ 

And from Australia's 
No. 1 kit suppliers ... 
Amazing Value HF Transceiver! 

Save hundreds on commercial units 
and have the fun of building it yourself! 
The HF Transceiver will give you any 
500kHz segment between 2 and 
30MHz - and thafs with commercial 
quality! Comes complete with 
everything - case, silk screened 
panel, all components, microphone -
including our easy to follow, step by 

Binary Bingo 
A great school project. It's a fun game 
- but even more. it demonstrates 
binary numbers very well. And they're 
the basis of all computers! It_ seems 
pretty simple to play ... 
but try it! 
Cat K-2668 

step instructions! 
Look at this! 
• Modes - LSB, USB, cw 
•Power output - 30W PEP, 15W CW 
•Supply- 13.8V DC, 4.5A max on 

transmit 
• 80 metre module supplied 
•Compact size (175 x 210 x 55mm) 
Cat K-6330 

Two Up 
Australia's 'national game' has finally 
been converted to electronics. And 
you don't have to find any King 
George pennies! Simulates the 
throw, the spin and the final result. 
Come in spinner! 

Hero Jr - the ideal learning aid! 
Schools, colleges or the hobbyist 
will find find Hero Jr one of the 
most valuable learning aids 
available. Build it yourself and 
you'll learn more about robotics 
than you thought possible. 
Programme Hero with his own 
keypad or from your home 
computer*. Old or young, you'll get 
a firm grounding in the basics of 
automation and have fun whlle 
you 're doing it! Cat G-1005 

s1395 

For the UHF 
or VHF transceiver: 
13.SV 2A Power Supply 
Matching supply for the Explorer UHF 
or Commander VHF transceivers. Built 
in the same style, supplies 13.8 volts 
regulated at 2 amps continuous. The 
perfect way to complete your home 
brew station. Cat K-6310 

JUST 
s499s 
Ultra Fidelity Preamp 

A great idea that can save you heaps! 
The Teletext Tuner can be built into 
your Teletext Decoder (Cat K-6315) so 
you don't need to own a VCR. So now 
anyone can have all the advantages of 
teletext - and it needn't cost the 
earth. It's easy to build and even easier 
to install. Cat K-6319 WAS $149_50 



-~MULTI METERS 
PTYLTD Put DSE To The Test and Save! 

Affordable Dual Trace CRO 
Here's a budget priced CRO that won't make a 
Gallah of you! It's a fully professional quality CRO 
offering outstanding performance for the price. 
Schools, colleges, hobbyists or technicians will find 
it an invaluable work tool. 
Features: 
• 20MHz bandwidth (-3dB) 
• Use in single or dual trace mode 
• Complete with 2 probe sets 
• Inbuilt component checker - capacitors, 

inductors, transistors. diodes, zeners, etc. 
Cat 0-1260 

The great all round bench model! 4.5 Digit . 
Multimeter with 10 times the accuracy of a 3.5 digit 
meter. With dual slope integration meas~rement -
it's virtually immune to noise. Of course, 1t features 
continuity, diode testing, etc. Battery oi;>erated. 
(they'll last up to 2 years) so you can still take 1t out 
in the field. Comes with tilting ball/handle and test 
leads and complete Instructions including 
recalibration procedure! Cat 0-1550 

ONLY 

s199 

Feature Packed!! 
Just the thing for the serious minded hobbyists or 
technician! A versatile 3.5 digit Multimeter with all 
the standard capabilities PLUS temperature 
reading. Ideal for checking the thermal stability of 
amplifiers and heatslnks, etc. Covers an 
outstanding -20 to 1370° Celsius and will measure 
in both C & F. Has audible continuity checker plus 
capacitance and conductance measurement. .. and 
more! Cat0-1512 
Complete with temp. probe and teadsll 

ONLY 

$169 , 
Push-Bufton Selectlon 
It's so easy to use! Push-button 
range selection makes this 
LCD Multimeter a joy to use. 
With large 13mm LCD display 
and Inbuilt bench stand. It's a 
quality unit at a great price! 
Features diode checking, 16 
ranges, high input impedance, 
10A DC range and overload 
protection. Cat 0-1444 

Windspeed Meter 
$30 Off! 

Every roadie, every band in 
the world needs one at these. 
Even the amateur sound 
recordist, club or church PA 
operator - anyone involved 
in audio cables will fnd the 
E-Z Check invaluable. Simply 
plug your cable in - Cannon, 
6.5mm mono or stereo, RCA 
or BNC - and a series of 
LEDs tell you if it is okay. 
Imagine the time savings 
when searching for that 
elusive cable fault. Works 
equally well with patch cables 
having different connectors 
on each end. Requires only 
single 9V battery (not 
included). Rugged, heavy
weight steel case will handle 
the knocks. Cat Q-1532 

Fits in the palm of your hand and measures true windspeed -
quickly and accurately! Imagine the applications; boating, 
scientific, aviation, sporting, etc. Knots miles per hour or metres/ 
second ... it measures the lot! With 3 digit LED display and 
sapphire jewel bearings for minimum resistance and long life. 

'"=:~~$129 ~ 

WAS $79.95 
NOW 

s599s 

~ 

ONLY 

s99s 
Cable Voltage Tester 
Ideal for automotive use. This piercing 
type lead tester gives you an LED 
readout to indicate if the lead is alive. 
Can save heaps of time! Cat 0-2000 

DMM with Frequency!! 
The Digital Multimeter with all the standards PLUS 
frequency reading to an incredible 200kHz! Service 
people will find this a must for audio and general 
service work. One handy piece of test equipment 
which does everything - even reads to 20A AC/ 
DC!! Cat 0-1505 

Best of Both Worlds 
The DSE Bargraph Multimeter 
has all the ease of an analogue 
meter PLUS the speed and 
accuracy of digital meters! 
Ideal for the professional or 
hobbyist. With diode test, 
audible continuity tester, 
maximum display value freeze 
and more! Look at the features: 
•Data hold• Sample Rate; 10 
sec• SM ohms imput 
impedance• Complete with 
probes • And much morel 

~---liill• Cat 0-1777 

JUSTs14995 

MM with 5 range 
cap. Checker 
It's the Digital Multimeter with It 
am All the usual features 
including 10A AC/DC PLUS 5 
ranges of capacitance 
checking two ranges of 
conductance AND a diode 
check. And it's accurate 
(<0.25% on DCV). Good 
enough for design and 
inexpensive enough for the 
hobbyist! Cat 0-1460 

~ 
~s99 

4000 Counts 
Multimeter 
Now the multimeter which 
has it all! Digital and bargraph 
display, resistance, audible 
continuity checks, diode test, 
10A AC/DC range, memory, 
auto power down, 40M ohm 
resistance range ... the list goes 
on! Full scale display of 4000 
counts provides high accuracy 
and resolution. If your work 
depends on the best - then 
you won't get better value! 
Cat 0-1666 

Amazing! $24995 



QualilJ. tools save time and money 
_____ P_ie_rgiacom!,.~!!tftt1~§~J..~~·~·" 

rellablllty. They're the choice of professionals - and now DSE has available this 

Arlee Mini Vice 
Need a third hand? Here's one that 
won't let go! The mini vice from Arlee 
attaches to any table, desk, bench, etc. 
(up to about 40mm thick). 50mm wide 
jaws hold tight - opens up to around 
60mm for those big jobs. More than 
strong enough for cutting, filing and 
other testing applications. Cat T-4748 

$1295 

Varltemp Iron 
Variable temperature - the right heat 
for every appllcatlonl And the 
temperature adjustment Is right there 
on the handle: that's convenient! 
Interchangeable tip means total 
flexibility. Cat T-1350 

$3595 

Accessories 
to Sult: 

Allen Key Set 
Here's an Ideal set for the workshop. 7 
gunmetal finish Allen keys In a plastic 
wallet. Sizes 1.4mm, 1.5mm, 2mm, 
2.4mm, 2.5mm, 3mm, 4mm. They are 
ideal for most European and Japanese 
equipment that have Allen screws. 
Cat T-5080 

$395 

Multl·purpose Stand 
Holds boards or components firmly in 
rubber faced vice. Angle of vice may 
be varied widely in three dimensions 
for greater accessibility to board. 
Convenient soldering iron holder also 
adjustable. Adjustable spool holder for 
solder & desoldering 
wick. Ideal for the 
hobbyist or 
professional. 
Leaves both 
hands free. 
Cat T-5700 

Spare Tip (medium) cat T-1351 $4.35 
Spare Tip (large) catT-1352 $4.35 

DiCKesMITH 
ELECTRONICS 

PTY LTD 

Quality, reliable tools from DSE -
Where the Price is Always Right! 

superb range. 

Cutting Nipper with back· 
angled cut 
Designed especially 
for pcb solder! ng 
work. Blade opening 
7mm, handles up to 
1.3mm copper wire. 
Cat T-3261 

Cutting Nipper with 
standard cut 
Ultra-precision cutter 
with standard angled 
blades allowing 
completely flush 
cutting. Cat T-3262 

Inclined Frontal Cut 
Nippers 
Very easy to handle, 
allowing leads to be 
cut 1.5mm from plane 
- perfect for 
soldering or to clear 
soldered joint. 
Cat T-3263 

Deluxe Pin Vice 
It's a small hand tool that looks a lot 
like a jeweller's screwdriver - without 
a blade. Stored away inside the body 
are two double-ended locking collets 
that can be used to hold anything from 
3mm diam. down to virtually nothing. 
That could be small drills (fantastic for 
drilling PCB's!), screwdriver 
blades (now you don't have 
to throw broken blades out!) 
awl points, scrlbers, 
reamers, needles and 
pins, etc etc. 
CatT-5115 

lncllned Cutter and Bender 
Not only cuts the pigtail, ~ 
but bends it away from pcb 
so the component won't fall 
out. Fantastic! cat T-3264 S1895 

=r cutting jobs ~ 
- like mini scissors but ;::z::::::=:7 
with the extra strength needed S2295 
to get through metal, 
plastics, etc. Cat T-3265 

Needle Nose Pliers 
Tweezer-like ends for ~ 
reaching into almost :siz;z:::::::-
inaccesslble places -
and flat blades so delicate '1 795 
components won't be damaged. 
Cat T-3266 

Flat Nose Semlfed Pliers 
Fine (2.5mm) ends with ~ 
serrations along blade 
mean extra grip when '1695 
you really need it. 
Cat T-3267 

Retractable Blade 
Neon Tester 
Avoid that dangerous habit of ca_rrying 
around a screwdriver in your pocket! 
Famous Germain "Boker" quality 
'driver has retractable blade for safety 
PLUS inbuilt mains voltage 
neon tester (100 to 500V). 
Screwdriver blade length 
25mm, 3mm width. 
Handle (lnlcuding 
pocket clip) 
115mm x 15mm 
diam. CatT-4007 

WAS 
$6.55 

NOW 
$595 

Butane Soldering Iron S/S Transistor Nipper 
Totally portable, 'all-in-one' soldering Ideal for pcb work. Very sharp 
iron that fits easily in a shirt pocket. precision cut with long life cutting 
Uses refillable 'butane' - the type edge. 95mm body with spring return. 
used in ordinary cigarette lighters 9mm cutting blades. Cat T-3205 
provides an amazing 60 minutes $1695 continuous use at a full 60 watts. 
Adjustable temperature control 
provides an equivalent to 1 Oto 60 
watts. Detachable cap features a built
in ignition system which uses 
replacement flints. Cat T-1370 

$5995 ~~ 
~~~~ 

Just the 
size of a marker 
pen - ideal for 

on-the-spot repairs. 

Scope Cordless 
Solder Gun ~=~·~:J~i::jj .... :J 
Powerful enough to handle the same 
jobs as 60W mains irons, but inbuilt 
NiCads give you up to 100 solder joints 
away from power points and extension 
cords. Includes plugpack for overnight 
charging; heats in just six seconds and 
takes standard Miniscope spares. 
Supplied with charger, two spare 
elements and two spare bits. Cat T-1600 



UHF 
Hand-Held 
Go-anywhere action 
on UHF CB: that's the 
Sundowner Hand
Held. All 40 channels 
fitted with very 
healthy 1.5W output 
(switchable to 0.15W 
to save battery). It's 
supplied complete 
with 10.BV NiCad 
battery (recharger also 
inc) and whip antenna 
- so you don't need 
anything else to start 
talkina! Cat 0-1807 ONLV$599 
5W6Channel 
Marine 
Transceiver 
At this low price 
anyone on the water 
can have the security 
of a quality 
transceivert With 
maximum legal power 
and fitted with 27MHz 

. marine frequencies, 
It's ideal for the small 
boat owner and 
weekend fisherman. 
Cat D-1126 
Features: 
• 27.880MHz crystals 
• On/Off/Volume, 

channel select, 
PTT, squelch 
switches 

• External power jack 
• Huge 5 watt power 
• Signal/battery 

meter 
• High/Low power 

switch 
• High/Low mic. gain 

Dual Beam Timing Ught 
With our fantastic Dual Beam Timing 
Light your car will be purring like a 
kitten. Save time and money and do it 

Royce Slimline It's the most advanced UHF CB set 
available. And yet it's also one of the smallest - an amazing 

25mm thick, and just 145 x 162mm (d x w)! Nothing has been left out, 
either:. full legal power output, all forty channels, full 

scanning facilities, instant 
highway/emergency channel 

access, repeater access, 
optional selcall and tone 

squelch ... everything the avid 
UHF CBer could possibly 

want! cat 0-1810 

. · ~s599 
Selcall Ontion 5 tone Selcall (selective calling) pcb which 
means squelch wif7i~jy open when it receives the $

129 correct tones. Great for clubs etc. Cat 0-1808 

183cm Whip, Super 
Heavy Duty 
Just right for 4WD's vans etc - or 
anyone really serious about CB! 
Heavy duty unbreakable mounting 
base unit and massive spring, 
complete with PL-259 coax lead. 
Requires 13mm mounting hole - in 
something real solid! Cat 0-4078 

~ 

$99 
Fully Automatic Antenna · 
The ultimate in ease! Antenna 
automatically goes up when you turn 
on your radio. Features 5 section anti 
corrosion stainless steel mast, FM/ 

M k it rtabl I 
MW/LW reception, easy two wire a e po e. connection, 300mm underhang and 

Wh ... brimoru •• , Tho Royoo Portobl• CM~ c ........ ,.,.. ""' '"' .;l ~ -use) your CB anywhere. Has battery rack, antenna and shoulder strap 
for complete portable operation! Cat 0-1812 

~--------s1_8_9'_5_.. \E • .. $3995 
3-way Antenna 
SWltch 
If you have more than one 
antenna or use more than 
one rig then th is switch wlll 
save you swapping by hand. 
Handles 150 watts at 30MHz: 
ideal for base or mobile use. 
Cat 0-5206 

VHF/UHF Universal Antenna Kit. 
Whip, coax and base 
• Quality st~inless steel 520mm whip, 

complete with cutting chart, suitable 
for mid VHF band (about 120MHz) 
up 

• Deluxe gutter gripper mount, 
• 5/16", 26TPI coaxially fed antenna 

base (intended for UHF work - even 

better at VHF!) ' • 2 metres UHF quality RG58C/U 
coaxial cable 

• PL-259 UHF converter (as 
used on most tranceivers) 
Cat 0-4025 

~ $3295 
~ *~ 

Car sound at its best!!! 

Your own Radiator Checker 
You know how hard It is to 
remember to check the water level in 
your car's radiator! Now the DSE 
Fluid Level Monitor does it for you. 
Easy to flt it could save you a fortune 
on repairs. Cat A-8535 

Remote starter SWltch 

youself. Cat A-7470 
The Sharp RG-F887G Car Stereo is, without doubt, one of the most 
sophisticated systems around. With 3 band tuner, 7 band graphic 

iii•"'-" equaliser, LED display, 5 memory station program, auto reverse, blank 

=-s599s 
10 Function Engine 
Analyser 
Optimise engine performance and 
maximise fuel economy! The 10 
Function Analyser is a professional 
quality.test device for reliable and 
accurate automotive use. Checks: 
• Idle speed and carburettor 
adjustment • Adjusts ignition contact 
points • Tests battery condition and 
electrical systems • Tests generators/ 
atternators • Tests high tension leads 
and coil • Provides simple method for 
troubleshooting. Comes with 
comprehensive instructions and all 
connecting leads, etc. Cat A-7480 

~ 

3-Way Closed Speaker system 
The CP-FA30 closed, rear mount system 
produces great dynamics. Uses the 
square-type flat diaphragm woofers for 
improved bass response. Couple this 
with 60W input power and you'll never 
want to get out of the car. Cat A-9060 

• BOW per channel maximum input 
power 

• Square, flat diaphragm woofer with 
honeycomb core 

• 100cm squared mid-range 
• 3.Scm tweeter 

PTY LTD 



2 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!! TRANSFO~MERS 
Save heaps on our quality 

POWER SUPPLY SAVERS! 
Hurry, take advantage of our amazing 
power supply$$$ savers now! Battery 
eliminators from DSE save you money. Hey, this is fantastic value! Quality, reliable Mabuchi Electric Motors at half their transformers! Hundreds of applications 

normal price. Rated at 3 volts these are great for projects, experiments, model for projects,.power supplies linear 
building or just playing around. Right now, you get two for the price of one! amplifiers, etc. Our low pric~s are 
Cat M-9961 always hard to beat - but now they're DSE1990 

even better! 

Tw
.
0 

$ 2 7 S tis-· 1svvar1ab1e 2A Power Supply 

-

The perfect work bench 
companion! Continuously 
variable output from 5 to 

FOR 
" ' 15V DC at 2A continuous, 

_..;;,. · 4A peak. Ideal for the 
_ , _ _-_· ~ hobbyist, handyman and 

WAS $15.75 

NOW 

Primary: 240V. 
Secondary voltage: 
18V. Secondary 
current: 2.2A. 
Terminations: Flying 
Leads. Cat M-1990 

$1295 . _ _ technician. Fully metered, 
showing either voltage or 

$99 output current (switchable). 

POWER SUPPLY 1 &V AC 900mA JUST Low ripple: <20mV at 2A (or 
<200mV at 4A). Cat M-9549 DSE 1200 

~ 
Primary: 240V. 
Secondary voltage: 
40V@ 10mA, 19V 
@ 200mA, 11.2V @ 
450mA. 
Terminations: Flying 

3-6-9-12VDC@1 amp 

WAS $10.4S Leads. Cat M-1200 

. NOW $C)9S 
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MAJOR DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS AUTHORISED RESELLERS 
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~ ~ss ORDER SERVICE 

POST& 
PACKING 
CHARGES 

Order Value 
$5.00 - $9.99 

$10.00 -$24.99 
$25.00 - $49.99 

,..,,,,. •vahble lo •pproved •pplic8nta 
SA Customers: Credit facilities available through 
AGC: 10 Pulteney St, Adelaide 

Charge Order Value Charge 
$2.00 $50.00 - $75.00 $6.50 
$3.50 $75.00 or more N.A. 
$4.50 
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VISA welcome herC! 

DICl<@.SMITH 
ELECTRONICS 

PTY LTD 

P.O. Box 321, North Ryde N.S.W. 2113 
Tel: 888 3200 

Offer concludes 31n/87 or until stocks last. Prices can be increased without notice due to fluctuations in 
currency, high interest rates, government and imports. 
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Dl·178 ANALOGUE 
CAPACITANCE MDER 
No test bench is complete without a means of testing and 
measuring capacitors. This unit not only reads capacitance 
value, but has a leakage tester built in. Forget the 
manufacturers codes: read the actual value quickly and easily. 

Peter PhilliRS 

Digital capacitance meters are now 
commonplace, available as kits or 
commercial hand held meters. 

However, sometimes the displayed value 
can be difficult to interpret. Values such 
as 150 nanofarads, or 12000 pf need fur
ther analysis if a microfarad value is re
quired, moreover, leakage characteristics 
are rarely tested with digital devices, and 
often a faulty capacitor will display an ap
parently useful capacitance reading. The 
instrument described in this article con
forms to the standard established in all the 
prior projects presented in this series, in 
that it is analogue based, cheap, and uses 
the same size case. It is capable of mea
suring capacitance values from 10 pf to 
10 µF, over 6 ranges, and has a zeroing 
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feature to allow on-board testing using a 
test lead. As well, leakage is tested using 
a 100 volt de test voltage and resistance 
values up to 22 M ohms can give full scale 
deflection. 

Open-circuits can also be found by ob
serving the lack of deflection normally 
caused during the leakage test by the 
charge taken by the capacitor. Because 
100 volts is used the leakage test facility 
could be used in determining insulation 
characteristics in devices such as motors, 
heating elements, and so on. 

The Circuit Principles 
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the cir
cuit, drawn as two sections; measurement 
and leakage testing. Capacitance measure-

ment is achieved in the following way. 
The range switch establishes the operating 
frequency as oscillator 1. The capacitor 
under test is connected as the timing ca
pacitor for monostable 1. The output of 
this mono will be a series of pulses at a 
rate determined by the oscillator, and a 
duration by the test capacitor. A de meter 
movement connected to the output of 
mono 1 and earth would register a deflec
tion proportional to the width of the 
pulses. As the pulse duration is propor
tional to the value of the test capacitor, 
the deflection is a measure of the capaci
tance value. However, because the inter
nal capacitance of the mono will produce 
a pulse even when no test capacitor is in
cluded, monostable 2 is used to offset this 
effect. 

The meter is therefore connected be
tween the outputs of two monostables, 
each timed to produce the same output 
pulse width in the absence of a test capaci
tor. Because both monos are operating at 
the same frequency, the potential differ
ence between their outputs is zero at all 
times. Any variations are adjusted using 
the zeroing control which trims the pulse 
width of mono 2. When the pulse width of 
mono 1 exceeds that of mono 2, the meter 
will register. This system allows low value 
capacitance measurement, as well as the 
cancelling of the capacitance of any test 
leads used in measurement of in-circuit 
componets. 

The leakage tester uses another oscilla
tor, which, in conjunction with a trans
former and voltage doubler produces an 
open-circuit voltage of approximately 100 
volts de. This voltage, via high value pro
tection resistors is connected in series with 
the item under test to the 'control' pin of 
mono 2. Any leakage will cause the volt
age to vary the pulse width of mono 2, in 



turn causing meter deflection. 

Background theory 
This circuit, like the frequency meter of 
part 7 is basically an analogue switching 
circuit. As detailed in part 6, (ETI, May 
1987), the timing cycle of the 555 is termi
nated when the charge across the timing 
capacitor reaches 2/3 Vee. The 'control' 

OSCILLAT~ , 

----10P 

SSS 

TRIGGER 

MONO 1 MONO 2 

CONTROL 

ZERO 

11~100Ydc + -

LEAKAGE 
TEST 

Vee 

R1 

R2 ~-1...-t I ) 
~;: _v l\Y IJ ve1 
Yee I I 

J, C vc:~n_n OUTPUT 

I I ~MEJ693R2C 
D:693IR1·R21C 

pin allows this voltage to be varied, giving 
control of the duration of the timing cycle. 
If a voltage is connected to the control 
pin, it will over-ride the internally applied 
voltage, and reduce the timing period for 
control voltages less than 2/3 Vee. Con
versely, longer timing cycles are provided 
by increasing the control voltage above 
the internally set value. 

Because the internally pre-set voltages 
to both comparators are determined by a 
common potential divider network, modi
fying the voltage at the 'threshold' com
parator will affect that at the trigger com
parator. This sets a limit on the permissi
ble range of the externally applied volt
age, if triggering is to continue. A typical 
range for a 15 V supply is from 9 to 11 

PARTS LIST - ETl· 178 
RESISTORS ............ all V. watt 10% unless 

otherwise specified. 
all values in ohms. 

R1, R2, R19 ........... 220k 
R3, R7, R16, 
R23, R28, R29 ....... 1k 
R4, R15, R27, 
R30 ........................ 4k7 
RS, R6, R9, 
R14 ........................ 10k 
RB .......................... 820 
R10 ........................ 100k 
R11 ........................ 1M 
R12 ........................ 390k 
R13 ........................ 4M7 
R17 ........................ 100 
R18 ........................ 18k 
R20 ........................ 3k3 
R21 ........................ 18k-22k (see text) 
R22, R24 ............... 22k 
R25 ........................ 1k2 
R26 ........................ 1k8 
R31 ........................ 2k2 
R32 ........................ 47 

POTENTIOMETERS 
10 turn. or large size vertical mount 

RV1 ....................... 500 
RV2 ....................... 5k 
RV3 ....................... 50k 
RV4 ....................... 500k 
RV5 ....................... 200k 
RV6 ....................... 1M 
RV7 ....................... 1 Ok panel mount 

CAPACITORS ......... types not specified are 25V 
electrolytics. 
all polyesters 100V unless 
otherwise specified. 
all values in µF, pcb mount. 

C1 .......................... 1000 
C2, C9 ................... 1 tan!. or mono. 
C3, C4, C7, 
C11 ........................ 0.1 polyester 

cs .......................... 0.001 polyester 
C6, C14 ................. O.Q1 polyester 
C8 .......................... 330pF ceramic 
C10, C12 ............... 100pF ceramic 
C13 ........................ 470 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
01, 04, 05 ............ BC557 or similar 
02, 03 ................... BC547 or similar 
D1-D4 .................... 1 N914 or similar 
ZD1 ....................... 5V6 400mW Zener diode 
IC1 ......................... µA7812, T0220 voltage 

regulator 
IC2, IC2 ................. µA556 
Bridge .................... W05 or equiv. 
LED 1 .................... to suit 

SWITCHES 
S1 .......................... 6 pole, 2 way wafer 

METER MOVEMENT 
1ma de, 100 or 200 ohm coil, 80mm x 80mm 
panel mount (or 100mm x 80mm). 
TRANSFORMERS 

T1 .......................... 240:12.6V, 150mA eg, type 
2851 

T2 .......................... Dick Smith type M-0216 
MISCELLANEOUS 
PCB or vero board; Scotchcal front panel; 
aluminium case, (W x D x H) 152 x 132 x 103mm 
(see note below); 4 terminal posts, 2 control 
knobs; 4 pcb supports, rainbow cable hook-up 
wire, 240 lead and plug; grommet; terminal 
block; cable clamp; lugs, mounting hardware for 
LED. 
NOTE: 
The case size was based on the Dick Smith 
case, catalogue no. H-2330. However, although 
this unit has the same dimensions, a recent 
discovery shows they are for D x W x H. The 
larger aluminium case, no. H-2335 can be used if 
necessary, but the front panel design will need 
enlarging to suit. 

APPROXIMATE COST = $45 
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volts, although wider variations can be ap
plied with care. 

A common use for this application is 
frequency modulation of the output. If the 
555 is connected as an astable multivibra
tor, another signal applied to the control 
pin will vary the frequency of the output 
proportionally to the control signal's am
plitude. Thus a crude form of FM is possi
ble. A two-tone siren can also be gener
ated this way, along with a wide range of 
other possibilities. 

The astable multivibrator is a very com
mon application of the 555 timer, (figure 
2). At switch on, the timing capacitor C 
will be discharged, giving 0 volts ·at the 
trigger input. This ensures the 555 Im
mediately enters its active state, sending 
the output high, and turning off the inter
nal discharge transistor. The capacitor 
then charges through the series connected 
timing resistors Rl and R2. When the 
charge on C equals 2/3 Vee, the threshold 
comparator will reset the timer to its other 
state, sending the output low, and turning 
on the discharge transistor. The charged 
capacitor now discharges through R2 and 
the internal transistor. When the capacitor 
voltage falls to 1/3 Vee, the trigger com
parator switches, setting the timer back to 
its active state, and the cycle recom
mences. 

The frequency of operation is indepen
dent of the supply, and the duty cycle of 
the output waveform is determined by the 
resistor values. The relevant equations 
are: 
HIGH time (tH) = 0.693 (Rl + R2)C .... (1) 
LOW time (tL) = 0.693 R2 C ............... (2) 
PERIOD (T) = 0.693 (Rl + 2R2)C ...... (3) 

1 1.44 
. Frequency = T (Rl + 2R2)C .......... (4) 

R2 
Duty Cycle (d) = Rl + 2R2 ............... (5) 

To obtain a nearly symmetrical square 
wave, R2 should be much higher than Rl. 
The minimum value for Rl is lk, and if 
R2 is 10 times higher than Rl, a simplified 
equation for frequency is: 

Approx. frequency= ~Z~ ................. (6) 

Construction 
Commence construction by preparing the 
case. Use the template supplied with the 
meter to drill the case, and a nibbler tool 
to cut the large hole for the meter body. 
Mount the transformer on the rear of the 
case, as shown in the accompanying 
photos. Use the pcb board as a template 
to drill its mounting holes in the case, 
positioned to clear the protruding devices 
inside the case. 

As usual, mount all low profile devices 
on the pcb first, starting with the resistors, 
then the diodes, proceeding with the ca
pacitors and semiconductors. Note that 
C13 mounts across the meter terminals. 
The six trimpots should be mounted last, 
and can be either the 10 turn type, or the 
cheaper, large vertical mount variety, as 
the layout provides for both. IC sockets 
are recommended. The wafer switch 
should be connected with minimum lead 
lengths, using rainbow cable. To facilitate 
fault finding connect the meter, range 
LED, zero control and terminals with 
leads sufficiently long to allow the pcb to 
be held away from the case. It is impor
tant that the case be connected to the 
common (negative) supply so connect, the 
negative terminal post for the capacitance 
measuring (Cx) terminals directly to the 
case. After a final check for shorts and in
correctly polarised components, connect 
the transformer secondary, and apply 
power. 

First confirm that no ICs, etc, are over
heating, then select the pF range and ob
serve if the zero control will vary the 
meter reading. If the range error LED is 
on, and/or the meter is deflecting more 
than half scale, IC3 is probably the cause, 
due to its manufacturing source. This can 
be ascertained by observing that other 

Turn your hobby iQto a 
f•t bl M~sa • ft· .·.;.·:.,·.·.·:;.·:·:;~\ Pro I a e Career. ~:-., Ill 

computers. 

You're obviously interested in electronics. Why else 
would you be reading this magazine? 

But have you ever considered turning your interest 
into a rewarding career as a computer maintenance 
engineer? 

The Control Data Institute can help you fulfil your goal 
in the shortest possible time by teaching you such subjects 
as basic electronics, microprocessors, data communication, 
disk drives and machine language programming. 

We then help you further by helping more than 
Sanford Vick.2003. 

90% of our graduates get their first jobs in this exciting, 
expanding industry. 

Don't delay, contact Control Data now. 
Sydney 4381300, Melbourne 2689666. 

~:?)CONTROL DATA INSTITUTE 
A computer career starts here. 
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ranges give appropriate deflection when a 
suitable value capacitor is connected for 
measurement. The only cure is to use an
other brand of 556. Once this problem is 
fixed, see if the meter can be zeroed when 
the zeroing control is midscale. If not, 
modify the value of R21 to give the re
quired results. If no adjustment is avail
able,· try the leakage test. This can be 
done by placing a high value resistor (lOM 
ohms) across the leakage test terminals, 
and if all is well, the meter should read 
full scale. If not, confirm that the de volt
age across the leakage test terminals is 
around 100 V, using a DVM (or any high 
impedance voltmeter). If so, examine the 
circuitry associated with the meter, includ
ing IC3. If not, check around IC2. If the 
leakage test is operating correctly, and the 
zero control is still ineffective, try another 
brand for IC3. Otherwise check the circuit 
around IC3. 
Calibration 
A rough calibration can be achieved by 
using capacitors whose value is assumed to 
be that marked, but final calibration can 
only be done with accurately measured ca
pacitors. The controls do not interact, and 
calibration is simply a matter of applying 
the appropriate size capacitance value for 
each range, and adjusting the preset pots 
to give the required deflection. 

Because the meter may not be perfectly 
linear, do not attempt to get extreme ac
curacy. The prototype was adjusted to 
give a full scale deflection that was correct 
for the applied capacitance value. Obvi
ously, accuracy is both a function of initial 
calibration and linearity of the meter 
movement. Extreme accuracy is only avai
able with a more sophisticated, digitally 

based device. The values shown on the 
circuit diagram for R8 to R13 may need to 
be varied if the pots run out of range. The 
value of C6 would be a possible cause if 
considerable variation is required. 

Using the Meter 
This instrument can virtually test for all 
capacitor faults. Measurement range is re-

~--··································-~ ! ACTIVE ARE NO LONGER IN i 
I SPRINGVALE, BUT JAYCAR IS I 
! 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111' ! 
I Jaycar Electronics has taken over operation at the well known I 
1 Active Electronics Store since June 1, 1987 I 
I All Ja car stock ands ecials are available there. I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I 

I Don't forget our other 7]~~'' ~· i I Melbourne Showroom • • I· I 45 A'Beckett Street, Melbourne 2! I I 
.. Telephone: (03) 663 2030 --_ JL__ _ * 
~--···································· 
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stricted to a maximum of 10 µ.F, but 
values greater than this are rarely required 
anyway. As the test terminals are pola
rised, electrolytic type capacitors can be 
tested. Note that the negative test termi
nal connects to ground. A feature of the 
meter is that all readings are in µ.F, except 
the lowest range, which is in pF. A meter 
scale calibrated 0 to 1 means that the dis
played reading must simply be multipled 
by the selected decade value. The zero 
control will allow, depending on the value 
of R21, test lead capacitance values of up 

to 30 to 40 pF to be cancelled if in-situ 
measurement is used for low value capaci
tors. The range error LED should start to 
operate once the capacitor is 50% higher 
than the maximum allowed value for that 
range. 

Leakage testing is a useful test of any 
capacitor, as the low voltage used to mea
sure the capacitance value may not 
demonstrate leakage that occurs only upon 
application of a sufficiently high voltage. 
Obviously, capacitors rated at less than 
100 volts should not be subjected to the 

leakage test, particularly polarised vari
eties that may well be distressed into 
breakdown if tested on this unit. Ideally, a 
zero deflection should be obtained, but 
surface leakage may produce a small de
flection on some devices. Touching the 
test terminals will not induce an electric 
shock, but will produce full scale deflec
tion. Users may like to establish the resist
ance values required for various degrees 
of deflection. The prototype gave full 
scale for 22 M ohms, and half scale for 
100 M ohms. Leakage resistance for any 

T.ANGE • ERROR (et~ ETl-178 
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appliance can be determined, although 240 
volt rated devices should ideally be tested 
at voltages up to ·soo volts. Certainly, if 
leakage is exhibited at 100 volts, applying 
240 volts is asking for trouble. 

Open circuit faults in capacitors are 
common, and can be confirmed by noting 
that no init.ial deflection occurs during the 

240V~ll 

The circuit Is In two separate, but integrated 
sections; the capacitance measuring part, 
and the leakage tester. For both sections, 
IC2 provides the function of two separate 
oscillators, one fixed at around 20 kHz tor 
the leakage tester, the other operating at se
lected frequencies for each capacitance 
range. The 20 kHz oscillator functions when 
01 Is turned on by selecting the pf/leak test 
position on switch S1 B. The output wave
form for this oscillator Is low for only 20% 
of the total period, ensuring a sufficiently 
narrow current pulse through the primary of 
the transformer to minimise power dissipa
tion In IC2. R31 also assists by limltlng the 
value of each current pulse. The secondary 
of the transformer is connected to a voltage 
doubler wtiich produces approximately 100-
Vdc When unloaded. The timing compo
nents for this oscillator are R5, R6 and C5. 
R3 holds 01 off, unless a current path to 
ground Is provided through R4 and SW1 B. 

The oscillator frequency for the capaci
tance measuring section Is selected by 
switching in one of the 6 trlmpots and Its 
associated series resistor. The frequencies 
obtained on the prototype are Included on 
the circuit diagram, but will differ with each 
Instrument by as much as 10%. The timing 
capacitor for this oscillator Is C6. The out
put of the oscillator Is fed to the differentiat
ing circuit comprising CS, R14 and R15, 
which then delivers trigger pulses to the 
two monostables provided by IC3. The trig
ger pulse clipping circuit of 03, R18, R20 
and C14 Is used to eliminate the trigger 
comparator saturation problems discussed 
previously, (Part 6). For some brands of 
556, eg, Fairchild, these components are 
unnecessary. Note that some other brands 
of 556 will not work properly In this circuit, 
due to the small value of the timing capacl-
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leakage test. Very small value capacitors 
will not produce much deflection, but 
values above 100 pF should exhibit the ef
fect sufficiently to confirm no open circuit 
exists. Values above 0.1 µF will cause an 
initial deflection to, or above full scale, 
and, as a charge is taken, an eventual re
turn to zero should occur taking a time 

HOW IT WORKS - ETl-178 
tors C10 and C12. RCA types work, provid
ing the clipping circuit is included, but Sig
netlcs brand do not. 

As described in the text, the meter move
ment is connected between the outputs of 
both monos, to allow. a zero reading when 
the pF scale is selected. Nulling of the 
pointer is provided by RV7, which adjusts 
the high time of mono 2. The series resistor 
R21 may need to be varied from that shown 
to ensure no pointer deflection when the 
zero control is centred. The timing capacitor 
for mono 2 is C10. The unknown capacitor 
c. Is placed in parallel with C12, which to
gether form the timing capacitor for mono 
1, causing the high time of this mono to ex
tend beyond that of mono 2. The meter de
flection Is directly proportional to the 
amount the pulse width of mono 1 exceeds 
that of mono 2, and represents the value of 
c •. The circuit values are arranged so that 
full scale deflection occurs for a duty cycle 
of around 30% for the output waveform of 
mono 1. By varying the pulse repetition 
rate, determined by the oscillator, up to 6 
decades of capacitance value can be ap
plied without exceeding the 30% duty cycle. 

However, some complications arise. If a 
direct relationship between oscillator fre
quency to capacitance decade were used, 
the range of frequencies would exceed the 
capabillties of the circuit. To permit meas
urement over the six decades, two switch
ing transistors, 04 and 05 are used to 
change the meter sensitivity and the timing 
resistor value of mono 1. When pf meas
urement is selected, 04 Is turned on, which 
then short circuits R26, a resistor otherwise 
in series with the meter movement. This 
leaves R25 as the only resistor in series 
with the meter movement, increasing the 
sensitivity of the meter circuit by around 

depending on the capacitor value. As an 
example, a 1 µF capacitor could take up 
to 20 seconds or more to be fully charged. 
An important point to note is that the ca
pacitor will be left holding a 100 volt 
charge, and should be discharged before 
measuring its capacitance value, or -any
thing else for that matter! 

C11 R:JO 
;t;,'OOn 4K7 

04 OS 
R24 IN914 RiS 557 
22K 1K 

R29 R31 

1K 
2K2 

50%. The oscillator frequency can then 
halve that otherwise required. The next 
three decades then use a direct relationship 
of dividing the oscillator frequency by ten 
as higher decade values are selected. The 
final two decades, if this relationship was to 
continue would then have frequencies of 
approximately 10 Hz and 1 Hz respectively. 
Because these frequencies are too low to 
be practical, the timing resistor for mono 1 
is lowered, by causing 05 to switch a paral
lel resistor, R29 across the previously used 
timing resistor R24. This permits higher fre
quencies to be used for the last two de
cades. 

The range error LED is driven by 02, 
which Is turned on when the voltage across 
C9 rises sufficiently to forward bias ZD1. 
This occurs when the output of mono 1 has 
a duty cycle greater than 50%. The leakage. 
test circuit applies approximately 100 volts 
across the test terminals, supplied from the 
voltage doubler in series with R1. The cur
rent that flows through the device under 
test will forward bias 03, which has its base 
connected to the other test terminal through 
R2. When conducting, 03 wlll cause the 
control voltage to mono 2 to drop, decreas
ing its pulse width. This causes the meter 
to deflect proportionally to the current flow
ing through the capacitor under test. Be
cause the pF range and the leakage test 
share the same switch position, the meter 
circuit is at its highest sensitivity, and leak
age currents of 10 µ.A or less will produce 
full scale deflection. To protect IC3 against 
the possibility of a charged capacitor being 
placed across the capacitance measuring 
terminals, D4 is connected to the positive 
test terminal and V00, clamping this point to 
around 12 volts, and providing a discharge 
path for the capacitor. 
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A new device for finding faults 

The Huntron 
Tracker 2000 

Both versions of the Huntron Tracker can be seen at the 
Whats New Products show at Homebush State Sports 
Centre, Sydney between 8·9 July and In Melbourne 29-30 July. 

A few months ago we reviewed a de
vice called a Polar T1200, which 
could find faulty components by 

displaying a voltage versus current plot of 
the component. It was, I thought, an in
teresting device, one of those good ideas 
that make you ask: "why was it never 
thought of before?" 

The idea is to put a variable voltage be
tween the probes, and then monitor the 
resulting current. Different types of com
ponents reveal themselves by characteristic 
traces. For instance, a resistor is just a 
straight line, ramping up in accordance 
with Ohm's law. A capacitor is an oval, 
the amount of capacitance determining the 
elipticity of the oval. 

Semiconductors also have their charac· 
teristic shapes. A diode, for instance, has 
a knee with a horizontal and then a verti· 
cal section. Transistors show their typical 
characteristic curves. 

The beauty of such a device is that in· 
circuit testing, with all that implies in 
terms of time saving at the work bench, 
becomes possible. For instance, using a 
multimeter, it's impossible to detect an 
open capacitor in parallel with a resistor, 
since the meter will only register the 
resistance. If the capacitor is short, a mul
timeter will not tell you which component 
is at fault. A V versus A display will. A 
resistor and capacitor in parallel, for in· 
stance, will display a little bit of resistance 
and a little bit of capacitance, and give 
you a diagonal oval. Alter the amount of 

capacitance present, and the shape of the 
oval changes. 

The worst thing about such a device is 
that measurement is extremely difficult. 
At best it is imprecise, at worst, impossi
ble. Therefore, one must concentrate on 
the shape of the trace, rather than its size 
if the unit is to have any value. For this 
reason, the best troubleshooting strategy 
in a practical situation is by comparison. 
The board under test and a known good 
board are laid, side by side, and the two 
are compared. 

The Huntron Trackers 
I was rather taken with the T1200 because 
I'd never seen anything like it before. 
However, it turns out that there is more 
than one such device out in them thar 
hills. The Tracker 2000 has been produced 
by Huntron instruments of the US, and is 
being distributed by ECO Electronics in 
Brisbane. Its worth $3257 ex tax. A model 
1000, without the pulse generator, less im
pedance ranges and less oscillators, is 
worth $1754 ex tax. According to Wayne 
George the managing director of ECO, 
the model 2000 has received an enthusias
tic response from local technicians. Over 
200 Trackers of both types have been sold 
Australia wide. 

It comes in a grey case with a small dis
play to the left of the screen and a series 
of knobs to the right. Each knob has a 
small light in the middle which lights up 
when the function is activated. It's a nice 

touch that reveals the state of the instru
ment at a glance. You don't have to check 
to see whether a particular function is ac-
ti~. . 

Immediately to the right of the screen 1s 
the range selection panel. This allows the 
operator to change the impedance of the 
instrument through four ranges. Imped
ance is important because the test signal is 
applied between the probes as a specific 
voltage level and input resistance. The 
current that flows when the circuit is com
pleted through the device under test is 
used to drive the vertical deflection of the 
trace. The voltage on the terminals causes 
the horizontal deflection. Thus the beha
viour of the trace depends quite critically 
on the amount of input resistance in series 
with the voltage source. the idea is to in
crease the impedance if you want more 
horizonal discrimination, and reduce it for 
vertical discrimination. There is an auto 
function on this as well so the instrument 
will spool through the various settings. 

Next to the ranging buttons is a set of 
three to select the sine wave frequency. It 
will apply a sine wave to a component at 
50, 400 and 2000 Hz. It can also supply 
pulses of variable level and shape for dy
namic testing. For instance, it is possible 
to put the probes across the collector 
emitter of a transistor and then confirm its 
operation by turning the base on and off 
with the pulser. The level of the pulse is 
variable between plus and minus five 
volts. It's also possible to vary the width 
of the pulses. . 

Finally, at the bottom of the panel is a 
selector for the two channels. This allows 
the user to apply signals to two boards, 
switching between the two. A variable pot 
allows the selection of the rate at which 
the instrument swops between the two 
channels. It also sets the rate at which the 
impedance level changes when in the 
audio ranging mode. 

In use, the 2000 works well. Not that 
the comparison method of problem solving 
is the answer to a technician's prayers. 
Trouble shooting still requires the applica
tion of common sense, since boards are 
rarely identical, and quite frankly, it's a 
pain to have to connect two leads every 
time you want to make a test. It seemed 
to me that the most efficient way to use 
the machine is to make an educated guess 
at the expected shape of the trace at a 
given point and then to probe. The 
manual helps here. Apart from a compre
hensive instruction and servicing section, it 
also contains pages of useful diagrams of 
what various devices should look like. 

I liked the tracker. I doubt it will re
place the multimeter on too many work
benches, but it could well stand along side 
it. 
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Electrical Death 
Few of the articles and projects published 
in ETI have ever made much mention of 
the safety risks inherent in their operation 
and construction. In order to redress this 
balance we publish the following salutary 
tales and graveside warnings as a guide to 
the unwary. The source of much of this 
material comes from 'What a way to Go' 
by Peter Bowler and Jonathon Green pub
lished by Pan. 

Pussy's Revenge 
Many people hate cats but none more so 
than Mr Frederick Power of Newcastle. 
As a consequence he decided to build a 
trap consisting of a small sardine can, 
filled with meat, which was attached by an 
electrical cable to his garage power point. 
Shortly afterwards Mr Power was discov
ered in his backyard, dead, lying face 
down, holding the electrified sardine can. 

The resulting coronial inquiry was una
ble to discover why Mr Power was clutch
ing the fatal can. Some have pointed out 
however, that in laboratory experiments 
cats have been taught to manipulate 
switches very successfully. 
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The Electrifying Pastor 
Pastor Kaarlo Toivo was a 62-year-old' 
Swedish clergygman. Like many modern 
evangelical sects the Pastor's church be
lieved in adult baptism. As this was 
Sweden the Pastor performed his religious 
duties in a heated pool. During one such 
ceremony this excellent churchman called 
for his microphone, forgetting he was still 
in the pond. The resulting effects of this 
unwise move saw a change in sacrament 
from baptism to burial. 
Mr Anonymous 
A sadly disturbed young man decided to 
commit suicide. Determined to make an 
impression as well as reflect his sexual 
predelictions, he proceeded to dress him
self in panties and a brassiere filled with 
foam balls. He stripped the ends of an ex
tention cord and taped them to his nipples 
with sticking plaster. Then he fixed an
other cord to the switch in such a way that 
he could turn on the switch by tugging the 
cord. He threw this cord over a handy 
beam, and suspended himself from the 
same beam by the wrists. One of the 
worlds great innovators died when he 
tugged the cord. 

Walking the Line 
Joseph Patrick O'Malley met his end when 
he went walking beside the track of a New 
York Subway railway line whilst drunk. It 
seems that O'Malley stopped to urinate 
and when the noxious stream hit the elec
trified third rail it acted as a path for 600 
volts to enter his body. Apparently the 
only clues to the cause of his death were 
certain electrical burns found on the tip of 
his penis and on his thumb and forefinger. 

Bavarian Surprise 
At some time in the twentieth century a 
Bavarian man was discovered by the local 
police sitting on the lavatory, stark naked 
with a potato masher attached to his geni
tals. Apparently this individual had discov
ered (one wonders how) that power from 
the mains, applied through a potato 
masher {which he shaped to fit his organs) 
gave him great stimulation. He was in the 
habit of using the masher in this way con
stantly. 

He met his death when, having finished 
his pleasure he stood up .and attempted to 
pull the chain. The metal chain provided a 
perfect earth and he was electrocuted. 
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Discrete logic design to 
single chip solution from 

your desk in just 24 hours 
You get a logic device which can be 
evaluated instantly, experimented with, 
or changed on the spot. Development 
time is hours, not months while costs 
are also substantially reduced. 
And, you can use the TTL building 
blocks you already know to create your 
own affordable VLSI circuit. Call NSD 
today to find out more about the Altera 
EPLD family. 

Now you can do more with logic design 
than you ever dreamed possible with 
the world's first family of erasable 
programmable logic devices (EPLDs) 
which dispenses with the time
consuming pain associated with gate 
arrays or Fuse Programmable Logic. 
The Altera family of EPLDs, available 
from NSD, range from 300 to 1800 gates, 
provide EPROM flexibility, Bipolar 
Speed and the low power of Intel's 
CHMOS technology plus our unique 
erasability feature. 
Simply design a logic circuit, draw your 
schematic, load it into your IMB PC (or 
compatible) and let our PLDS 2 
Development Systems put the JED EC 
object code into your chip - right there 
at your desk. 

~ 205 M;ddl.OOro"gh Rood, 

I Box Hill, Vic. 3128. 
Phone: (03) 890 0970. 
Fax: (03) 899 0819. 

Suite 3, 3rd Floor, 2 Cross Street, Hurstville, NSW 2220. 
Phone: (02) 570 1111. 
62 Doggett Street, Fortitude Valley. Qld. 4006 
Phone: (07) 854 1911 

And distributors throughout Australia. 

~A member of the ~JAMES HARDIE INDUSTRIES GROUP 
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to ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL 
Magazine 

for one year and not only do you receive a free Travel Alarm 
Clock, but you also have a chance to WIN a trip for two to 
Thailand's exotic Bangkok and Pattaya Beach. 
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL gives you an inter
esting and authoritative insight into electronics, computers, Hifi 
and communications 
THE PRIZE: A return trip for two people flying Thai International 
to Thailand, visiting Bangkok and Pattaya. A total of 8 days and 
6 nights accommodation, breakfast and a set of transfers are all 
included in this exotic trip. 
THE FREE GIFT: A stylish Travel Alarm Clock in Burgundy 
Leatherette. (See Free Gift panel for details.) 


